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Preface
To the duties of the engineer be long among others serving human safety and natural
environment. The decision to protect areas in the south-west of the Netherlands
against storm surges with a barrier that, during less severe weather conditions,
enables the tidal motion to pass through, was based on these two aspects. The
barrier can withstand hydraulic forces caused by waves and static head with a
probability of exceedance of 1:4000year. When the barrier is open a tidal prism
of appr. 825 x 10 6m3 can pass through four times a day. The barrier will be constructed in the estuary where tidal currents of up to 2 meters per second occur .
To minimize the risks involved during the construction of this unique structure
under such conditions and to minimize the risk that the structure might fail af ter
completion, a comprehensive research programme was carrie d out. This programme
formed part of a design procedure

~n

which the probabilistic approach was adopted

as a leading thought. The results of this programme have been presented in many
research reports.
In this book the methodology mentioned and the recent advances

~n

hydraulic re-

search techniques are presented in a generalised format.
It is our objective to

share these experiences with the hydraulic engineers and

scientists who are interested in the design and research on coastal structures
throughout the world.

19th December 1980

Ir. H. E
Chief Eng~neer and Director Delta division
Rijkswaterstaat
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SYNOPSIS
Apart from static forces and quasi-static forces on the gates, under some conditions wave impact loads will occur and are shown to be of considerable importance for the gate design.
In essence three problem areas were encountered during the investigation of this
aspect: 1) how to analyse the complex impact phenomena observed and measured in
the original design of the gate, 2) how to transform the model data to design
loads on and responses of the prototype structure and 3) how to adapt the design
to re duce the external loads.
To solve these problems the following tools were applied, of ten in close connection: rigid hydraulic models for pressure measurements, elastic similarity model
for response measurements and several mathematical programs to study wave pressure radiation and responses to wave impacts both in the model and in prototype.
The interrelation between these various techniques proved to be an essential aspect in the design process.
Although minor changes in the original design concept reduced the wave impact
loads to an acceptable level, other developments led to a more drastical change
in design, which will be discussed briefly.
1. INTRODUCTION

The design of the gates of the Storm Surge Barrier has been developed in dependen ce with other structural elements and was also affected by requirements related to the construction phase. The development of the design has been described briefly in paragraph 2.
Because of the fact, that the gate was not designed as an independent structure,
large wave impact loads could not be eliminated. The problems involved in defining impact loads to be used in the design are summarized in paragraph 3.
Paragraph 4 describes the research strategy and paragraph 5 the investigations
and calculations which take part in the research strategy.
Paragraph 6 describes the obtained results of the investigations and calculatiops, and also contains the ultimate design wave impact results. The developments following the completion of the original research program: the development
of a new design and the proposed investigations to obtain again the required information on the design loads, are given in paragraph 7.
2. DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
In the total design of the Storm Surge Barrier a very strong interference between sliding gates and other structural elements is caused by hydraulic conditions and construction planning. The basic function of the gate being the clo3

I
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sure of the gap between upper beam, sill beam and piers during storm surge conditions, the most important part of the gate therefore consists of a vertical
plating. In view of the design requirements of minimizing tors ion stiffness to
allow unequal settiement of the adjacent piers to occur without introducing torsion tensions in the gate, the vertical plating has been designed as an arcade
shaped cross-section, which is weak for shear stresses. To withstand the normal
loads and bending moments horizontal girders have been applied. These girders
would ideally have been positioned at the less exposed Oosterschelde side of
the gate, in order to avoid wave impacts. Alternative designs, taking this aspect into account, were either technically or economically less feasible or
could not be realized within the time. constraints :
- the sill beams must be placed aft er mounting of the gate, which girders therefore may not be in the same plane.
- one vertical plate in front of the girders makes a horizontal plate at the
upper and lower side of the gate necessary to close the gaps. This makes the
design susceptible to vibration excitations.
- with the vertical plate and girders both at the Oosterschelde side, it is not
possible to have an upper beam due to limitations on the pier design . Increasing the gate height to replace the upperbeam is too costly. Moreover the flow
conditions under the gate during closing are more dangereous for the stability of the sill.
Therefore in the basic design two possibilities for the reduction of the w.ave
impact loads have been proposed: firstly the introduction of perforations into
the girders, secondly the protection of the girders at the seaside by a second
plating of sheetpile profiles. A third solution was to replace the plate girders with spatial tube frames, which would be far less susceptible to wave impact. However during the first design stage, when different designs were compared, overall (non-impact) forces appeared to be so large, th at the cost of
such a spatial frame were prohibitive. Therefore this solution was abandoned
at that time and the investigations were focussed on the first mentioned design
with plate girders.
3. PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN DETERMINING WAVE IMPACT LOADS
The main three problem areas to be discerned are:
1. how to analyse the complex wave impact phenomena observed and measured in hydraulic models
2. how to interprete and translate the model data to design loads on and design
responses of the prototype gate
3. how to adapt the design to reduce the external loads.
Each of these areas can be subdivided into a number of aspects:
~~~~l_~~~!Y~!~_~!_~~~_!~E~~~_E~~~~~~~~

critical situations with respect to wave impact: combinations of gate pos~
tions and sea levels that produce the most critical wave impact loads
- the nature of the wave impact phenomena
- the spatial distribtution of the wave impact pressures in horizontal and vertical directions
- the correlation of wave impacts and wave characteristics.
The fact that this correlation proved to be non-existent introduced a new problem, i.e. the probabilistic approach applied to the design of the overall
structure and the elements was not feasible in this case. A more deterministic approach was to be chosen,aimed at quantifying the wave impact loads and
responses in the most critical situations having a fair probability of occurrenee.
!~!~EEE~!~!!~~_~~~_~E~~~!~~!~~_~!_~~~~!_~~~~_~~_E.E~!~!YE~
- scale laws and scale effects for the relevant wave impact phenomena
4
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- the implementation of the elastic behaviour of the structure, 1.e. the transfer of loads into responses.
~~~E!~!i~g_~!_!~~_~~~igg

- possibilities for wave impact (response) reduction.
4. STRATEGY OF THE INVESTIGATION
To deal with the problems mentioned 1n the preceding paragraph a research strategy has been developed that consisted of three phases. The intention was to
gain in each phase just that much information as was necessary to direct the
next phase (e.g. to cancel the following phase).
The phases can be characterized as:
1. The orientation phase, resulting 1n a conservative wave impact load estimation
2. The quantification phase, resulting 1n a best estimation of design wave 1mpact loads and responses
3. The optimizationphase, resulting in a slightly altered design in order to
reduce wave impact responses.
Already it can be said that the three phases have been followed through. The total strategy has been compiled in a Table and will be described briefly in the
following. It will be clear that the components in a certain phase of the strategy have been decided upon during the completion of the preceding phase and
could not be determined beforehand.
Fundamental aspects in the strategy are:
- only investigations with the deepest section and perpendicular wave attack
have been envisaged, since this combination is expected to give the most
unfavourable situations.
- orientating tests to obtain a qualitative picture of the nature of the wave
impact phenomena, but also to establish the critical combinations of gate
position and sea level (quantitatively) and to quantify in a conservative way
the wave impact loads to be taken into account.
The scaling problem has to be assessed by the combination of observations and
measurements of pressures acting on the vertical plating, indicating the
physical phenomena involved.
- if the conservatively estimated wave impact loads are large, new tests will
have to be performed on two fronts:
• new tests with the basic geometry, measuring pressures not only on the vertical plating, but also on the upper and middle girder. The pressure distribution thus obtained is verified and completed with a pressure radiation
calculation for a vertical cross-section .
• in order to obtain the total structural response caused by wave impacts,
measurements are executed in an elastic similarity model, that was primarily
used for vibration studies [IJ.
Model response calculations are then used to produc e a link between both
studies (pressure distributions and total responses) and thus offer the possibility for the calibration of a design load calculation procedure, based
on measured pressures.
- the calibrated design load calculations offer the best estimation of design
loads on the basic geometry and, together with model response calculations
(although less exact than the prototype response calculations), the prototype
design responses.
if responses prove to be too large, alterations of the basic girder geometry
can be tested, again measuring pressures on the vertical plating and the upper
girder. Using the calibrated design load calculation method and prototype
5

response calculations, the prototype design responses for the optimized
girder geometry can be determined (in fact optimization takes place by comparing responses).
acceptable responses will facilitate the complet ion of the final slightly
altered design.
Still too large responses will necessitate a more radical change in design
than the minor change in girder geometry as tested.

Research strategy
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5. DESCRIPTION OF THE INVESTIGATIONS AND CALCULATIONS
Wave pressure measurements
During all three phases, mentioned in Paragraph 4, basically the same model
set-up has been used (only differing in pressure measurement locations and
girder geometry).
The tests were performed in the small wind-wave flume of the Delft Hydraulics
Laboratory (100 m long, 2 m wide, max. water depth 0,80 m), partly applying
regular waves and partly irregular waves, while a stationary current and also
wind was reproduced to scale.
The hydraulic model with a length scale factor of 50 was subdivided into a
6

dummy section and a test section. The entire model has been made of steel,
except the (three) girders of the test gate, which consists of transparent
plastic.
The test gate has been placed excentrically, as shown on Figure 2, close to an
observation window, to be able to record the wave impact phenomena on film.
Several pressure measurement locations have been prepared of which in the
average 12 locations were used per test.
The overall accuracy of the total measuring and recording system is about 90%
in the frequency range of 0 to about 2000 Hz.
During the tests in Phase I pressure cells have been installed only in the vertical plating, while during the tests in Phase 2 and 3 also two locations on
the upper girder have been used, measuring wave impact pressures on the lower
side of the upper girder. One test even has been executed with two extra pressure cells installed on the middle girder measuring wave impact pressures on
its upper side.
The types of girder geometry used will be described in the discussion of the
results.
The prototype design as well as the basic model geometry are shown on Figure 3.
Elastic similarity model (e.s.m.)
To take into account the elastic behaviour of the structure in the investigation
of vibrations, an elastic similarity model has been constructed in which the
mass distribution and the total elastic behaviour (and to some extent the damping characteristics) have been reproduced according to the Froude scale law of
hydraulic free surface models. This model has also been used to measure total
wave impact responses.
Model response calculations
In order to produce a link between the pressure measurements and the measurements in the e.s.m . a mathematical impulse-response model has been developed to
be able to calculate from the design wave impact loads the expected response
and then compare this response with the e.s.m. results.
In this impulse-response model the dynamic properties of the gate of the e.s.m.
have been schematized by two masses, two springs and one damper. The schematisation is quite rough: - added mass has been estimated
- trans format ion of a flexural deformation into a lumped
mass system.
The dynamic system can be described by (see also Appendix A)

x

m
+ c(x-y) + k (x-y) = F(t)
2
2
m y - c(x-y) + kly - k (x-y) = 0
2
l
In which: mi ,m
masses
2
c
damping coefficient
kl,k2
spring constants
F(t)
excitating force (wave impact).
The parameter representation in the equations differs for vertical and horizontal directions, as is shown in Appendix A.
Pressure radiation calculations
Pressure measurements in a vertical cross-section can only be executed in a
limited number of locations. At the girders for instance the presence of pressure cells behind the measurement surface, although quite small, may influence
the pressure pattern.
Therefore a 2-dimensional numerical calculation has been executed of the pressure radiation in a vertical cross-section, using an existing mathematical
program.

7
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In this program the following equation is solved (which
the Helmholtz equation ~n two dimensions)
2
2
a p
a p
-2 + -2
ax
ay
~n

which: p
c

w

~s

~n

fact a form of

2
1 a p
2"-2
c at
w

pressure
velocity of sound

~n

water.

pI sin t is substituted this gives:

If as a simplification p
2

w

- 2" p
c

w

2 2
If the water compressibility can be considered negligible (w /c small) then
w
the well-known Laplace-equation emerges.
The compu tation essentially superimposes the solutions of this equation for a
large number of sources located at the surface of the structure. Although the
method can be applied both in 2 and in 3 dimensions, for the purpose of this
investigation the 2D-model was used.
Prototype response calculations
The response of the gate as a whole and the response of the several parts to
wave impacts has been calculated with a dynamical model using the finite elements method. Also the resonance frequencies have been calculated.
To limit the dimension of the program with 2000 degrees of freedom the stiffness
and mass matrices have been condensed to 548 what has been cal led dynamical
degrees of freedom. These dynamical degrees of freedom have been chosen in such
a way that the lowest resonance frequency of every part of the structure ~s
described correctly.
For the immersed part of the gate the forces exerted by the water on the gate
due to the motion of the gate (added mass) have to be computed, as a function
of this mot ion. It is possible to calculate these forces as a product of watermass and an acceleration vector. A separate calculation program computes the
added water mass for every dynamical degree of freedom, followed by the computation of the resonance frequencies of the immersed 8ate as weIl as the resonance of the immersed gate to a random load. The computed resonance frequencies
are ~n good agreement with the frequencies measured in the elastic similarity
model.
In the response computations combined structural and water damping of an arbitrarily chosen value of 2% is used. The wave impact pressure time history ~s
used as input, in the form of pressure per time increment. For every time ~n
crement the response of the structure on the pressure change is computed. The
input of a computation for a time increment further consists of the displacements and velocities of the gate at the end of the previous time increment.
From the time history of the displacements the tensions in the gate are computed.
6. RESULTS

Phenomenology
From the tests during the orientation phase a qualitative description of the
wave impact phenomena evolved.
Quantitatively the position of the gate during closing, with the upper girder
at the instantaneous mean water level provided the most severe condition for
wave impact.
8
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Both from the pressure-cell measurements and the mot ion pictures it was shown
that two clearly defined wave impact phenomena occurred during one wave cycle:
type a: impact against the lower side of the upper girder (at the mean water
level), occurring when the space between the girder and a wave front,
entering the compartment between middle and upper girder,is reduced to
zero, most of ten the instant that the wave front has reached alocation
at the back of the upper girder (see Figure 14). From here wave pressure radiation to the other parts of the gate takes place.
type b: impact on the topside of the upper girder, occurring when the water
mass overtopping the upper girder collides with the water mass rising
between upper girder and vertical plate construction. It will be clear
that type b occurs af ter type a.
The wave impacts of type b produce a less critical situation than the type a
impacts even if the most pessimistic scale relations are used, since:
the resulting vertical impact force is directed downwards while the quasistatic wave force is directed upwards at the moment of the type b impact
- the horizontal impact force is quite small because of the small area involved.
Therefore only the type a impacts will be analyzed further.
The general time history of the type a impacts is as shown on Figure 4. Two
parts have been distinguished: a non-oscillating part with an impact time of
30-70 ms in the model and an oscillating part with an oscillation frequency of
200-500 Hz. The non-oscillating part has been schematized in two triangles as
shown in Figure 4. The smaller triangle will partly consist of the oscillation
but a further subdivision is not clear. Since scale relations are less favourable for the non-oscillating part the mentioned schematization has been used.
In later tests with pressure cells in the girders the general behaviour of the
wave impact is affirmed: the very small time lags of the wave impact pressures
with respect to the pressures on the upper girder indicate wave pressure radiation with the speed of sound in water.
In these tests also the reproducibility of the wave impact pressures in a deterministic and in statistical sense has been checked. For the deterministic reproducibility a test with regular waves has been executed. From the records 25
waves and wave impacts have been selected and mean values and standard deviations have been calculated for DI' D2 and D4 (see Figure 5). The results are
shown in the following tabie:

Pressure cell

DI
D2
D4

Max. ~ressure in impact
(kN/m in model)
Mean

Stand.dev.

I ,41
3,54
0,87

0,66
2,00
0,29

The results demonstrate a very large standard deviation, so the reproducibility
in a determinist ic se~se is poor (the standard deviation ~n the wave heights
amounted to less than 4 per cent).
Figure 6 shows statistical distributions of wave impact pressures measured
1000 waves of two almost identical tests.

~n
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The statistical reproducibility, which can be checked with these tests, appears
to be 10 to 20%.
Analyses aimed at the . determination of correlations of wave conditions and wave
impact pressures have only shown a slight coherence between wave height and
wave impact pressure.
Development of physical models and resulting scale laws
Investigations in the early stages of the Barrier design (caisson type barrier)
resulted in fairly well-defined wave impact pressures occurring at protruding
concrete elements in front of entrapped air and described with a compression
model [4J.
The phenomena occurring in the case of the gate with girders at the sea side do
not fit in the forementioned model.
A brief description of basic conceptual models for the description of wave
impact, a comparison with the measurements and the chosen physical model with
scale relations are given below.
The models that will be described, can be characterized according to the
governing phenomenon, being respectively:
- compressibility of water
compressibility of water with an elastic structure
- compressibility of air
- expulsion of air (ventilated shock or slamming).
f~~E!~~~!È!!!!~_~f_~~!~!

Without air between water and structure, with an infinitely stiff structure,
the expression for the maximum wave impact pressure becomes:
Pmax - Po = pvc
w
w
ln which: Pmax
Po
Pw
v
c
w

maXlmum wave impact pressure
atmosferic pressure
water density
water velocity
speed of sound ln water.

Since this model results in much higher pressures than the measured values, it
was not relevant in the present case. Furthermore this model can only be applied
if no air is enclosed. From the mot ion pictures it becomes clear that air enclosure is a general phenomenon.

As a consequence of the collision of water and structure a shock wave will
occur in the structure.
For the maximum wave iw,act pressure an expres sion similar to the former expression can be found L2]:
pvc
w w
ln which: Ps
c
s

structure density
speed of sound ln the structure.

Again the calculated value of p

max

is much higher than measured.

g~~E!~~~!~!!!!~_~f_~!!

In this model an air layer of thickness 0 and length L lS blocked from the
10
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atmospheric pressure and in general acts as a non-linear spring. Added water
mass is considered incompressible. If in this model, developed by Bagnold, the
initial conditions: impression of the air layer = 0 and water speed = v, are
used and isothermal compression is supposed, while the impact pressure is small
enough to suppose a linear spring character for the air layer, then:
= ..J_P_o_P-;::w_L_v_2

o

and
If impact pressures are so large that the spring character of the air layer
becomes non-linear then other equations appear.
For a further description one is referred to [3J.
In addition to the compression of air, also the compression of the water has to
be taken into account if [4J:
v L
-;:-- > 0,1
u c
w

and

Pw L

v

2

> 4

g~~~!!g

Chuang [SJ observed the slamming phenomena occurring when wedges with different
angles, fall vertically on a water surface. Pressures have been observed proportional to the square of the vertical speed of the wedges, if the angle of the
water surface to a wedge surface (see Figure 7) exceeded about 5 degrees.
This type of wave impact can be considered as a ventilated shock, where most of
the air obtains the opportunity to escape. 'The maximum impact pressure can be
expressed as:
Pmax - Po

= Sv

2

(S depending on the mentioned angle)

For the measured wave impacts the following conclusion can be drawn:
The non-oscillating and the oscillating part of the wave impacts have to be
considered as behaving according to different models:
the non-oscillating part according to the Chuang model: the test situation of
Chuang is quite similar to the present test situation. Only now there is a
moving water surface and a fixed girder (wedge surface)
- the oscillating part according to the non-linear air compression model, since
the oscillations can be considered as being caused by air enclosures ne ar the
flange at the back of the upper girder.
If this model is used to calculate the air layer dimensions to produce an 2
oscillation frequency of 200-500 Hz as observed, a product o.L of 10-60 mm
is obtained i.e. for instanee an enclosure of 3 * 3 to 20 mm (in a vertical
cross-section), which is very feasible.
The slamming model implies the following sealing factors (starting with a length
scale factor of nL = 50):
wave impact pressures: n
time

p

50

7,07.

The sealing factors ~n the non-linear air compression model are depending on
the wave impact pressure in the model [4J. Hith small impact pressures the
scale factors are:

11

wave impact pressures: n

p

time

7,07
50.

Since the elastic similarity model is aimed at a correct reproduction of
phenomena for which the Froude scale law (np = n L , nt = /01) can be applied,
the forementioned scale factors imply a correct reproduction of the responses
from the non-oscillating part of the wave impacts, but an incorrect response
for the oscillating part.
Scale-effects can be expected especially in the oscillating part of the impact,
and will be caused by the incorrect reproduction of either the air content in
the water or the density and viscosity of the entrapped air. For the first
aspect criteria have been developed: the compressibility of the water may be
neglected if v L/6 Cw < 0,1 and PwL v 2 /P 0 6 < 4. ~fuere both conditions are fulfilled for the model, this will certainly hold for prototype conditions.
The fact that density and viscosity of the entrapped air (and the surface tension) are not properly reproduced may lead to exaggeration of the dimensions of
the air cushion. Since this has mainly consequences for the size of the air
bubbles this interferes in the frequency of the pressure fluctuations and not
so much in the amplitude (6 and L both too large). Therefore the sensitivity of
the design has been checked for a range of frequencies.
Comparison of the stiff model and the elastic similarity model
For the production of a pressure distribution in a vertical cross-section the
pressure cell measurements and the impact pressure radiation computations have
been compared. The pressure cell locations are shown on Figure 5. Figure 3 shows
the geometry used in the computations and also in the input load: a wave impact
at the back side of the upper girder. The following table shows the results.
A comparison of measurements and calculations shows fair agreement, decreasing
with increasing distance to the input load. Figure 9 shows the derived pressure
distribution.
Spatial pressure distributions
Test

Calculation
Mean
Dl/D4
D2/D4
~I(Dl/D2)/D4
D3/ D4
DS/D4
D6/ D4
D7/ D4
~I(D6,D7)/D4

DII/D4
DI2/D4
DII/DI0
DI2/DIO

0,37
3,15
1,76
1, OS
0,88
O,SO
0,72
0,61
0,62
0,S4
0,70
0,61

°

1, 1
3,41
1 ,99
1,08
0,89
0,49
0,71
0,66
0,39
0,32
0,44
0,36

Stand.Dev.
0,69
1,38
0,72
0,24
0, IS
0,13
0,13
0,11

0,17
0,18

Test results: mean values and standard deviations of the quotients
calculated of 50 impacts selected for high maX1mum
impact pressure at D4
The wave impact pressure radiation, occurring with the speed of sound in water,
implies phase differences in time histories at different locations in a vertical
cross-section. Since C w is large compared with the distances considered, phase
differences may be ignored, introducing an error of less than 5 per cent.
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No significant difference in phase nor in pressure time histories has been
observed between vertical cross-sections along the gate, which leads to the
introduction of a constant cross-sectional pressure distribution along the
width of the gate.
For two measured wave impacts, selected for high pressure at D4 and large
impulse out of a test with 1000 irregular waves the total loads have been
calculated and together with the time histories these loads have been used as
input for the model response calculations to form a basis of comparison with
the e.s.m ..
The forces (F) and responses (R) become:
F
(kN)
HOR
35500
30500

Impact I
Impact I I

F
(kN)
VERT
41500
34000

~OR (kN)

~ERT (kN)

26000
25000

21200
16800

The calculated responses have to be checked with the results from the e.s.m.,
to verify the calculation method on the presumption of constant cross-sectional
pressure distribution along the gate.
The responses measured once in 1000 waves amount to:

~OR
~ERT

24000 kN ~ wave impact response only
14000 kN

The horizontal response shows good agreement with the calculated response. The
vertical response shows a rather large deviation from impact I, and impact 11
is still 20 per cent larger than the measured response.
From a frequency distribution of wave impacts it appears that impact I far
exceeds the expected value, so probably a comparison with impact 11 is more
appropriate.
Although the applied calculation method tends to overestimate slightly the
loads and responses, within the overall accuracy of the response calculation
the conclusion can be drawn, that a homogeneous pressure distribution along the
gate width is a valid assumption.
Figure 10, showing measured overall responses in the e.s.m., indicates the
importance, not only of the wave impact response but also of the quasi-static
wave load response.
Best estimation of design responses
Since the calculation procedure as outlined above is maintained, the obtained
responses can be considered as design responses. Although calculated with a
strongly schematized model the responses will be fairly accurate if the overall
behaviour of the structure is considered; for local phenomena the computations
are not val id.
So the design wave impact responses, occurring once ~n 1000 water waves with
the upper girder at the instantaneous mean sea level of NAP +3 mand an Oosterschelde level of NAP become: RHOR = 25000 kN, RVERT = 17000 kNo
Compared with the quasi-static wave loads on the gate in this situation (FQS H =
3000 kN, FQSV = 5100 kN) the wave impact responses are very large. Also the
design presumptions for the design wave impact responses are largely exceeded.
Another problem is formed by the local wave impact pressures, especially at the
upper girder at the location of wave impact origin.
In the forementioned situation local loads may occur near the back side of the
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upper g1rder (lower side) of about 600 kN/m .
The conclusion has been: these local pressures and total responses are too
large. Measures will have to be investigated that may reduce these loads. If no
clear improvement is obtained a thoroughly altered design becomes necessary.
Design alterations and final design response
The tests executed so far had produced the concept of the behaviour of the wave
force and showed the largest wave impact pressures to occur at the back side of
the upper girder.
Attempts to reduce the overall wave impact loads had therefore to be directed
towards the reduction of the wave impact pressures at this location. This has
been do ne by concentrating the perforations in the girders in this back side,
thereby aiming at a reduction of the impact impulse to be taken by the structure.
Three geometries based on this idea have been tested. One geometry without any
perforation has been tested 1n addition. The total program comprises:
Geometry
1
2
3

4
5

Remarks
Basic geometry, perforations in cent re (Figure 11)
Variant A (Figure 11)
Variant A with some extra perforations (Figure 11)
Variant B (Figure 11)
No perforations, further: basic geometry (1).

From the impact pressures measured at Dl, D2 and D4 the mean values of the
highest 10 pressures have been calculated and compared in Figure 12.
It appears that the predicted reduction of the pressure at D2 really occurs,
also producing a reduction at D4. Since no alterations have been executed near
Dl' no effect is expected, and no effect occurs either.
Omission of perforations elevates the pressures at D4, but lowers the pressures
at D2. An explanation for the decrease in pressure at D2 may be that without
perforations the entrapped air cannot escape, so a rather smooth buffer between
water and structure develops, thus lowering the maximum pressures. without
perforations the pressure distribution along the girder will be more even, thus
producing (by radiation) a larger pressure at D4.
Geometry 2, 3 and 4 are almost equivalent, From a practical point of view the
many perforations of geometry 4 are less feasible so geometry 2 and 3 have the
preference.
The wave impact time, peak time and rising time are almost equal to the ones
found with geometry 1.
The ocillation frequencies have changed from 200 to 500 Hz (model values) with
geometry 1 to over 1000 Hz with geometry 2 and 3.
So the time history has remained unchanged, except for the oscillation frequencies. The increase in frequency may be caused by the fact that enclosed air
bubbles will be smaller now than with geometry 1 due to the more open structure
at the back of the girder.
Scaled with the non-linear compression model the frequencies will be ~ 20 Hz in
prototype, which is very near a resonance frequency of the girder themselves
(21-22 Hz), so a response calculation taking into account unfavourable frequencies has to be executed.
For the total structure the oscillations were of minor importance in the model.
In prototype they are still less important because of the scale law for the
pressure (lower than a factor 50) that decreases the pressure of the oscillation relative to the pressures of the rest of the impact (scale factor 50).
Therefore the oscillations may be neglected, unless the girders are considered
in detail.
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The design wave impact response may now be computed using the forementioned
calculation procedure. Only the exceedance frequency of the wave impact has to
be altered. From an analysis of the frequencies of occurrence of the various sea
water levels and the various stages of the gate position during closure it has
been concluded that for the design impact load the impact has to be taken into
account that is exceeded in l,S per cent of the waves.
Since this definition of the design impact laad does not give any information
about the impact response the procedure has been adopted for the wave impact
pressure but the corresponding time history has been chosen from the measurements such that with the given pressure the maximum response will occur.
For the abovementianed situation the mean pressures on the different structural
parts have been shown in Figure 13.
The total loads are: FHOR = 21600 kN, FVERT = 14000 kNo Information about the
time history is shown in Figure 12.
The total pressure time at the upper girder is somewhat shorter than at the
other parts of the structure because of the radiation phenomenon.
2
Local maximum pressures have now been reduced to at maximum 300 kN/m
Responses corresponding with the mentioned loads have been calculated with the
prototype response computation program and amount to: RHOR = 16000 kN, RVERT =
11000 kNo The local response of the girders to the impact loads appears to be
essentially static. Local tensions will therefore be limited.
To illustrate the effect of the alteration of the geometry also the wave impact
loads occurring once in 1000 water waves have been calculated: FHOR = 29500 kN,
FVERT = 23500 kNo A comparison with the basic geometry shows a considerable
reduction of FVERT and a slight reduction of FHOR' as might be expected from
Figure 12.
It may be concluded that loads and responses have been fairly reduced to a level
that can be considered acceptable. In general, however, it must be concluded
that this design is not optimally shaped to reduce wave impact loads.
7. SUMHARY AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
In the preceding paragraph it has been pointed out how the physically complex
aspect of impact on the girders can be approached by combination of several
techniques. A good insight in the process of the wave impact has led to the
proper modification in the girder design, although it is not firmly proved to
be the best obtainable, within the constructional constraints.
Although still high, the responses have been reduced to a manageable level,
both overall and locally. It is in fact a parallel development in the level of
the horizontal quasi-static wave forces that made a drastic design alteration
at this instant more attractive.
Replacement of the plate eirders by a spatia l frame was considered at the very
beginning, but proved to be ineffective and uneconomic. A considerable reduction in horizontal wave forces made this design more feasible in this stage.
In order to verify certain design assumptions for this alternative a limited
investigation has been executed. While mobilizing all knowledge of wave forces
on tubular frames from offshore design practice, two aspects have been studied
in hydraulic model: I) the applicability of a Morison type computation on a
rather dense frame work, introducing shielding and interference with the vertical
plate construction and adjacent cylinders, 2) the applicability of a slamming
approach to the dynamic forces of the wave on the horizontal cylinders.
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NOTATION
c
Cs
Cw
D"1
F
FHOR
FVERT
FQSH
FQSV
f
k
L
m

ni
PI,PIl
p,p'

damping
sound velocity 1n the
structure
sound velocity 1n the water
pressure cell 1
force
total horizontal impact
load
total vertical impact load
total horizontal quasistatic load
total vertical quasi-static
load
frequency
spring constant
length of air layer
mass
scale factor of parameter 1
height of schematization
triangle land 11
pressure

Po
Pmax

RVERT
tI,t II
v
x
y
a

B

o

Ps
Pw
T

w

atmospheric pressure
maximum wave impact
pressure in time history
mean pressure on surface i
total horizontal impact
response
total vertical impact
response
impact time of schematization triangle land 11
water or wedge velocity
coordinate
coordinate
wedge to water surf ace
angle
coefficient
thickness of air layer
density of the material
density of the water
pressure rising time
angular frequency
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APPENDIX A
Hodel response calculations
The parameter representation 1n the equations differs for vertical and horizontal directions:
Vertical loads:
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Impact at girder; then transfer to total structure
kl = bending-stiffness of the gate in vertical direction combined with stiffness of hydraulic cylinders
mI = mass of gate and cylinders and added mass of
water
k2
stiffness of one girder plate
c
damping of girder plate in water
m2
mass of one girder plate and added mass of water

I I

Horizontal loads:

Values:

Impact at vertical plating; then transfer straight to
the slide supports
kl
stiffness of the slide supports
mI
mass of supports and added mass of water
k2
bending-stiffness of the gate in horizontal
direct ion
c
damping of the gate in water
m2
mass of the gate

vertical: kl
mI
k2
c

182.10 6 Nim
1,075.10 6 kg

106,5.10 6 Nim
1,87.10 6 kg/s
(= 0,2. 2/k 2m2)

0,205.10 6 kg

horizontal: k l
mI
k2
c

m2

2,68.10 9 Nim
0,32.10 6 kg
0,57.10 9 Nim
8,64.10 6 kg/s
(= 0,1 .2/k2m2)

3,28.10 6 kg
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Figure 1.

Elements of the Storm Surge Barrier
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Model set-up in the 2 metres wide wind-wave flume
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Figure 3.

Prototype design and basic model geometry

Figure 4.

Typical time history of wave impact type a and schematization
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Figure 13.
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Best estimation of design wave impact loads
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SYNOPSIS
The openings between the p~ers of the storm surge barrier in the Oosterschelde
are limited by concrete sill beams and upper beams. These openings can be closed
by steel slide gates. This concept was chosen for engineering, construction and
financial reasons. In this design both gates and beams will be subjected direct-ly by a combination of forces due to head differences, currents and waves. The
sill beam will be continuously subjected to mainly stream forces because of its
position below Lhe water level.
It is of importance for the dynamic behaviour of the structures that beams and
gates are supported byelastic bearings and that gates are moved on slide ways.
It is also important that the upper beam, gate and sill beam structures are
situated close to each other and that the lowest natural frequencies are of the
same order. In addition, the gate will be built as a structure with a low
torsional rigidity.
Predictions with regard to dominant vibration modes cannot be made with certainty
for such a complex structure, also because of the uncommon ratio of height,
thickness and length of gates and beams.
Moreover the water will cause coupling phenomena (feedback between vibration and
stream forces but also transfer of vibrational energy through the water to
adjacent structures). For these reasons investigation of the dynamic behaviour
of gate and beam structures in scale models was necessary (fluid-elastic investigations).
With the investigations attention was first drawn to phenomena and their physical interpretation, and to possible consequences of these phenomena for the
structure designs. Next, it was examined whether these phenomena occur under
realistic circumstances. Successively investigations were carried out in vibration models with one degree of freedom, and in elastic scale modeIs. Mathematical
models did support those investigations.
This article deals especially with the elastic scale models because of a number
of new aspects in the concept and handling of the models and in measurement and
analyzing techniques.
The investigations did not produce many strong flow-induced vibrations. In the
few cases they occurred, small changes in shape or the disturbing influence of
waves, which are always present, were suitable to reduce the vibration amplitude.
Therefore these investigations did not give important changes of the design. Of
more importance was the problem of wave shocks on gates and upper beams. In close
cooperation between designers and investigators, an investigation approach for
the wave shock phenomenon was found. In this approach the results of both the
elastic scale model investigations and the investigations in rigid scale models
with pressure cells were coupled to solve the wave shock problem. (See also [SJ).
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INTRODUCTION
As a result of growing knowledge with regard to material properties, engineering
techniques and dynamic loads in recent years, there is a tendency towards
designing civil engineering constructions to lower material, construction and
load factors.
The consequence of this development is that the weight of the structure will be
relatively smaller and that the part played by material stresses, as a result of
the external loads, will be greater. Because of that fatigue aspects are growing
more important.
In the design of the gates, upper beams and sill beams of the storm surge barrier, this development has continued. New in Dutch coastal engineering is the
use of a probabilistic design method to achieve a balanced design of the storm
surge barrier [7J.
Because of that it was possible to reckon with considerably lower design loads
than were determined in an earlier stage, by means of a deterministic approach.
Because strong flows will appear in the storm surge barrier, attention had to be
paid to self-exciting vibrations. Especially this kind of vibration can potentially initiate the failure of constructions.
Investigation of the dynamic behaviour of gates and beams of the storm surge
barrier was justified from that field of experience.

An important part of the investigation took place in various types of scale
modeis.
In these investigations the investigation of vibrations in an elastic scale
model was of particular value. The results of the elastic scale model experLments appeared to be of great importance for the design and for the strength
calculations of gates and beams.
Advanced measurement techniques and sophisticated analyzing methads could be
used due to developments in electronics.
2
2.1

PROBLEM ANALYSIS

Function of gates and beams, boundaries and deduced geometry

The design of gates and beams of the storm surge barrier is based on a failure
probability of the barrier of 10- 7 per year. In this failure probability all
important failure factors are included.
From a global point of view failure of a structure is determined by, on the one
hand, the magnitude of the acting farces and, on the other, by the strength of
the structure.
The forces are closely related to the possible natural circumstances and the
barrier managment.
In Figure I an illustration of the extensiveness of the field of natural CLrcumstances is given.
On the basis of design and financial considerations it was decided to use steel
for the gates and to use concrete for the beams. To minimize the height of the
gates and thus minimize costs, upper beams were designed.
These beams are situated at such a level (underside at 1.00 m + NAP) that in
normal circumstances (and this also applies to the raised gates with its underside at 1.20 m + NAP) no important stream and wave excitation occurs.
The submerged sill beam, on the other hand, is continuously excited by the
crossing tide currents. The position of the upper beam, however, is such, that
the possibility that in less-extreme circumstances wave shocks at the bottom of
the beam occur, is not neglectable.
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Natural conditions

In an early stage a predesign of beams and gates was made on the basis of an
estimation of the maximum horizontal loads. A closed box girder was chosen for
upper beam and. sill beam. In this design the box girders have both a bearing
and a retaining function.
In the design of the steel gates the principle of function separation was opted
for: the bearing structure of the gate consists of 2 or 3 main girders and
spans the distance between two piers; the retaining function is performed by
vertical shells, which are mounted on the main girders.
To prevent heavy wave shocks on the closed bottom of the upper beam, this beam
has been situated at the Oosterschelde side of the gate.
The shell structures of the gates have also been projected at the Oosterschelde
side of the gate, to obtain a continuous vertical retaining plane (together
with upper beam and sill beam). This design was chosen af ter it had appeared
that alternative solutions would be considerably more expensive.
2.2

Aspects of the design which are of importance to the dynamic behaviour of
gates and beams

Essential in the design is that solutions have been searched to prevent large
torque stresses in the gates and beams between the piers.
These torque stresses may arise when unequal assessments occur in the subsoil
of the piers. For that reason the gates have been designed with small torque
rigidity (non-closed cross sectional area, shell structures) whereas the naturally torque-rigid concrete box girders are supported by rubber bearings. On
account of this rotation frequencies are of the same order as the bending
frequencies.
In a vertical sense steel slide gates are positioned by driving mechanisms
consisting of hydraulic cylinders. This gives a suspension rigidity dependent on
the position of the gates.
Furthermore the gates are horizontally supported by slide ways which are mounted
in the recesses. Dynamic effects can occur at the slide ways and the bearing
girders of the gates because a certain amount of friction force has to be surmounted when moving the gates (stick-slip).
To prevent horizontal rattling of the gates against the slide ways, rubber profiles are fitted in the bearing girders of the gates in such a way, that they
prestress the gates in their recesses.
These rubber profiles affect both the rotation frequencies and the bending
frequencies of the gates.
The horizontal loads together with an optimal distance between the piers resulted in rather robust dimensions of gates and beams in the horizontal direc27

tion perpendicular to the axis of the barrier. As a consequence large surfaces
exist on which the vertical hydrodynamic loads can act.
It is importantro know that the main girders of the gate are projected at the
sea side. During closure of the barrier important wave and stream loads therefore
will occur on these plate girders. The girders are designed with holes with
sizes as large as possible to reduce the vertical loads from currents and waves.
The upper beams are particularly at lowered gate position freely exposed to
heavy wave attacks from the sea side. Also waves from the Oosterschelde can load
the upper beam, but merely from underneath.
The upside levels of the sill beams are adapted to the bottomline in the tide
channels. As aresult the gate height varies as a function of the location in
the channels. There are 7 different gate heights in a total number of gates of
63. Figure 2 shows the highest of these gates.
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Gates of the storm surge barrier

The tall gates are provided with 3 main girders, the small ones with 2.
In the investigation program it was not sufficient to work on one mean section,
the more so as stream phenomena vary depending on the size of the discharge
opening.
It was decided to investigate in model a section with the sill beam situated at
a low level (tall gate with 3 main girders) and a section with a high level
situated sill beam (small gate with 2 main girders). See Figure 3.
At the start of the investigations the design of the sill beams consisted of two
box girders above each other. In the present design these two beams have been
replaced by one trapezium-shaped beam.
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Investigated sections with elastic beam and gate supports

Expeetations on the occurrenee of vibrations

Preceeding the investigations the actual design was checked for the possibilities of heavy vibrations occurring in gate and beam constructions. To estimate
the probability of the occurrence of vibrations, knowledge is needed of all conditions that can occur in operating circumstances. Also the construct ion properties of importanee for the dynamie behaviour have to be known in outline, also
in connection with a good reproduction of these properties in the model. The
most important construction properties are rigidity, mass, damping and strength,
however also the shapes of the constructions and the bearing method are of
importance.
The natural frequencies are determined by rigidity and mass. With respect to
beams and gates one ean distinguish bending, torsion and bearing rigidity.
Figure 3 shows the elastie elements of the bearing system and a characteristie
cross section of beams and gates.
The equation of motion of a damped, linear, lumped mass spring system 1S:

__ +

m.x + c.x

+ k.x

F Ct)

(I)

diJ

Figure 4

Single oscillator

F represents the load exerted by the water. In general eomponents 1n F can be
distinguished which are proportional to x,

x and x.

A convenient representation of Eq. Cl) is now:
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w
with:
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= hydrodynamic mass

ffiw
C

w
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Fw(t ,x,x,x ••• )

= hydrodynamic
=

damping
hydrodynamic rigidity
load by the water, excluding the terms which are
proportional to x,
and x.

*

See also Lit. [4J.

The "dry" natural frequencies of the gate and beam constructions schematized as
a mass spring system follow from:
m.x + k.x

=0

(3)

The "wet" natural frequencies (gates and beams fully submerged) follow from:
(m+m ).x + (k+k ).x
w

w

=0

(4)

The next figure (Fig. 5) gives an outline of the bending and rotation frequencies (lowest natural frequencies) of gates and beams as calculated in the predesign stage and by estimating the added mass.
The frequency spreading is caused by, on the one hand, the spreading in bearing
and bending rigidities (different gate heights and beam heights), and, on the
other, by different added mass quantities.
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Bending and rotation frequencies of gates and beams

From the above figure it could be concluded that natural frequencies of gates
and beams in the three main directions (horizontal, vertical, rotational) are
of the same order. Significant preferential modes, therefore, could not be indicated. This is of importance in relation with model schematization. However, it
was clear that the possibility of transfer of vibrational energy through the
water from the one main mode to another or to other construction elements was
present. An other conclusion that could be drawn from Figure 5 is that the lowest
natural frequencies of the constructions (1,5 Hz) are just far enough away from
the highest wave frequency (about 0,5 Hz).
The lowest natural frequencies of the heavy piers on sand foundation are about
I Hz; however, the piers also are very strongly damped. \{hen doing investigations of the dynamic behaviour of gates and beams it could therefore be assumed
that the piers behave like fully rigid structures.
The occurrence of vibrations is closely related to the construction shape. During
the predesign stage a number of aspects could be mentioned, which seemed to be of
importance for the dynamic behaviour, and on which was little or no experience:
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a. Relative large surfaces exposed to loads acting in the vertical direction.
In comparison with existing constructions it was expected that the ratio of
dynamic and static forces could be more unfavourable (greater).
b. Shape of the lower end of the gate.
The flow separation from the lower end of the gate is undefined: it can
separate either from the sea side flange of the main girder or from the lower
end of the shell structures. Especially in the first case self-exciting
vibrations can be expected [9J.
Experiments [8J have demonstrated that, if the dimensions of lower end of the
gate and discharge opening satisfy certain constraints, instabilities in the
free shear layer can result in strong pressure fluctuations and through that
in excitation of the gate.
It was expected that these unfavourable constraints could be met in operating
circumstances.

t:
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Figure 6 Example of lower end
of a gate

c.

d.
e.

f.

In fact, during the preliminary investigations this phenomenon was measured
in a single mass spring scale model of the gate. The gate was provided with
both a vertical plate construction at sea side and at Oosterschelde side. It
was found that the phenomenon is sufficiently disturbed when flow through the
holes in the main girders can occur. However, this had to be checked in case
of real gate movements and for the final geometry of the holes in the main
girders.
The gate passes in front of the beams during closing or opening of the barrier. In the gap between gate and beams strong flow will occur. There is a
possibility that coupling arises between the vibration movements of the constructions and the fluid forces in such a way that these movements are
amplified (self-exciting vibrations).
In that case the damping term (c+c w) in Formula (2) becomes negative.
It was considered that the possibility of the occurrence of self-exciting
vibrations was present in the predesign.
The gate and beam constructions are situated close to each other; as aresuit,
transfer of vibrational energy can easily occur.
The occurrence of vibrations is of course dependent on the hydraulic circumstances, i.e. combinations of gate positions, water levels and also wave
spectra. Wave conditions however are partly a new element in vibration studies.
vibrations will be generated by waves if natural frequencies coincide with
wave frequencies. The influence of waves on flow-induced vibrations is totally
unknown. For the storm surge barrier a wave frequency range of 0,03 - Q,5 Hz
was expected. Strong responses on quasi-static wave loads therefore were not
expected to occur.
The final aspect is one of a general remark on the behaviour of complex
vibrating structures in fluid flow in relation to current knowledge on this
subject. Agiobal system analysis for all possible circumstances is necessary
to prevent overlooking dangerous excitations of any possible type.
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2 .4

Gone! us ions

At the beginning of the vibration studies the following picture had been built
up:
- The ratio of dynamic and s .t atic loads 1.S unfavourable (the excitation forces
are of relatively high order).
- There are no significant preferential vibration modes.
- Transfer of vibrational energy from the one main mode to another or to other
constructions seems to be possible.
- Coupling phenomena (self-exciting vibrations) can occur.
- Vertical wave loads are an important aspect within the investigations.
- The influence of waves on flow-induced vibrations is unknown.
- Nevertheless: the design cannot be rejected clearly on the basis of vibration
theory or experience and is worth to be studied.
3

INVESTIGATIONS STRATEGY

Almost all structures in flowing water will be subjected to vibrations. This
does not matter if the vibration amplitudes are restrained and if the possible
occurrence of material fatigue is taken into account. So the.main object in
view of the vibration investigations is to check whether the design is appropriate or can be made appropriate by small alterations.
Preceedingthe actual vibration investigations in a scale model the predesign
will always be analysed critically.
This happens on the basis of experience and theoretical knowledge with respect
to vibration phenomena. Sometimes a poor hydrodynamic design (also of details)
can be changed in that early stage. or critical points can be indicated. For the
storm surge barrier it was advised to make a sharp lower end of the gate (to
provide a better defined s~paration point of the flow), to perforate the horizontal main girders ·of the gate (to reduce the vertical loads) and to project the
retaining shell construction on the Oostersehelde side of the gate (to obtain
one continuous vertical retaining plane).
In spite of these choices uncertainties in the design did still consist because
the design involved a number of compromises. These uncertainties have been
mentioned in §2.3.
Therefore, a check of the dynamie behaviour in a scale model was necessary. This
check also had to be directed on the probability of occurrence of vib~ations
because a probabilistic design philosophy was applied.
For example: should a heavy vibration be noted with a probability of occurrence
of less than the design failure probability of 10- 7 per year then the design
should not be changed fund'a mentally.
Apart from the check of the dynamic behaviour of the construct ion a check of the
previously estimated hydrodynamic and quasi-statie loads had to be made. (The
predesignhad been based upon these loads.)
In general both aspects can be studied in one scale model. To measure loads,
which are not influenced by the movement of the construction, relatively rigid
models are sufficient. However, when feed back is expected, the responses have to
be measured in scale modeis, which reproduce the behaviour of the real construction in all main modes. In such so-called elastic scale models rigidity and
shape are coupled and when modifications have to be introduced this causes
contradictory demands. The modifications over-affect the reliability of the investigations. Mostly therefore, - for response and load investigations - models
are used with adjustable spring rigidities in the preferential direction of
vibration (mass spring scale modeis). This already provides a reasonable picture
of the loads and the dynamic behaviour. An elastic scale model acts afterwards
as a means of final check.
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For the gates and beams of the storm surge barrier it was a real problem how to
schematize possible vibration modes in a provisional response investigation.
Af ter all, preferential directions for vibrations could not be pointed out,
while the possibility of transfer of vibrational energy to other directions
seemed to be present.
To cope with this problem it was decided to follow a step by step investigation
strategy, where uncertainties could be systematically excluded.
This strategy was:
a. Before and during the response investigations (there is also interaction with
these response investigations): measuring of loads in rigid scale modeis.
(The interaction should appear to manifest in changing the design of beams
and gates).
b. Start of the response investigations in relatively simple and schematized
mass spring scale models of the gates, with a horizontal or a vertical degree
of freedom.
(It was expected that gate vibrations should be of more importance than beam
vibrations). Especially horizontal self-exciting vibrations due to flow in
the gaps between gate and beams and other mechanisms for horizontal or vertical vibrations could be examined in these modeis.
c. In connection there with, and af ter eventual improvements in the design:
investigations in a somewhat schematized, restraint changeable elastic scale
model.
In this model responses of neams and gates should be investigated included
coupling phenomena.
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Scheme of investigations
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The investigation should start with permanent flow conditions. This to get
enough understanding in the phenomena involved and to counteract a possible
fading effect when waves are present. Then the investigation should be
continued with addition of wave conditions.
The probability that, as a result of heavy vibrations, severe damage should
occur to this relatively expensive model was reduced by the earl ier investigations in mass spring scale modeis.
The model should be designed in such a way, that - when necessary - extra
rigidity could be provided and modifications in shape details could be realised.
d. Starting from the final design (as far as known at that moment): final check
in an elastic scale model focused on main stresses in the construct ion under
realistic circumstances.
e. Connected to the main investigations: supporting investigations in relation
to special problems like cavitation, stick-slip phenomena of the slide gates,
added mass related to vibrating construct ion parts, transverse loads on the
hydraulic cylinders of the slide gates and so on.
Outlined strategy has been reflected in Figure 7.
This strategy has indeed been followed, except for one item:
During the investigations it appeared that the design satisfied well from
the vibration point of view. Already a slightly readjusted design, that had
served as a basis for the changeable elastic scale model, could be seen as a
possible final design. A second, final elastic scale model therefore was never
built and the final check was performed in the first elastic scale model.
4

REALIZATION OF THE MAIN INVESTIGATIONS

The main investigations started with a design that had changed slightly during
the preliminary investigations: at the beginning a second retaining plane was
designed to protect the main girders of the gate against wave shocks. This second
screen appeared to be not necessary and was omitted. Further the shape of the
gap between gate and sill beam (at lowered gate) had changed and modifications
of constructive character had been inserted in the design.
Preliminary results from wave shock investigations indicated the feasibility of
the design.
4.1

Design of the elastic scale model

The most important part of the investigations with respect to vibrations took
place in the above mentioned changeable elastic scale model. Considerations with
respect to reproduction of the boundary conditions, construction properties,
model handling and measurement and analyzing techniques played an important role
in the design of this model.
First a choice of the number of discharge openings to be reproduced in the model
had to be made. Choosing only one opening would mean that the geometrical situation with one gate out of use (one gate open, others closed) could not be investigated (no three-dimensional flow pattern). Meanwhile the design provided a
movement of the gates in groups so that the probability of one not operating
gate was found small and the choice of only one discharge opening was a justified one. (The situation between one group of not operating gates and one group
of normally functioning gates has not been investigated).
A question was whether the situation with oblique ineoming waves and somewhat
oblique flow had to be investigated in the elastie seale model.
The investigations in rigid seale models did not prove that oblique ineoming
waves should cause heavier loads. From the vibration point of view it was found
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improbable that oblique incoming waves or flow would be more unfavourable.
Therefore, and because of time and financial aspects it was decided to constrain
the investigations to perpendicular flow and wave attack (irregular waves).
An important facet within the design of an elastic scale model is the choice of
the scale and closely connected with that the choice of the model material [2].
In a free surface fluid flow gravity forces are dominant. The Froude number
therefore has to be reproduced in the model.
Relevant parameters as hydrodynamic mass, damping and rigidity will be reproduced correctly if flow and construct ion geometry and construction stiffnesses
are on scale. This means, presuming viscosity effects of the fluid are not predominant (these were,due to the shape, indeed not probable), that a good reproduction of the construction will be obtained if an identical scale is chosen
both for Young's modulus and the geometry of the construction (nE = nL) and if
the model damping is identical to the damping of the prototype construction.
Through that, the choice of the model scale is strongly coupled with the availability of favourable materials.
In the case of bending of a compound construction (like the gates of the storm
surge barrier) some freedom is obtained when the bending rigidity EI is scaled
correctly (nEl = nt) instead of the modulus of elasticity E only.
This introduces a compromise concerning geometrie similarity (for instanee plate
thickness). Moreover some parts of the model construction will not longer accurately reproduce the elastic.behaviour of the prototype construction.
The construction mass will not be automatically on scale, but usually this is
corrected by glueing small lead blocks to the model in such a way that flow
phenomena and the model rigidity are not disturbed.
For the elastic scale model PVC ("Trovidur") has been chosen as a construction
material. Choice of a scale between nL = 15 and nL = 60 was now possible. (At
scale 60 the modulus of elasticity of steel is exactly reproduced by using
Trovidur for the model, at a smaller scale plate thickness has to be exaggerated. )
To minimize the effects due to an incorrect reproduction of the Reynolds number
in a scale model in general a small scale factor is preferred. In this case also
construction details of the gates (like the scanty thickness of the shell structures) did not permit a large scale factor.
On the other hand a too large deviation of scale 60 should result in an inadmissible deviation of the geometry. Therefore scale n L = 40 was chosen.
The damping of the material Trovidur is large in comparison with the damping of
steel. The damping of the model should not exceed the damping of the prototype
(material damping plus other friction factors). This is done to prevent the
possibility that weak self-exciting vibrations are not noticed during the experiments. In other words: the damping term (c+cw)x in Formula (2) has to be
correctly reproduced (or when possible too small). ln case of the storm surge
barrier the use of the mate rial Trovidur caused a too large material damping in
the elastic scale model. However, also a too large construction damping existed
due to the changeability demand of the model: both the shell structures and the
vertical truss structure of the gate had been fixed with screws instead of glue.
A decrease of the model damping (c) of the gate was established by supporting
the gate with horizontal wires instead of supporting the gate on slide ways.
Consequently vibrations as a result of stick-slip phenomena during the movement
of the gate could not be studied. These phenomena have been simulated and analysed in a mathematical model. The total damping c of the dry gate model seemed
to be 1,5 - 2,5% of the critical damping, dependent on vibration mode and gate
height.
The water damping c , which can be positive or negative (in case of selfexciting vibrations), is a function of the velo city v of the flowing water.
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At increasing velocity the damping Ic I increases (see Fig. 8) and scale effects
as a result of a too high water visco~ity in the model decrease. The fact of
(possibly) too large model damping c therefore, will count for less at high
veloeities than at low veloeities.

.. v
Figure 8

Waterdamping Ic I
w

For this reason vibration investigations are of ten done at higher stream velocities and so at greater head differences over the construction than is necessary
from the natural boundary point of view. Also
the possibility that the
rigidity of the model
differs from the prototype rigidity or the
possibility that later
an other rigidity is
chosen for the prototype
justifies investigations
within an enlarged field
of boundaries. However,
the enlargement cannot
go too far because within the free surf ace
fluid flow the position
of the fluid surf ace is
of importance for the
vibration phenomena.
This restrietion therefore demands a certain
accuracy on which damping and rigidity of the
prototype are reproduced.
Because of the complex
character of the gates
the most important dynamic characteristics of
the (somewhat schematized) elastic scale
model have been checked
in the designers' finite
element computer program
Figure 9
Elastic scale model
of both the prototype
steel gate and the
Trovidur scale model. For some details corrections seemed to be necessary.
Figure 1 has shown the range of natural circumstances. To establish this circumstance range in the model in an efficient way the flume used for the experiments
was provided with an automatic steering system for water levels and an electronically controlled wave generator (irregular and regular waves). Besides, the
model was built in such a way, that the slide gate could be moved and adjusted
at every required level with the aid of an electric motor.
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The investments in these facilities did fully produce the intended benefits.
As a last facet of the design of the elastic scale model we mention the advanced
measurement and analyzing techniques, which were required to measure and interpret the dynamic behaviour of gates and beams.
Because of the idea that the gate model had to be changeable, the use of mainly
accelerometers and forcemeters as measurement devices was chosen.
Forcemeters were applied in the supports; the accelerometers could be fixed on
a number of selectical points. If necessary they could be removed to other
points.
Strain gauges were not considered for the gate model because these fixed point
gauges were contrary to the idea of changeability of the model. However, they
were applied on upper beam and sill beams; on these beams also accelerometers
could be mounted. By this conception it was achieved that a mutual control of
the measurement apparatus could be applied.
The number of measurement signals has been kept within limits so that attention
could chiefly be focused on the experiments and not on the measurement apparatus. For the analysis of the signals during and af ter the measurements among
others a dual channel digital analyzer has been used; it was possible to analyse
both in the frequency domain and in the time domain and to correlate two different signals.
Figure la shows a scheme of the measurement and analyzing system.
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Investigations focused on the dynamic behaviour of gates and beams
Boundaries and working method

At the vibration investigations a larger range of boundaries has been chosen
than is outlined in Figure 1.
Reasons for this already have been mentioned in § 4.1. An additional reason is
the probabilistic design philosophy: the occurrence of a dangerous vibration has
to be seen against the probability that the vibrational circumstances will
appear in reality; in other words: the probability density function has to be
known. This resulted in investigations under more extreme circumstances than
will ever be met in reality.
Every new combination
mean an investigation
hand, to the vertical
and, on the other, by

of sea level, Oosterschelde level and gate position did
with a new mechanical system. This was due, on the one
suspension rigidity being a function Qf the gate position
quantities varying per situation as added mass (m ),
w
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hydrodynamic damping (c ) and possibly also hydrodynamic rigidity (k ).
Besides, also the flow ~attern itself was strongly coupled with the r~alised
circumstances. For the investigations this meant that the whole field of curcumstances had to be passed in. sufficiently small steps. The applied method was
to traverse in relatively short time the whole field of circumstances to find
the problematical areas and next, to submit these problematical areas to a
further analysis. Wave conditions only were set up to check whether a found
vibration was influenced by the presence of waves.

4.2.2

Results of the vibration investigations

Investigating the range of circumstances the following problematical areas for
the de ep and shallow section were located:
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Circumstances with occurrence of vibrations

Af ter further analysis and comparison with the preliminary investigations in

schematized mass spring scale models this picture had been built up:
a. Horizontal vibrations due to gap flow at the lower end of the gate, which had
been noticed in the preliminary investigations at lowered gate and great head
difference towards the Oosterschelde, were not refound in the elastic scale
model thanks to a smaller gap length in flow direction and a greatgr gap
width applied in this design. (See Fig. 12).
b. In the shallow section both in the preliminary investigation and in the investigation in the elastic scale model a self-exciting vibration was found
in the following situation: sea level 2,75 m + NAP, Oosterschelde level
1,90 m - NAP and underside of the gate at 3,20 m - NAP. This vjbration was
caused by the flow between gate and upper beam (gap flow). As a resu1t of
this flow a pressure gradient was built up around the upper part of the gate
in such a way, that a force arose proportiona1 and in phase to the vibration
velocity (self-excitation) [4J. The amplitude of such a vibration in general
wi11 increase unti1, as a resu1t of non-1inear effects, the vibration is
stabi1ized, or unti1 the construction collapses. In this particu1ar case nonlinear effects did bound the vibration amplitude. In rea1ity this vibration
is ab1e to manifest itse1f more strong1y because of a possib1y 10wer prototype construction damping. In Figure 13 the vibration movement of the gate in
the middle of the span is represented.
The beams a1so resonated in this situation; however, the vibration amplitude
was sma11. The resonance frequency of gate and beams was around 3 Hz.
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vibration due to gap flow at
partially raised gate

c. The investigation in the shallow section produced another vibration within
the following circumstances: sea level 2,00 m - NAP, Oosterschelde level
2,00 m + NAP and underside of the gate at 4,20 m - NAP (fully lowered gate!) .
This vibration had not been found in the preliminary investigations because
a flow direction towards the sea had not been examined there.
A complete explanation for the occurrence of this vibration has not yet been
found. However, it is evident that the vibration is caused by the nappe
between gate and upper beam. Pressure fluctuations around the flange of the
upper main girder of the gate, which are coupled with the movements of the
nappe, play an important role. Also in this case differences between the model
damping and the prototype damping can be of importance when transposing the
results to the prototype situation.
The vibration occurred at a frequency of 2 Hz. See Figure 14.
In the de ep section (tall gate) this vibration was not found. Presumably,
both an enlarged distance between the upperbound of the retaining plate and
the upper main girder and a greater horizontal bending rigidity are of importance.
d. The investigation in the deep section, finally, produced a slow swing phenomenon in the fluid at a fully raised gate, a sea level of 3,50 m + NAP and
an Oosterschelde level of 0,20 m - NAP. See Figure 15.
This phenomenon was also found in the preliminary investigations but it happened there at higher frequency and in slightly different circumstances.
The shape of the lower end of the gate was slightly different, too.
The phenomenon could arise because there was an unstable flow separation
point at the underside of the gate .
The gate was ex cited by it in a very regular manner in a low frequency of
0,065 Hz. Coupling with the movement of the gate did not occur. However, it
is possible that coupling arises between the fluid oscillations in different
discharge openings. In that case an amplifying effect can be expected.
It can be concluded that the results of the investigations in the elastic scale
model agree with the results of the preliminary investigations. Certain modifications in the gap geometry at fully lowered gate appeared to result in preventing gap vibrations.
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Fluid oscillation at fully
raised gate

By enlarging the field of natural circumstances in the elastic scale model a
not earlier discovered problematical area was found (case c).
4.2.3

Remedies

To prevent severe vibrations it is of ten sufficient to modify the construction
shape in such a way that the flow pattern, which causes the vibration, is radically changed. Not always it is necessary to modify the construction. For example
this is the case when in the field of natural circumstances flow always is accompanied by waves and these waves have a disturbing action.
In the practice of designing this means that the probability of the occurrence
of circumstances during which a vibration occurs, has to be given.
The vibration described under b of paragraph 4.2.2 could be easily prevented
from the field of experiences of the investigator by fixing a little hnose" on
the upper beam. (See Fig. 16). The gap flow was influenced in such a way, that
coupling phenomena could not occur any longer.
Because the probability of occurrence of this
vibration was realistic, this little nose was inserted in the upper beam design. Besides it was
advantageous for the maintenance activities. The
vibration appeared to be sensitive to the presence
of waves. Both regular and irregular waves with a
realistic (for those circumstances) significant
"Nose" on
Figure 16
wave amplitude did eliminate the vibration immeupper beam
diately.
The vibration described under c arises in circumstances with an estimated probability of occurrence less than the failure probability of the design of 10- 7
per year.
Although this vibration can be prevented by mounting nappe spoilers at the top
of the gate, constructive measures will not be taken.
The effect of realistic waves from the sea on this vibration was not so strong:
the vibration amplitude was reduced with about 50%.
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The under d mentioned swing phenomenon resu1ted in a very slow and ~n compar~son
with the wave 10ads, sma11 10ad on the gate.
Danger of gate resonance did not excist. Because the circtnUstances at which this
swinging occurred, a1so were not very realistic, there have not been taken
measures to prevent them.
It was remarkab1e that the swing phenomenon cou1d deve10p when a1so regu1ar waves
were present, whi1e irregu1ar waves had a fu11y disturbing effect.
4.3

Other investigations in the e1astic sca1e model

The resu1ts of the investigations with respect to f10w-induced vibrations showed
that the design of gates and beams from the vibration technica1 point of view
was favourab1e. Important modifications in the design therefore were not needed.
Meanwhile the investigation of wave forces Cregular waves) had got so far that
the following picture was outlined:
- The horizontal wave 10ads at a c10sed barrier can theoretica1ly be approached.
The computer program gave good resu1ts in comparison with the measurements in
sca1e mode1s.
- The vertica1 wave 10ads cannot be computed and have to be defined with the
aid of scale models.
At that moment the investigation of wave shocks had not yet resulted in final
conclusions.

I
\

I

The investigation of wave 10ads had to be carried through ~n a narrow time
scheme.
It was decided to direct the attention to:
• vertical quasi-static wave loads.
• the distribution of the horizontal loads a10ng the height of the gates.
• wave impacts on gates and upper beams.
Especia11y for the lat ter two points an e1astic sca1e model cou1d be used.
4.3.1

I

Determination of the quasi-static wave 10ads

For this investigation the measurement system of the e1astic gate model was
extended with strain gauges on the flanges of the main girders so that the distribution of the horizontal 10ad a10ng the height of the gate cou1d be de termined. Furthermore the vertica1 truss construction was glued to 10wer the
damping •
According to the wish to be ab1e to compute a force spectrum at every wave
spectrum, transfer functions for horizontal and vertica1 10ads on gates and
upper beams were estab1ished.
An important aspect was, that a representative combination of flow and wave conditions had to be estab1ished. Some difficu1ties arose because on1y the undisturbed prototype wave spectrum on stagnant water Cv < I mis) was known. Starting
from this spectrum a model wave spectrum on f10wing water (v < 3 mis) was determined. The app1ied method has been out1ined in Figure 17.
In the model first an undisturbed wave spectrum on stagnant water corresponding
with the known prototype spectrum on stagnant water was determined. The measured
model spectrum had to be corrected on beha1f of ref1ections on the structure.
Next, at f10wing water conditions the same wave generator adjustment was used
as on stagnant water. The idea was that the model flow deforms the wave spectrum
in somewhat the same way as the prototype flow does.
The measured model spectrum on f10wing water corrected on ref1ections now was
defined as the undisturbed wave spectrum on f10wing water.
The quotient of this spectrum and the measured response spectrum fina11y gave
the desired transfer function.
Prototype loads can be determined with the aid of these transfer functions
starting from a wave spectrum in which a1so the inf1uence of flow refraction has
been taken into account.
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4.3.2

Determination of transfer functions with respect to wave forces

Determination of maximum wave impacts

The elastic scale model has been used - supporting the investigations in rigid
scale models with respect to apparent wave shock pressures - to find those
circumstances where maximum wave impacts on gates and upper beams could occur.
Besides the measured wave shock responses provided information about the total
wave shock impulse. This could not be derived from the rigid models because of
the constraint number of pressure celIs.
This wave shock impulse could be calculated (starting from the measured response) with the aid of an as mass spring system schematized mathematical model
of gate and beam (Fig. 18). Data concerning the time dependent wave shock pressure, the pressure distribution and the duration of the wave shock had to be
input. These data were derived from the wave shock investigations in rigid scale
modeIs. Scaling problems, dealing with the question whether air is enclosed in
wave shocks, were not relevant in the comparison of results of the rigid scale
models and the elastic scale model, because the scale of the diverse models
was almost the same. When applying these results to the prototype these problems
did appear, see [5J.
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Calculation of wave impact
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By means of the mathematical model a coupling between elastic model and rigid
scale models was obtained. This led to a bet ter insight into the extent of the
attacked area and into the magnitude of the time dependent wave shock pressures
within this area. For the concrete upper beams this approach was convenient. In
case of the steel gates a more refined calculation was necessary. Therefore the
designers'finite element computer program of the steel gate was used.
The hydrodynamic mass, needed for the computations, was determined with the aid
of a finite element computer program, developed by TNO-Iweco-.
Such a computer program provides the added mass with respect to all vibration
modes.
Coupling terms for instance represent the effects of the movement in one direction on the added mass in another direction. All added mass terms together form
the so-called added mass matrix M* [6]. The results of the added mass calculations were checked (for a two-dimensional case) with the aid of an electrical
analogue model. A satisfying agreement was found.
The relationship between the extra inertia forces with respect to added mass and
the pressure fluctuations 1n the water which cause an extra force vector F , 1S
given by (Lit. [IJ):
-w
- M*
in which

x
x
M*
F

-w

x = -w
F

(5)

second derivative of the vector x
vector containing all degrees of freedom
added mass matrix
extra force vector

The equation of motion of a vibrating construction (in water) nqw is given by:
or:

M.x + C.x + S.x = F + F
-w
(M+M*).~ + C.~ + S.~ = I

in which

M

S

C
F

(6)
(7)

mass matrix of the construction
stiffness matrix of the construction
damping matrix of the construction
vector with external loads

In the designers' computer program, that is used to determine the dynamics of the
diverse gate structures, Formula (7) has been inserted.
Several response calculations were made with this program as an aid to solve the
wave shock problems with respect to the gates. The input used concerned a wave
shock impuls as determined in the rigid scale model of the gate.
In this way the first used, simple one-dimensional mass spring mathematical model
could be replaced by this complex three-dimensional computer program, with which
the complete response (strains and stresses) of the gate due to the dynamic
loads could be computed. By comparing the computed response with the response
measured in the elastic scale model the magnitude of the wave shock impulse could
definitely be established. In Figure 19 the above mentioned method has been outlined.

-TNO-Iweco

Institute TNO for Mechanical Constructions.
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Scheme of wave shock investigations
5

EVALUATION

Af ter these extensive model investigations it has been evaluated to what
extent the results of the model agree with the real prototype situation, and to
what extent the pursued searching method and/or searching strategy has been
sufficient and correct.
A feedback to the prototype of course only can take place when the construction
has been realised. In case of the storm surge barrier a program of prototype
investigations with respect to this is being drawn up at the moment.
To what extent the pursued searching strategy with respect to the investigations
of gates and beams of the storm surge barrier has been correct, can be answered
by comparing the results of the diverse models with the expectations that existed before with regard to them. Therefore the results of respectivily the schematized mass spring scale models and the elastic scale model has to be considered.

These results show that vibration modes for particularly the gates indeed were
difficult to predict in advance.
The mass spring scale model schematization, that reproduced a horizontal or a
vertical degree of freedom only was fully correct in case of pure horizontal or
vertical modes (for example: horizontal vibrations due to gap flow at closed
barrier).
In view of the results, the mass spring scale model has fully satisfied its aim
to outline the vibration sensitivity of the gate.
In similar circumstances the agreement with the elastic scale model was good.
The changeability of shape and rigidity of the elastic scale model was not used
during the investigations because the results did not lead to a necessity for it.
However, a new development in the field of model techniques has been realised.
A new aspect with vibration investigation was the combination of stream and
wave conditions. It appeared thatwaves generally cause a disturbing action with
respect to the mechanisms that cause vibrations. Irregular waves thereby are
more effective than regular waves.
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The investigation in the elastic scale model did not give a decisive answer
about vibrations of parts of the construction. (For example vibration of the
vertical truss construction or vibration of the main girder plates).
This was not possible either, because the schematization of the model could
only be directed towards a good reproduction of the dynamic behaviour of the
constructions as a whoIe.
The investigation focused on flow-induced vibrations did prove that the design
was favourable; however, in the prototype situation, the dynamic behaviour of
parts of the construction has to be checked. If vibrations in parts of the construction will indeed occur measures to prevent these vibrations are expected
to be simpIe.
Due to the elastic scale model the wave shock investigations in rigid scale
models were more succesful, because the mathematical approach from the response
side gave an upper bound for the magnitude of the wave shock impulse.
The upper bound estimation for the wave impact however, was on the limit of the
obtainable gate strength.
FINAL REMARK
Because of the unfavourable aspects of the wave impact on the gate as noticed
in the last stage of the investigations an alternative gate design (the gate
provided of offshore construction l~ke truss girders) became more convenient.
This design had been kept in hand as an alternative at first, because the fully
truss construction was (from the technical point of view) more complicated and
also more expensive.
Vibration investigations in a scale model have not been done for this gate
variant, because almost all characteristic quantities and phenomena are similar
to those of the original design.
Studies have been done with respect to the range of frequencies in which flow
excitation can occur and desired rigidities have been estimated on the basis of
experiences from the model investigations for the original design.

NOT AT ION
damping coefficient
hydrodynamic damping coefficient
damping matrix of the construction
gate thickness
length of protruding part of gate underside
Young's modulus (modulus of elasticity)
bending rigidity
frequency
Force
excitation force
area of inertia
spring constant (linear stiffness)
vector containing external loads
hydrodynamic rigidity
vector containing extra forces with respect to pressure
fluctuation
mass
hydrodynamic (added) mass
mass matrix of the construction
added mass matrix
scale factor of parameter i
Dutch averaged stagnant water level of the sea
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Sill-bearn loads due to flow and waves
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SYNOPSIS
CAllo.vr<f .~) ..t~,-

The determination of hydraulic loads on the sill-beams placed on top of the
sill-constructions is carried out with a combination of scale model tests and
a computational model. Described is the research strategy and research
history in view of the modifications of the sluice-opening geometry and sillshape during the designprocess. The computational model is developed and
verified with help of a limited number of scale model te~s in order to obtain
the design loads of 63 sill-beams with a varied top-level. The computational
model computes the pressures on the top-, sea- and Oosterschelde side of the
beams in flow situations only. Distinghuised are sub- and supercritical flow
and 2 hydraulic jump types in the·supercritical flow situation.
Special attention has been paid to the sill-force in relation with the momenturn equation. The sill-force has been computed as a function of both 2 pressure
heigntR on the sill top and sill toe and a bottomfriction term. To obtain this
friction force, a coefficient has been extracted from the scale-model test$,
containing the slope underneath of the eddy behind the sill-beam. Also the
rate of submergency has been taken into consideration.
The wave forces co~ not be computed. Therefore the presented wave pressures
and -forces are determined with the scale model tests only.
1. RESEARCH HISTORY AND -STRATEGY.
The sill-beams are designed as tube-shaped beams. This means that not only the
stability and bending moments are relevant to assess, but also the bearing
capacity of the local platefields has to be determined. Therefore the
hydraulic loads on the 63 sill-beams (on 7 different height locations) have
to be determined as spatial pressure distributions. When the barrier is not
closed, the level of the top of the sill-beam determines, apart from the
waterlevels, the flow type. Given a wide range of boundary conditions in the
5 characteristic loadingsituations (with all gates open, opening.closed or
closing or a failing condition wherein one or more gates remain stuck when
the others move), several flow-types may occur, complicating the determination
of the designloads substantially. In 4 of the 5 loading situations, both
current and wave pressures will occur in an anything but simple geometry.This
geometry is responsible for an unequal flowdistribution in vertical sense
(short-crested weir).
It is well-known, that computational models for such short-crested weir
situations are not very accurate. On the other hand, seale modeltests in which
all relevant parameters and boundary conditions are investigated, will be
very expensive and time-consuming. Therefore a combination of a computational
model and a strictly limited scale model investigation is an attractive option.
Before going into the details of the sill-beam research, it has to be
explained why sill--beams are necessary parts of the barrier. The sill-top is
designed as a heam because of the following reasons:
1. Necessary limitation of the leakage through the barrier.
2. Prevention of increasing leakage opening because of relative deformations
of adjacent piers.
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3. Possibility of flow-induced vibrations at the lower edge of the gate in
the absence of a sill-beam (because of the relatively large discharge
through the rest-opening in case of a sill-top consisting of large stones).
The research is pointed at establishing the optimum dimensions of the sillbeams in relation to costs and hydraulic loads. Already the preliminary
design resulted in a sill-beam width with short-crested weir properties.
Consequently the inherent vertical curvature of the streamlines above the
sill-beams, which is a severe complication in the development of a computational model, necessitated much attention.

THEORY

2

3

RESULTS:
PRESSURE DfSTRfBUTfONS

4

NO

5

COMPUT ATfON OF
DESfGNLOADS

6

r--- -SUPPLEMENT ARY
I SCALE MODEL
~TESTS:
~
FLOW PATTERN
I
LFLOW PRESSURE~

fig.l.

research strategy.

The main research strategy is demonstrated in the schema of fig.l.
An important decision point is shown on line 5. The decision depends on the
acceptable inaccuracy of the designloads. The influence of th e desi g ner IS
important here. The answer "yes", implicates an unacceptable deviation
between both modeis. In that case adjustment of the computational model is
necessary. aften this leads to the necessity to obtain more detailed knowledge about the patt e rn of the flow through th e sluiceopening. This may l ead
to supplementary scale model tests because normally in the preliminary stage,
the flow pattern is not measured and photograph ed in sufficient detail.
Particularly in research purely directed to collect design data, it is important to realize that in the development of a computational model it is
of great help that both pressures (or forces) and flow pattern are investigated
In the first stage, the modeicosts will increase by those extra investigation~
but in a later phase, the costs of ten shall prove to b e worth it.
During the hydraulic investigation of the Storm Surge Barrier thi s strategy
was followed, but not explicitely from th e beginning . During the study of
vibrations of the steel-gates use was mad e of a rigid model of one deepest
section and one shallowest section of th e barri er (M1494). Because th e
relevant vibrations could only by caused by flow, the flume was only provided
with a regular wave-generator, to investigate th e effects of waves o n
vibrations (see paper "Vibrations of gates" etc.).
In this model, it was rather simpl e to install pressurecells in th e sillbeam
(and also in the upp e r beam). To understand and extrapolate all r esu lts of
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this model to other sill -b eam locations and boundary conditions, a computational model was inevitable. The first conception of this model resulted in the
answer "yes" on line 5 of fig.l. Adjustment however could only be made if more
insight in the physical phenomena was obtained.In the M1494 model,the flow
pattern was only judged visually and even that not systematically.A new scale
model was necessary anyhow and a new scale model was erected in which also the
flow pattern could be registrated during flow and now with irregular waves.
Meanwhile the sill-geometry had been changed and the new design could be built
In.
This model(M1593) was built in a 2m-wide wind wave flume.To limit the casts of
these expensive investigations,the number of tests and particularly the number
of modifications are kept as small as possible.The results of the foregoing
model M1494 proved, that the deepest position of the sill-beam was the determining condition for the stability during stream situations . Therefore only
the deepest section was investigated in th e wind-wave flume . \Vhen the computational model was adjusted to fit in with the results of the deepest section, it
could be used to compute ~lso the pressures of the shallowest sections like
those, measured in M1494 . This all means that line 7 of fig.l in this model
investigation consisted of the following elements:

7

FROM FIRST SCALEMODEL :
DECISIVE SITUATION

+

FROM DESIGNPROCESS
SUPPLEMENTAL
REQUIREMENTS

I
8

2

NEWSCALEMODEL WITH
LlMITED NUMBER OF
SITUATIONS

I COMPUTATIONAL

MODEL

I

fig.2. detail of research strategy schema of fig.l.

The investigated situations were all more or l ess 2-dimensional.The 3r~imension
should have created a situation that was not considered to be computable in
advance. The diffenr e nc e between 2- and 3-dimensional conditions was not
rel evan t at that time , because the probability of 5 failing gates or 1 failing
gate was judged to b e practically the same. Moreover,in closing and opening
situations, the flowpattern becomes automatically 2-dimensional.At this moment
tb e fa:i1ure-analysis shows that the probability of 1 failing gate is larger than
th e failing probability of more than 1 gate.That means that now for one failmg
gate the flow situation will become 3-dimensional and same laad reduction is
to be expect e d.For the closing and opening situations, the 2-dimensional flowsituation remains decisive.
At that time,h ydrauli c loads were still determined deterministically which
meant that waveloads in a failing gate situation were critical for the vertkal
s tability of th e b eam.I n the semi-probabilistic assessment of beamloads the
probability of a failing gate is taken into account,leading to the minor importance of incidental waveloads compared with static loads.From th e regular
wave investigation of M1494,in which bath a de ep and shallow sill-beam were
investigated,it was concluded that the wave pr e ssures on th e de ep sill-beamare
larger than the shallow sill-beam wave pressures.Therefore to e stimate the btal
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sill-beam loads for all positions, the wave pressures are taken from the
irregular wave model (deep section) and the flow pressures from the computational model.
Two different scale models are used and therefore the question is relevant
wether this was an optimal approach af ter all. The model M1494 was mainly
used for vibration r~search. Because vibration investigation is very time
consuming, the use of a relatively simple modelfacility is justified. rf o
both vibration research and sill-beam load investigations would have taken
place in a wind wave flume, the costs would have been twice as much.(Therefore the choice of facility is also an important criterion in scale-model
research) .
2. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL.
2.1. Introduction.
It is well-known, that a flow-situation in a complex geometry like these
sill-beams with adjacent sill-slopes can hardly be represented in a computational model. Curved streamlines both in horizontal and vertical direction
cause centrifugal accelerations with effects on pressures . A 2-dimensional
approach (1 horizontal and 1 vertical dimension) is hardly possible because
of the unknown turbulent friction in vertical direction and the unknown
velocity-distribution. Only a l-dimensional model is left, with all limitations
which are inherent to fuis approach. Use of mean velocities and hydrostatic
pressure distribution is necessary. To overcome the errors caused by these
simplifications, coefficients have to be used , and non-hydrostatic pressure
distributions have to be estimated. Besides this, the sloping sill,adjacent
to the beams, complicates the situation substantially. In the developed
model a frictionforce, due to the rough sill-surface , is evaluated from the
modeltests.
When a l-dimensional approach is followed, the flow pattern is divided in
sections. In each section the momentum law is valid or even Bernoullis Law
iJ
no energy losses occur. hlith these laws,pressures and discharges can be
computed but also the dimensions of hydraulic jumps . Forces on a sill or
another structure part are explicitly taken into account. However,supplemental assumptions have to be made about the pressure course, especially above
the sill-slope. Fortunately modeltest results are availabl e to
verify these assumptions.
Within the range of relevant boundary conditions. subcritical and supercritical flow are possible in closing and failing gate situations. In the supercritical flow several hydraulic jump types can be recognized, depending on a
Froude number region (8). For the barrier situations, only 2 jump types are
relevant, the undular and weak jump. Therefore in this model only these two
jump types are taken into account. In a l-dimensional situation this means
a maximum Fro~de number (Fr=vl ~., where v and hare the velocity and
waterdepth of the inflow conditions of the jump) of 2,5.
However in this Storm Surge Barrier situation. a Froude number is not straight
furwattlly definable, therefore another criterion has been used. In the
mentioned jump types, energy losses are relatively smal! and an approach with
little attention to friction may give results of acceptable accuracy.
This means th at it is not claer whether the model is useful
for supercritical flow with large Froude numbers.
2.2. General set-up.
The below given cross-section of the barrier shows the most important
parameters.
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The pressu~ h , h etc. are computed with help of the momentum equation.
4
g
In the subcrit1cal flow situation the discharge q is computed iterative~y,
because q is a function of both the seawaterlevel and the Oosterschelde
waterlevel. For supercritical flow, the dis charge is computed independently
from the Oosterschelde-level. In this case, an estima tion of the sillreaction force, based on a friction-force approach is made to complete the
momentum equation from section 1 to section 3 of fig.3.
2.3. Computational procedures .
Discharges.
- Free overflow
The overflow discharge q2 (fig.3) 1S of the short crested we1r type computed
1n all flow situations:
if (h ss -UG) > 0:
I
2
(1)
q = ].12 x - (h -UG) x
(h -UG) x 2g
else Q2=O
3
ss
2
ss

Vi

if UG=topside gate: ].12=1
if UG=topside upperbeam: ]J2=0.8
Subcritical flow through the gate opening .

hl is un~nown and must be computed iteratively with the momentum
equat10n.
Supercritical flow through the gate opening.
q =
1

].14

V

A
g

2g.(h s -

]J A )
c g

I

].1

q

A
g

]J
1n wich ].1 = ]Jv
(4); ].1 =
c
4
q "4
1-( Jl v Jl c A )2
~
h
s

V

~

'V

1-"c

(see

~:j

[7]

)

(3)

(5)

]J is the discharge coefficient dealing with local resistance on th e sillv
beam and gate.]J is the contraction coefficient of potential flow through
c
a sluice opening. From modeltests it is derived that for rectangular beams
with B=6.8m ]J =1 for all situations. A trapezoidal beam with B=Sm appears
to cause Jl =0~9 in situations with undular jumps.
In weak ju~p situatims Jl =1. The value of the contract ion coefficient
].1 =0.61 is taken from th~ theoretical potential flow [2J . In theory,]J is
aCfunction of A /h , but the deviation from 0.61 is negligible in this ~ase.
The computed di§ch~rgES differ less than 5% fiom the measured discharges ,
see figures 15, 16, 17.
Flow test.
~·hether

the flow 1S sub- or supercritical follows from:
NO

YES

SUPERCRITICAL FLOW

fig.6. flow test sch err.a.
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SUBCRITICAL FLOW

I

I

Subcritical flow pressures.
Th e following scheme shows the computation

scheme for the subcritical flow.
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sill-shape M1593
sill-shape M1494

7. subcritical flow.

The momentum equation from 2 to 3 ~ields:
-1
1
(
+
(6)
D3
tot h +D2
h3+
Z
h 3 +D3+ h Z+ DZ
=P g~
In whic.h F
2
) *(D -D )
si 11
3 2
1
In the present design ot the sill-shape which was also used in M1593 the
force F s i1l2 is computed like Fsilli. The former si11 -shap e of M1494 leads
to an extenaed force F up to the D level instead of Fsil12 The comparison
2
4
of computed and measured pressures leads to the conclusion of s,atisfactory
agreement. The complete computational procedure is shown in the
scheme of fig.8.
In principle the computations In supercritical flowsituations are similar.
Therefore only the deviations In those situations are mentioned.
F

2

+ F

si III

- F =P q
3

2
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SUBCRITICAL FLOW

V

q1 i = IJ 1 A
2 9 ( hs - h-j) I
h 1 IS UNKNOWN; FIRST ESTIMATE
h1 =h4 =h2 = h3

MOME NTUMEQUATION
FROM ® TO @

MOMENTUMEQUATION
FROM <D TO ®

YES

MOMENTUMEQUATION ON
TOPSIDE SILL -BEAM FROM
hg TO h1

KNOWN : h1
q1 ;q2

= h4 ;h2 ;h3 ;h s ;h g

COMPUTE : hss :
2
V

s

=(

qtot

S

) _ hSS =hS _d,V

hS +D2

2g

a =COËFF. OF NON - UNIFORM
VE LOCITYDIS TRIBUTION

fig.8. computation procedure.subcritical flow
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PRESSUREDISTRIBUTION
AND TOTAL FORCES AS
FUNCTION OF hss. hg •
h 1 I h4 • SILL - BEAM
GEOMETRY

Supercritical flow.
a supercritical flow situation occur~,a hydraulic jump classification
traditionally based on Froude numbers. E.g.the classification according
to Ven Te Chow
shows:

II
lS

[S]

I
Fr= 1 -1.7: UNDULATING

fig.9.

Fr=

JUMP

jump classification, af ter

V1

~

I

7

I

I

777 777 7 7

Fr=1.7 - 2.5: WEAK

JUMP

[8] .

However, in the SSB-case, a Froude number is not exactly definable because
of the curved streamlines. On the other hand, it appears to be useful 1n
the computation of pressures on the top of the sill-beam to distinguish
the jump types"undular"and"weak jump'.' The pressuregradients in flow direction on the beam-top are much larger in a weak jump situation than in an
undular jump flow. Therefore this distinction will be made in the computational model.
Because of the curved streamlines, suction effects cause a quicker appearance of a supercritical flow. This necessitates adjustment of the classification of jump types in the SSB-case. The following test appeared to be useful.

SUPERCRITICAL

FLOW

WEAK

fig.lO.

JUMP

jump test scheme.

Therefore an undu1ar jump occurs when l
~l h ~ h < ~ h , see a1so fig.5.
Depending on the discharge and the Oostersche1de w~ter1eve1, an undu1ar jump
may be free or submerged. A weak jump moreover may be semi-submerged, a
situation with the jumptoe attacking the gate. The submergence influences
the. beamtop-pressures strong1y.
Pressurecomputation.
Oostersche1de-edge pressure h4'
As stated in par.2.2. the pressures h4 at the Oostersehelde edge and h at
the sea-edge of the sill-beam top are the important.
The pressuregh
at the seaside of the si11-beam is re1ative1y simp1e to compute. The oth~~
pressures are derived from these three pressures, see fig.4. The computation
of h4 is identica1 for the undular and weak jump; only h lS a function of
the jump type.
g
To compute h , the momentumequation is solved from section 1 to section 3
4
ln fig. 7:
[ 2
2
'F
F
~ q tot - ~ . (fl·g.ll)
(7)
Fl + F 4 + a sil1- 3= ~ h3+D3
~4Ag

J
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The coefficient arepresents the sill-friction effect.
Becaus~ecfthe large velocities and the variation of velocities above the
sill-slope, an estimation of the sill-reaction force on the considered
movlng watermass is a difficult point.
Behind the sill-beam, an eddy will occur.
P

3.5

3.3

3.1

2.9

4
6
2
0
EDDY SLOPE FUNCTION

1~_

_8
_ _....

(h3' 03 x h3 )
Ag

hs

OOSTERSCHELDE
SIDE

r--i

SEA SI DE

1---4

0

-

R (L)

..

(LO-L)

~~~~---------~~~====~
fig.ll. sill-eddy.
The length and the slope of thi s eddy depend on the seawater level, the
sluice-opening and the Oosterschelde wa~erdepth, given a free supercritical
flow. From the point were . the eddy attackes the sill-slope, large velocities
will influence the pressure and therefore the sill-force in the reg ion
L -L (see sig.ll). Because pressures are a function of V2 and the bottom
r8ughness,it is stated that the sill-force reduction depends on the mean
velocity V(L)in the reg ion (L -L), the Chèzy-coefficient and the length of
the flowattacked sill-slope. 0
Thus:
F sill

with

(S)

(9 )

This rneans a linear estirnation of VeL) which is not very accurate.
On the other hand, errors are not substantial because of the relatively
large value o~ R(L). FromI2ft(L~odeltests the coefficient f is deterrnined
2
as f=700o/c wlth C=ISlog
k
.
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This determination was possible with help of the pattern investigation in
the MlS93 model. From this model a (rough) estimate of the eddy slope p is
made with help of the measured h4 pressures, substituted in the momentum
equation with
2
feL -L)
V (L)
cosS
DS
p
ct= 1 - ----O~----------~~----~and L
(10)
l-p/slope
g
(h4+DS+h3+D3)(D3-DS)

*

*

*

*

(when L > L , then L=L )

o

0

Af ter determining the best function of f, the p-values are determined as a
function of h +D ,A and h giving th e relation shown in fig.ll.
_
3
A simi lar p-func~iongis det~rmined by several inves tigators e. g. see [6
for fully submerged conditions. The tendency of these curves is the same,
except the dependency on the sealevel and the Oosterschelde level in this
free supercritical flowsituation, while the submerged eddy
slopes are
a function of the sluice-opening and the step-height only, generating the
eddy, behind the sluice.

J

At the OosterSchelde edge of the sill-beam the hydraulic forces are
estimated as follows:
F = ~ Pg (2.h4+ DS)
DS' assuming hyd:ost~tic pres~uredistribution.
H
Toe stream11ne curvature at the edge 1S s1mulated 1n Fl=~ pg h
~4A ,
4
in which ~~A is an estimation of the discharge opening and the momeRtum
transport ~r8ss sectio~, based on eq.(3).
F3 equals
~Pg (h3+D3)' Altogether this leads t~:

*

1.
g

[q2 tot _
h3+ D3

*

~l
~4A

J

(1l)

Because a lis a function of h , see (10), (11) has to be solved by iteration.
4
Gate edge pressure h .
g

When h4 is known th e pressur e h at the s ea edge of the sill-beam should be
computed by solving the momen tu~ e quation from h to h4' Howeve r neither
th e external force at h n o r the momentum transp8rt cross-section at the
sea edge of the beam isgknown. Because of the c~rvat~re o~ the
streamlines under the gate, the effective cross-section will be substantially small e r than A itself. Estimat es had b een made based on a potential
flownet approach,gbut th e computational results of h appeared to be highly
sensitive to this effective momentum cross-section g~ A.
Several other approaches hav e be e n develop e d of which ~egfollowing 1S acce pted as th e most successful.
First of all th e jump types "undular" and "weak" have to be distinghuised.
- Undular jump.

(fr ee jump)

The best ass essme nt of h appeared to b e :
h = ~4 h4 in which ~4 eq5als the velocity coefficient (see (3»).It is not
q5ite c l e ar why the reduction of the effective flow area from A to A =
4
~ 4 A e quals the incre as e of the sill-beam toppressure from 114 gh to h4'
Toged~er with the successful discharge computation it may mean thaf the
str eamlin e curvatures are not very strong.
The b e st e st~ate of the total for ce on th e top of th e sill-beam equals:
F

top

*B*

Pg

kN/m'(see fig. 4 and 11)

(12 )
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- Weak jump. (free jump)
In this case the situation is more complex. The streamline curvature ~s
stronger than in the undular jump situation. The following assumption is
made and verified with the modeltests.
The situation is simulated in a l-dimensional (horizontal) bottomsituation.
Then, the maximum pressure equals the critical depth:

~

=
q2' (see figures 12 and 13). At this point, the Froude number
max
g
=1. Beyond this point, a subcritical flow occurs normally. In the SSB-case,
the streamlines are curved and it is stated that maximum pressures may
occur due to an equilibrium state of anti-directional accelerations. This
means that before and af ter this point of h
,the flow remains supercritical. In fact the height of the undularm~~ve which also occurs at a
weak jump, is at a maximum in this point. This means an undular pressure
distribution above the sill-beam:
h

_-'F--.... p.arc.

tg ( h m -h4 ):
X-B

The distance between gate and h
max
equals x=A .
The pressu~e distribution is also ~nfluenced by the eddy slope p.
If x~ B,the pressure distribution parameters are determined as follows:

fig.12.pressure distribution when x

~

B.

z=

(13 )

h =h =h - z
g z 4

*

(h

max

-y-h )/(x-B)

(14)

4

This estimation is only valid when z < B.
z=B.

If z

B, it

>

~s

stated that

The pressure distribution shape changes when x < B, or when h
lies
above the sill-beam. Then, the strong curvature of the streaillîfnes can be
ql
(15)
approximated by the slope l:Fr
in which Fr
=
max
max
(O,6lAi'

Vg

*

This Fr
number indicates the l-dimensional Froude number,classifying
the jumpa~tate. But the pressure distribution is also influenced by the
slope of the eddy behind the sill-beam,
forming the tangent of the
lowest streamline above the sill-beam. Therefore the pressure distribution
is approximated by:
h
h
hg

g

z

0
h

max

-

Fr

max

B

fig. 13. pressure distribution when x < B
h

z=
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F

max
max

•

- (B-A )/p
g

+

lip

(16)

ft

+ !

h

!.

!.I,U,.WI!_MIM

!

!

!

I

At the Northsea edge of the beam, the pressure h =0; this value satisfied
the modeltest results fairly. The influence of t§is estimation on the
total force of the topside of the beam is of minor importance.
Submerged jump.
As indicated in fig. 5 a jump may be semi-submerged or submerged.According
semi-submergency occurs when
the common approach
= w A < h < hand -1 > m, in which m is assumed to be 6
4 g' 4
3
DS

Û3J,

if

!:l. < m Ce.g.sloping sill)semiDS

submergency cannot occur
becaus e of the small size
of th e eddy

Submergency occurs when h , solved from the momentum equation, ~s larger
4
than th e downstream water-level h :
3

----~--------------

In this case it IS taken then:h =h
4 3

The pressures h a re comput e d by solving the mome ntum equations from h to
h4 (s ee subcrit~cal flow) with sup ercri tical flowdischarge computation~
The pressuredistributions are approximated by:
- semi-submerged:

hgH-__________-P

- submerged:

h4

hg Lf------~

h4

B

3. MODEL TESTS.
Test setup.
From the foregoing it follows that th e a~ms of the final scale model tests
were:
1. Verification of computed values of pressures, discharges, veloeities,
water levels and flow patterns in steady flow ~n a 2-dimensional flow
situation.
2. Assessment of sill-beam loads in irregular waves combined with steady
flow.
Th e measurement of beam loads was effec tuated b y means of circa 20
pressure celis, placed on four sides of the beam. Measurement of total
forc e s by means of force gauges was problematical because of difficulties
in avoiding permanent or occasional contact between sill-beam and the
surrounding sill. Resulting forces, concerning each side apart, and. total
horiz on tal and vertical forces, hav e been obtained b y momentaneous
integration of pressures ,multiplied b y their pertinent area . In previous
investigations by Delft Hydraulics Laboratory, this method of obtaining
overall forces proved to b e sufficiently accurate. The integration was
performed b y computer for all samples in each t es t, so that compl e te
digitiz e d forc e signals were obtained which were available for statistic
and spectral process ing.
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Because the total width of the centra I flume section ~s blocked (see
fig.l4) by the measuring section of the model, a high ra te of wave
reflection is present in front of the model. This presents a difficulty
in measuring the incoming wave characteristics directly. Using a method
presented by Ishida
, i t is possible however, to compute incoming wave
characteristics if measured total (incoming + reflected) wave characteristics and tefl~ction eoefficiénts (~) of the structure are avaiiable.
Reflection coefficients have been measüred for a few wave frequencies. On
the basis of these,the course of the coefficient of reflection as a
function of wave frequency was estimated, For each frequency band in the
wave spectrum it is now possible to separate the amount of incoming and
reflected wave energy in the fallowing way:

[3]

1

1 +

(17)

0. 2 (f)

wich yields the incoming wave height spectrum

SHi

Frequency response functions defined as H2(f)= SF/SH" have been used in
order to correct measured loads for slight deviatiom~in the realized wave
spectra compared with the required ones. Basically, this standardizatiön
goes as follows:
SFR(f)=SH.R(f)

x

2
H Cf)=SH.R(f)

1

(18)

x

1

However, at the low- and high frequency ends of the spectra, the accuracy
of the calculated frequency response function is too low. These parts of
the response functions have been given an assumed value. This implies that
in this case, generally

7 SH.M(f)

x

2
H Cf)dfi

00

(9)

SFMCf) df

0 1 0

In most cases the left part has a smaller value than the right part of
this inequality because the spectrum of loads shows energy which is not
caused by wave energy, but which is due to turbulence. So, for a proper
standardization it is necessary to compute this "turbulence-energy" first,
then to calculate the standardized spectrum of loads, and finally to add
the turbulence energy, which gives the final standardized spectrum of
loads. A standardization factor is computed, following:
00

n

f

o

00

SFR(f) df (incl.turb.energy)/

SFM df

(20)

0

which is applicable to crest- and trough values of the forces and compounding pressures.
Results.
Force signals have been composed for all wave tests and for each tested
steady flow-situation. For steady flow, mean values of forc e s and
pressures have been assessed, which are readily comparable to calculated
results. On the wave force signals not only spectral analysis has been
performed in view of the establishment of frequency response functions,
but also statistical analysis. In each wave force registration the maximum
crest- and trough value have been 1:-ocatecl. Pressure distributions going with
these
sltuations have been composed of the original pressure signais.
In each tested flow situation, information concerning flow patterns has
been registrated by taking overlapping photographs of a rack equipped
with tell-tales, placed in a number of successive positions.The figures,
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1,4

1.

composed of these photographs, show flow concentrations, course of water
levels, and eddies. Besides this qualitative information, measurements
have been conducted of maximum flow velocity, dicharge,andoftype,position
and dimensions of a possib1e hydrau1ic jump.
In figer~ 16 and 18 examp1es have been g~ven of corresponding steady flow
pressures and forces, and wave pressures and forces.
Resu1ts of the origina1 series of tests led to the conc1usion that the
tested design of the si1l-beam was not satisfactorily proof against
up1ifting as a consequence of steady flow- and wave forces in situations
with relatively large frequency of occurence(see fig.16).
Therefore a new design was prepared, of which the safety against uplifting
was enlarged in three ways: 1. Larger overall weight, 2.Reduction of upper
suction area, 3.Change in form in a way which causes seaside pressures
to result in downward forces. In figure 17 a cross-section of this design
is shown.
The new trapezoid sill-design had to be tested in a scale model because
of two reasons: 1. Calculation of wave pressures was still problematical.
2. Influence of the new nose and shorter upper side on flow pattern had
to be assessed. Only a very limited number of tests were needed,because
critical situations cou1d be determined on the basis of calculations and
previous model tests with the rectangular beam. Some resu1ts of calculations and measurement with the trapezoid sill-beam are shown in figures
17 and 18.
Total vertical loads on the trapezoid sill-beam were smaller than those
on the rectangular one. Combined with its larger weight, this yielded
sufficient safety against uplifting.
Change in the beam design also led to changes in the flow patterns:
1. Discharges over the trapezoid beam are smaller
2. Maximum flow veloeities above or behind the trapezoid beam are smaller
3. Transition from undular
hydraulic jump to submerged hydraulic jump
occurs at a larger gate-opening with the trapezoid beam.
In situations with undulating or submerged hydraulic jump, the noted
changes are supposed to be caused by a more upward component in the flow
over the beam as a consequence of the presence of the "nose". In
situations with astrong hydraulic jump, it is mainly the difference in
beam width which causes the differences in flow pattern. This is apparent
from the directions of flow dir~ctly behind and above the two sil1 beams,
of which the one over the trapezoid beam is pointed more downward.

4. CONCLUSIONS.
1. Despite of the complex geometry of the sluice-opening of the Storm
Surge Barrier it appears to be feasible to estab1ish _ computationa1
model.
Model coefficients are used, derived from some modeltest resu1ts. It appears to be possible to compute flow pressures ~n
satisfactory agreement with the remaining modeltest resu1ts.
2. The 2-dimensional discharges through the openings are computed with
high accuracy, based on mostly theoretical assumptions,although the
sluice-opening has to be qualified as a short-crested weir type.
3. The computation of wave-pressures on the sill-beam have not been
successfu1.
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List of symbols
A
A

6A

g

B
B

Dl
D
2
D3

D4
DS
D

F~
Fr
L max
L

R~L)
veL)

flow area
"
" o f gate opening
"
" o f chinks
topwidth of sill-beam
coefficient of Chézy
distance beam-top-seabottom
"
"-sill-transition zone seaside
"
"-Oosterschelde bottom
"
" -sill-transition zone Oosterschelde side
=
-topside sill Oosterschelde side
"
"
sill-beam height
Fraude number
maximum Froude number ~n undular situations
eddy length
sill-slope length
mean hydraulic radius in region (L -L)
o
mean velocity in region (L -L)
o
=spectral density incoming waveheight
"
"
"
+reflected waveheight
"
" o f resulting forces if required wave spectrum would
have been realized
=required spectral density of incoming waveheight
=spectral density of measured resulting forces
=frequency response function of forces to waves
=bottom width of sill-beam
=friction coefficient in F .11
.
f
.
s~
=acce 1 erat~on 0
grav~ty
=pressure-height on beam-top (subcritical nOvJ)
"
"
~n section 2
~n section 3
"
"
at Oosterschelde edge of sill-beam
"
"
at Sea-edge of sill-beam (top)
"
"
=seawater level
=pressure height at Sea-edge of sill-beam (front)
=max-pressure height at minimum Froude number
=pressure height at distance z from h
=slope of eddy behind sill-beam
max
=discharge through gate opening
=overflow discharge
=total discharge incl.discharge through chinks
=distance in which pressure height increases from h

exef)
a'
a"

z

to h

max

=wave reflection coefficient
=pressure reduction coefficient in F
sill
=coefficient of non-homogeneous veloc~Ey distribution
=sill-slope angle
=discharge coefficient subcritical flow
overflow
"
"
"
" s u p e r c r i t i c a l flow
=contraction coefficient supercritical potential flow
=discharge coefficient
=velocity coefficient
=specific density
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Stabi Iity of the top layer of the si 11
by
M.R.van der Does de Bye, Senior Engineer, Rijkswaterstaat-De1tadienst,
The Hague, The Netherlands
A.van Mazijk, Chief Engineer, Rijkswaterstaat-De1tadienst,
Burghs1uis, The Netherlands
R.A.H.Thabet, Project Adviser, Delft Hydraulic Laboratory,
de Voorst, The Netherlands.

SYNOPSIS.
The si1l is a multifunctional structure. It has been designed to fulfi1 its
functions (protection against scour, closing element of the barrier, support
to the piers etc.) under extreme conditions.
One of the limit states is the 10ss of stability of the top layer, which
u1timate1y leads to the total destruction of the si1l.For a number of reasons
(costs, insensivity to unexpected growth of crustacea and unexpected sand
in the si1l, the possibi1ity of repair in case of damage etc.) a permeab1e top
layer consisting of a granular material or concrete elements is preferred.
For the design of the top layer two situations have to be given f special
attention: a closed barrier under extreme conditions with one gate (or several
gates) still open due to ma1functioning and a completely closed barrier under
extreme circumstances.
The first step in the applied research strategy was, to create a conceptua1
model, which optimal1y describes the relation between the 10ads and the
strengblt. Depending on the completeness of the conceptual model additional
research is required e.g. by means of a hydraulic scale model.
For the situation of a closed barrier with one gate (or severa1 gates) open
due to malfunctioning the flow pattern near the barrier is very complex.
Therefore, on1y hydraulic scale models can be used to provide accurate data
for the design of the top layer. The dimensioning of the fina1 design is
based on the acceptance of a limited damage under extreme conditions.
The research was divided into two parts. In the first part the inf1uence
of the various parameters was determined, and in the second part a 1imited
number of 10cations was investigated more thoroughly. The ultimate resu1t is
the relation between the loads and the strength of the top 1ayer. For the
situation with a completely closed barrier both mathematical methods and scale
model tests were used in particu1ar to investigate the stability of the
rubb1e mound on both sides of the sil1 beam(toe ston~. The tests showed,that
initiation of movement is more or 1ess immediate1y fo110wed by the complete
fai1ure of the toe stone and, subsequently, of the si11. Therefore, the
design of the rubb1e mound is based on the acceptante of a very limited
damage (initiation of movement).
1. INTRODUCTION.
The storm surge barrier consists of a number of piers embedded in a mound of
granular material: the sill. Directly over the crest of the si1l, concrete
sill beams are suspended between the successive piers. When the steel gates
are lowered in the event of a storm surge, th~ reach down to the si1l beams
(see figure 1.1).
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Failure of the sill can be caused by e.g. failure of the top layer. This
paper deals with the approach which was followed in the design procedure of
the top layer of the sill.

®
®
©

®
CD
®
®

PIER
SILL BEAM
UPPER BEAM
GATE
TRAFFIC ROAD
SILL
FOUNDATION

Figure 1.1. storm surge barrier.

2. FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS AND PRINCIPAL FEATURES OF THE SILL DESIGN .
2.1. Analysis of the sill functions.
The sill is a multifunctional structure. Therefore it is necessary to analyse
the functional requirements in a systematic way. For this purpose geotechnical
and hydraulic functions can be distinguished [2]. The geotechnical functions,
which refer mainly to the support of the piers in constructional and operational phases, are:
1. Ballast of the pier and the subsoil around the pier (geometry and density)
2. Friction between pier and sill (angle of internal friction of materiaIs).
3. Horizontal support or passive resistance (geometry and density).
The hydraulic functions are:
1. Protection of the bottom against scour in construction and operational
phases (filter characteristics and stability under attack by waves and
currents) .
2. Closing element (permeability of the structure proper and of the connection
to other parts of the barrier).
3. Creation of geometrical conditions leading to an acceptable value of the
discharge coefficient (geometry of the sill in combination with the
geometry of the pier, the sill beam etc.).
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The si11 has to accomp1ish most of these functions under extreme circumstances.
Besides these externa1 boundary conditions it has to be taken into account,
that the si11 is a part of the barrier and not a solitary structure. This
means, that the design of the si11 may be inf1uenced by the features of
other parts of the barrier.
Consequent1y the required design shou1d be feasib1e and economica1, whi1st
it shou1d fu1fi1 the required functions under extreme circumstances with an
accepted probabi1ity of fai1ure.
2.2. Principa1 features of the si11 design.
The construction between the piers consists of a permanent c10sing element
and a movab1e c10sing element. For the permanent c10sing element of the
barrier two principa1 solutions can be considered:
- A re1ative1y thin wa11 construction
- A heavy construction with the shape of a dike.
The vertica1 wa11 construction has a number of disadvantages. The most ~mpor
tant of these are:
- In the case of a vertica1 wa11 construction the tida1 flow through the
barrier is not guided smooth1y, which resu1ts in a great 10ss of energy.A
minimum of tida1 dis charge has to be guaranteed however. This means, that
the opening of the barrier has to be 1arger in this case than in the case
of a more smooth1y shaped construction. For this reason the vertica1 wa11
construction requires a movab1e c10sing element, which is more expensive
than in the case of the alternative solution.
- The foundation of the stiff vertica1 wa11 is very comp1icated. Especia11y
the connection of the stiff construction with the piers and the subsoi1 wi11
require special attention in view of unequa1 sett1ements.A f1exib1e type
of construction is favorab1e frDm this point of view.
The permanent c10sing element has to protect the bottom against scour.This
function is not fu1fi11ed by the vertica1 wa11, so that another construction shou1d be designed to deal with it.
For the above reasons the solution invo1ving the vertica1 wa11 construction
has been dropped and it was decided, that the si11 shou1d have more or 1ess
the shape of a dike. Moreover the constructionshou1d be a f1exib1e one.
The fo110wing design considerations of the si11 can be made:
- A f1exib1e construction is created, when the si11 is predominant1y composed
of granu1~r materials. Besides other requirements the size of the grains
depends on the filter requirements.
- On beha1f of the stabi1ity unde~ the attack of current and waves the top
1ayer of the si11 must be composed of a material, whose strength is re1ated
to either:
a. the strength of each partic1e of the material (inc1uding inter10cking of
grains): granu1ar top 1ayer, or
b. the strength resu1ting from the cohesion between the e1ements (the material
is coherent, e . g. aspha1tic coarse gravel).
A special type of top 1ayer construction can be composed of heavy porous
constructions, 1ike concrete gratings. The hand1ing of such gratings is very
difficu1t (positioning, connecting the gratings to each other and to the pier~
Because other alternatives seemed to be more feasib1e, this design concept
of the top 1ayer has been dropped in an ear1y stage.
For a number of reasons the part of the top 1ayer under the gate requires
special attention:
The stabi1ity of the top 1ayer has to be ensured in the case of a c10sed
barrier. If there is a slit between the gate and the top 1ayer high
ve10cities can be expected under the gate.
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- The height of the slit between the gate and the top layer should be
limited and should not vary much in time, due to settiement of the sill.
This aspect relates to the permanent closure function of the sill and the
stability of the top layer under the gate.
- In the case of a closed barrier unpredictable contact between the gate and
the top layer has to be avoided.
The above reasons lead to a fixed construction between the gate and the top
layer: the sill beam (see figure 2.1)

(A) WITHOUT SILL BEAM

(B) WITH SILL BEAM

Figure 2.1. construction between gate and top layer.
For the connection between the sill itself and the sill beam two alternative
solutions can be considered:
The sill beam is positioned above the sill without any connection, which
results in a slit between the sill and the sill beam. This solution is only
acceptable, if the slit remains small enough for guaranteeing the permanent
closure function of the sill, and if the hydraulic and geotechnical stability of the top layer under the sill beam is sufficient (heavy stones,asphaltic
coarse gravel).
The sill encloses the sill beam by setting up the sill against th e vertical
sides of the beam. This enclosing construction can be a permeable one
(rubble mound) or an impermeable one (asphaltic coarse gravel). Besides the
above mentioned considerations such a construction improves th e flow
condition in the vicinity of the sill beam (discharge coefficient) .
For these reasons the first possibility has been dropped on forehand.
The bot tom in the vicinity of the barrier is partly protected on both sides
of the barrier by an impermeable construction (concrete blocks on a nylon
cloth, filled up with steel slags and covered with mastic asphalt). In between
the toe of the permeabie sill and the bed protection a transitional construction is needed. In order to avoid excessive uplift pressures under tb e
impermeable part of the relatively thin bed protection as much as possibl e ,
the transitional construction must be "a permeable one.
The sill construct ion can be described now as in figure 2.2.
NORTH SEA
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4 •

sil' coro

corQ covering layc;rr
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6. siJl bQam
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OOSTERSCHELDE

Figure 2.2. sill construction

3. THE DESIGN OF THE SILL.
3.1. Design concepts.
The principle design of the sill construction (see section 2.2) now has te
be worked out to a final design, which deals with the aspects as distinguished
in section 2.1 as complete as possible.
A number of concepts can be generated:
I. An open filter construction, composed of granular materials only (gravel
and quarry stone) or granular materials and concrete elements, e.g.blocks
and tetrapods (Fig. 3.1 A).
II.A partia11y open filter construction with impermeab1e elements:
a. an impermeable top layer (asphalt coarse gravel); the other parts are
composed of granular material (gravel, quarry stone) (Fig.3.l B).
b. the top layer on the Oosterschelde side an North Sea side is impermeable
(asphalt coarse gravel); the top layer under the sill beam is permeable
(quarry stone) (Fig. 3.1. cl.
c. either the top 1ayer on the Oostersche1de side or the top 1ayer on the
North Sea side is composed of asphalt coarse gravel, the other parts
of the sill are gravel or quarry stone (Fig . 3.l. D and E).
Hydraulic and geotechnical investigations have been initiated for the above
alternatives.
Af ter amp1e study it was decided to drop the designs with an impermeab1e top
1ayer, composed of aspha1t coarse gravel. The main reasons are summarized
below:
- difficulties in determining the strength behaviour of the material in
relation to the loading diagram on the top layer;
- difficulties in the realization of a proper research programm within the
given time limits;
- as a resu1t of these difficulties the only possibi1ity in dimensioning the
top 1ayer is by making the layer stable by enough dead weight (design
condition is a closed barrier and an extreme head difference combined with
wave attack, see also section 3.2.) .
This makes the design much more expensive than the open filter constructions;
- difficu1ties in repairing damage.
3.2. Limit states.
For dimensioning of the sill, according to the open filter construction, the
limit states have to be determined. The limit states are related, on the one
hand, to the functional aspects of the sill and, on the other, to several
hydraulic and meteorological conditions and the position of the gates.
A distinction has to be made between the operationa1 situation and the situation, when the barrier is still under construction.
In tabl e 3.1 the aspects mentioned above are presented in case of the operational situation. The more important circumstances are marked with crosses.
circumstances
functional aspects

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

--------

ilo Hydraulic stability of top layer,transitional construction, toe stone
x
x
x
x
:2. Filterstability of sill
,3. Geotechnical stability of sill
x
!4. Geotechnical stability of toe stone
x
Horizontal support to p1er
x
x
:6. Discharge coefficient of sill
I
(a)
open barrier,daily conditions
(c)=closing barrier,extreme cmditions
(b)
closed barrier,extreme conditions
(d)=closed barri~r.failing gate(s),
extreme cond1t10ns.
Table 3.1. Limit states

;5.
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OOSTERSCHELOE

(A) COMP\.ETELY OPEN FILTER CONSTRUCTlON

OOSTERSCHEL.OE

(S) IMPERMEASLE TOP LAYER

OOSTERSCHEUlE

(C) IMPERMEA8LE TOP L.AYER EXCEPT UNOERNEATH THE SIL.L. SEAM

OOSTERSCHEUlE

(0) IMPERMEASLE TOP LAYER ON COSTERSCHELOE SIOE

OOSTERSCHEL.OE

(E) IMPERME A8L.E TOP L.AYER ON NORTH SEA SIOE

Fig. 3.1. Possibl e alternative desi gn s.
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The boundary conditions f o r the situation, wh e r e the barri e r is und e r construction, are l e ss severe than for the operational situation, mainly due to
the limited construction period (lov e r probability of occurrence of extreme
conditions).
Because this paper deals only with the dimensioning of the top lay e r, the
transitional construction and the to e stone, and because the daily conditions/
open barrier (a) need not to be r e gard e d for these sill e lements, th e design
condition in r e lation to the situation, wher e th e barri e r is under construction will not b e worked out furth e r on .
Conc e rning th e failure condition of th e top lay e r transport of stones is
acc e ptable as long as th e underlying layer, which covers the core, is not
erod e d. The ultimate limit state th e r e fore has to be r e lated to the initiation
of motion of the underlying layers, b e cause e rosion of thes e lay e rs leads
dir e ctl y to th e total failur e of th e sill. Be caus e a c e rtain amount of
transported stone s is acc e ptable th e total transport during the service lif e
of the construction has to be determined (fatigue limit statè).The same
approach yields for the transitional construction. Failure of the toe stone
take s place, when the to e stone is blown up due to wat e r pressure gradients.
It may b e expected, that initiation of transport is followe d mor e or less
imme diately by the total d e structi o n of th e to e stone, b ec ause th e strength
is r e lat e d dir e ctly to th e height of the to e st on e . For this reason it is
expected, that only the ultimate limit state has to be taken into account.
3.3. Design approach.
To be a ble to d e termine the probability of failure of a limit state one of the
two following d e sign methods has to b e applied: [S]
1. CS emi-)probabilistic d e sign method.
Fo r those cas e s wher e th e transf e r functions from th e hydraulic parameters
to the hydraulic load ar e availabl e in an analytical form and the theoretical models are available to d e termine th e loading capacity of the structur e from th e strength parameters the (s emi-) probabilistic method can be
done full y analyticall y. For example this has been don e for the overall
st a bility of the pi e rs . If, on th e contrary, the transf e r functions and
th e theoretical models a r e unknown Cas in case of th e top layer of the silD
an adaptation of the an a lytical (s e mi-) probabilistic methods is using a
hydraulic mod e l.
Input of this model will b e a s e ri e s of combinations of hydraulic parame t e rs on on e side and str e ngth parameters on the other side.
Each of the
c ombinations will hav e a probability of o ccurr e nce, which can b e derived
from the probability distribution functions . By summing up thes e probabiliti e s a failur e probab i lity can b e d e termin e d .
2 . Quasi-probabilistic d e sign me thod.
In cas e of this method th e de sign criterion is that th e barrier has to
withstand - wi th a c e rtain safety margin - a potential threat with an
e xce ss frequ e ncy of 2,5 ~ 10-4/ y ear [4,9] .
This potenti a l threat is based on th e natur a l boundary conditions (waves
and h e ad-loss) which manifest th e ms e lves in the hydraulic load. For this
r e ason as de sign loading th e total hydraulic load with an exc e ss frequency
of 2.5 ~ 10- 4 times/y e ar has b ee n d e fined.
This hydraulic load, d e rived from the probability distribution, has been
us e d as an ex tr e me load, b e ing a charact e ristic load multipli e d by a
saf e ty co e ffi c i e nt of ov e rloadin g . This ex treme load is used in combination
with a charat e ristic str e ngth and the partial safety coefficients lI1e eded.
As already mentioned in case of th e top layer the transf e r function from
th e hydraulic paramet e rs to th e hydraulic load cannot be describ e d analytically. This me ans that a hydrau l ic model has to b e used. The input con-
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sists of the combination of hydraulic parameters with an excess frequency
of 2.5
10-4/ year , which has to be multiplied with the partial safety
coefficients.

*

The quasi-probabilistic method is chosen for a number of reasons:
- Within the given time limit it was not possible to investigate all
possible combinations of the hydraulic parameters .
- Analysis of the probability distribution of the hydraulic parameters
showed, that certain combinations have the largest contribution for the
excess frequency of 2.5
lO-4 / year . These combinations are presented
in table 3.2.

*

!circumstances
i(see table 3.1)
(b) closed
barrier
(c) closing

barrier

(d) (one)
failing
gate

,

head
difference (m)

II

significant wave
height (m)

flood

6.20

ebb

3.40

open

1. 95

2.8

half closed

3.10

3.1

I

closed

4.20

3.6

,

flood

4.20

3.0

~bb

2.40

0.0

:

4.0

,

I

0.0

!

i
i

,

I

!
!
I

Table 3.2. Hydraulic circumstances.
Circumstance (c) can be considered as a special case of circumstance (b)
or (d). The hydraulic circumstances of (b) and (d) are more severe than
of (c).
This means that only the circumstances (b) end (d) have to be regarded.
For the designing, the figures presented in table 3.2, ar e not suffecient.
A certain margin of safety between the design conditions and the conditions
for failure is needed. Considerations about the failure behaviour shows
that this so-called coefficient of safety has to be about l.S.
A design approach, based on the Delta standard and a coefficient of safety
of 1.5, turns out to correspond with a probability of failure of the storm
surge barrier of 10- 7 a year, which is thought te be acceptable.Therefore
the head difference, which has to be used for designing, concerns the
failure condition:
- circumstance (b)
flood: head difference
9.30 m; wave height = 5.0 m
ebb : head difference
0.0 m
5.10 m; wave height
- circumstance (d)
flood: head difference
4.0 m
6.30 m; wave height
ebb : head difference
3.60 m; wave height
0.0 m.
4. HYDRAULIC STUDIES.
4.1. Basic approach.
The stability of the top layer depends on the loads on the top layer, on
the one hand, and on the strength of the top layer, on the other hand.
The intensity and distribution of the loacis is determined by the boundary
conditions and the ~eometry parameters such as the shape of the sill, the
pier, the level and the shape of the sill beam and the bottom level on
both sides of the sill. These geometry parameters transform the boundary
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condit~_ons into a flow pattern around the sill, which causes the loads on
the top layer (velocity ~, turbulence u'). The intensity and distribution
of the stren~h is determined by the weight of the elements, the density of
the material used, the geometry of the sill and the possibility of the individual elements to mobilize the strength of other elements.(interlocking
neighbouring stones) .
The stability of the top layer is determined by the relation between the
load parameters (~, u') and the strength parameters (weight, density, etc.).
This relation may be influenced by the various hydraulic and geometry parameters. Therefore it is obvious, that the required stone weight of a granular
top layer can be definitely determined only, if the relation between the
loads and the strengfucan be described, and moreover the various hydraulic
and geometry parameters are fixed. For this reason the first step to be taken
consists of setting up a conceptua1 model, which describes the re1ation
between the loads and the stren~h os complete as possib1e . Suuh a model has
to be based on mathematicalor known empirical re1ations. Uncertainties of
the conceptual model have to be studied with the aid of other modeIs, e.g.
hydraulic scale modeIs. Thus the studies can be divided into two parts. In
the first part, the preliminary phase, the conceptual model is set up and
the uncertainGies of the conceptual model are investigated. With the improved
conceptua1 model the distribution of the required stone weight is determined
in the second part, the definite phase (see figure 4.1).

no

DETERMINATION
CONCEPTUAL

L--~-f

MODEL

REQUIRED
STONE WEIGHT

ADDITIONAL

IMPROVED

I - - t r - i CONCEPTUAL
RESEARCH

MODEL

Figure 4.1. basic approach

Besides for the stability of the top 1ayer the choice of the geometry parameters is important also for the design of the piers, the gates, the sill
beams etc.
In order to be able to deliver a contribution to the determination of the
various geometries the influence of the geometry parameters on the stability
of the top layer has to be investigated in the preliminary phase. With the
results the geometry parameters can be established in co-operation with the
designers of these parts of the barrier. Figure 4.2. shows the network of the
basic approach.
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DETERMINATION
REOUIRED
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_ REOUIRED
STONE WEIGHT

IMPROVED
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Figure 4.2. Network basic approach.

4.2. Final studies.
Implementation of the results of the studies in the design can be done only,
when criteria are available. The prohability of failure of the structure
should not e-xceed a value of 10- 7 / year
(see section 3.3). For this
reason the design criteria have to be related to the failure of the top
layer. A failure analysis of the complete barrier is essential in establllirong
the design criteria. Is has been concluded, that an economical design can be
based on the acceptance of a limited damage. This requires an approach,
which is different from the more common approach based on the initiation of
movement .
One of the geometry parameters, which has to be . determined before starting
the deti2nrrination of the required stone weight, is the shape of the toe stone.
Therefore the geometry of the toe stone should be fixed before the distribution of the required stone weight can be determined (see section 6.3.).
It is noted that, despite sixty-three openings in the barrier, there are
only seven different sill beam levels (due to the standardized lentgh of the
gates). The variation of the sill beam level along the barrier has been
primarily designed in view of the scour pattern beyond the bed protection
Climitation of the scour depth, especially near the banks). Model investigations showed, that the sill level should more or less keep pace with the
bottom level (see figure 4.3.).
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Figure 4.3. sill beam levels

Analysis of the openings with the same sill beam level shows, that the only
geometry variation can be found in the bottom level on both sides of the
sill. The influence of this hed level is expected to be negligible. The first
step to be taken is to check this assumption.Thus the reasarch program can be
shortened considerably. If possible, the preliminary phase should deal with
this subject, otherwise additional research should be set up in the first
place for this subject (see section 6.2).
The final research approach can be presented in the following network
(see figure 4.4).
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CONCEPTUAL MODELS.

5.1. Introduction.
As previously mentioned two limit states have to be distinghuished. In the
case of a closed barrier with one (or more than one) gate open due to malfunctioning failure of the top layer occurs if, due to the high velocities
and turbulence, elements of the top layer lose their stability. If the
relatively thin top layer locally disappears the attack will take place on
the smaller grains of the underlying layer and the destruction of the whole
sill is introduced.
In the situation of a completely closed barrier the hydraulic load is mainly
due to water percolation under the sill beam. Here the stability of the downstream rubble mound needs to be considered, since the failure of this vital
part of the structure may lead to the more or less immediate failure of the
whole sill.
In this chapter a conceptual model for both limit states is set up and the
chosen research method to investigate remaining uncertainties is motivated.
5.2. Closed barrier with one gate open.
In this situation a complex water motion occurs. The water will accelerate
as it approaches the open compartment, then flow at a high velocity through
the throat of the construction and pours as a high velocity jet into the
more or less quiet mass of water, on the other side of the barrier. The
heaviest attack on the top layer occurs at the locations, where the jet hits
the bottom. The strength of the top layer depends on the equilibrium between
the loads and the strength of the granular elements. Thus the conceptual
model should describe both the transformation of the hydraulic boundary
conditions through the geometry of the barrier into the loads on the top
layer and the relation between the loads and the strength of the top layer.
For the first part of the conceptual model literature shows, for standardized
situations, arelation between the head difference Zand the bottom velocity

(5.1)

Z

Concerning the second part of the conceptual model the load on a
granular element can be written as
F ..

n2 u b 2 ' where n = diameter of the graln

(5.2)

The strength K of a granular element is related to the weight under
water:
(5.3)

where 6 = relative density of stones under water=

Ps
Pw

Moreover K depends on the interlocking with neighbouring elements .
A critical situation occurs, when
F

=

K tg <f

where q = angle of internal friction of grains,or u

2
b

cr = a l ( 6 D)

(5.4)

where al = coefficient with equatiort(S..l) ,equation(5.4)can be written as

Z

where

0.

=

0.

(6 n)

cr
2
= coefficient

(5.5)

2
6 D is cal led the stability factor

Equation(5.5)applies for a standardized situation.
However, in this case, the situation is more complex. The magnitude and
distribution of the forces acting on the elements of the top layer dep end to
a large extend on the geometry of the structure. Moreover both the vertical
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accelerations of the flow and the horizontal momentum transfer play a significant role. In other words a three dimensional turbulence moèel is necessary
to describe the process and to deliver quantitative data for design purposes.
The above motion becomes even more complicated by the presence of the surf ace
waves. These waves, which attain considerable heights under extreme conditions,
advance from the North Sea and - upon reaching the barrier - they partly
reflect against and partly overtop the structure. At the open compartment
part of the wave energy also transmits through the open~ng.
For this reason equation (5.5) may be written as:
Z

cr
a

S

=a ( 6 D)B

where

(5.6)

coefficient
coefficient

The coefficients contain both hydraulic aspects (waves~ water level etc.)
and geometry aspects (sill beam level, shape of the pier etc.) In view of
the above the choice for hydraulic scale models to determine a and B is
necessary (see section 6.2).
5.3. Completely closed barrier.
In the (more or less two dimensional) case of a completely closed barrier the
head loss across the barrier can be seen to consist of three parts (see
figure 5.1):
(5.

n

Z = he ad loss in the upstream toe stone
Zl= head loss in the slit between the sill and the sill beam and
2
in the adjacent part of th e sill
Z = head loss in the downstream toe stone.
3
NCRTH SEA

OOSTERSCHE~DE

~~c===F========Z.

Figure 5.1. Distribution of piezometric head

~n

top layer of the sill.

The water motion can be computed by means of a mathematical model for(quasi)
stationary groundwater flow, which has been adapted for conditions of coarse
granular materials [3] . Electrical analogons are also applicable.
If the head on the downstream toe stone exceeds a certain critical value,loss
of stability of this toe stone occurs. The stability will depend on the weight
under water of the rubble mound. Thus the above critical Z3 can be written as:
Z

3

6
€

h3
s
f

6 (1- € )

(h 3 - s) , wh e re
f
relative density
porosity
height of downstream rubble mound above sill level
height of slit between sill beam and sill
coeffici e nt

(5.8)
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The coefficient f describes the influence of the mound shape, the friction
between the invidual grains, the friction between the grains and the sill
beam and the size of the grains. Both this coefficient and the mode of failure
are unknown and have to be determined with a hydraulic scale model (see
section 6.3).
6. MODEL INVESTIGATION.
6.1. Hydraulic models used and their scales.
The criterion governing the selection of the model scales is that the forces
acting on the elements of the top layer due to the various types of fluid
motion (see chapter 5) and the forces resisting them should all be reproduced
to the same scale. A detailed discussion of the model scales and possible
scale effects is beyond the scope of this paper and only the main aspects
will by briefly discussed here.As the flow through the open compartment and
the surf ace waves are gravity phenomena, the general scales of the model Shouhl
be in accordance with the Froude similitude rule. In order to ensure that
the flow forces will be on (Froude) scale,it is necessary that the structure
of the turbulence, and in particular the amplitude and frequency of the
vortices, be correctly reproduced.This can be achieved by a more or less
detailed reproduction of the geometry of the structure. Moreover, the Reynolds
number (Re) of the model should exceed a certain minimum value. This minimum
value corresponds to the condition that macro turbulence overwhelms the micro
turbulence at which energy dissipation takes place by viscous forces.For a
Reynolds number related to flow depth and velocity in the throat of the
structure, the model value should exceed the critical value of 1500 to 3000U~.
The elements of the top layer should be scaled according to the leng th scale.
In this way both the roughness factor(important for the flow pattern) and
the forces resisting motion of the elements(in particular their mass) are
correctly reproduced.A minimum Re in the model (now related to the size of
the top layer elements) is th en required. Finally a third minimum Reynolds
number in the model, now re1ated to the po rous flow through si11 and rubb1e
mound, is required to ensure the reproduction of perco1ation forces to the
same scale as the other forces. The regime of the porous flow in the model
must be the same as that in the prototype;in this case turbulent(see e.g. ~].)
The tests for the situation of one gate open due to malfunctioning have been
carried out to a scale 1:30 in a 5 m- wide f1ume(A).In this way,a longitudinal
section over somewhat more than three compartments cou1d be reproduced
(see figure 6.1). This rather 1imited length is sufficient, as far as ·the
forces on the sill are concerned. In the zone up to the sill toe the expansion
of the jet takes place mainly in the vertical direction. The effect of transversal expansion, being dependent on the size of the side eddies,is therefore
negligible in this zone.Both the flow and(corresponding)waves were simulated.
As for the model on the stability of the rubble mound on both sides of the
si1l beam, a 1:30 model in a 0.80 m wide flume (B) was used.The model simu1ated a pure two-dimensional situation(see figure 6.8).On1y a stationary flow
has been reproduced by creating a head difference over the closed barrier . No
waves were reproduced so that the results could be directly correlated to the
results of the mathematical and analogous models previously mentioned(section
5.3). The waves are thus being considered as quasi-stationary, i.e.the upstream head wou1d inc1ude the pressure of the wave crest above the si1l.
Some pre1iminary tests in f1ume CA) showed that this assumption is acceptab1e.
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Figure 6.1. Tests 1n flume A

6.2 . Stability tests for the situation of one gate open under extreme
conditions.

6.2.1. Preliminary investigations.
As previously mentioned (section 4.1), the model investigations for this
situation in flume A can be divided into two phases: preliminary investigations and definite investigations.
The preliminary investigations on the stability of the sill top layer under
extreme conditions were one of the studies which started early af ter the
government's decision to investigate the feasibility of a storm surge barrier
in the Oosterschelde. They continued in the period during which the design
developed from the caisson concept up to the present concept. The main
objective of these investigations has been to provide information on the
required size of the sill top layer, to such a level of accuracy that it
should be possible to choose between alternative : design concepts for the
open top layer. Obviously such tests could only have a general exploring
character, with the variations in the boundary conditions being kept to a
minimum (one head difference, one water level and one wave height and period).
When the decision was taken in favour of the present total concept, the
preliminary investigations were aimed at giving an answer to the following
questions:
- is a favourable permeable structure with a granular top layer of naturalor
artificial elements feasible?
- if so, what is the influence of the various geometry parameters - such as
the dimensions of the sill beam, gate and pier - and the combinations of
the boundary conditions (water levels and waves)?
- can the above influences be expressed by empirical relations (extension of
the conceptal model)?
- what is the mode of failure?
It is not possible to discuss all the above aspects,thoroughly, and only some
important aspects will be presented.
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The tests proved that a granular top l ayer
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The stabi1ity of the top layer showed to dep end on various geometry parameters, sometimes to a large extent and not se1dom in an unpredietab1e way.
For examp1e, the required size of the top 1ayer bou1ders showed to inerease
with deereasing level of the si11 beam down to a level of NAP-S.S m but
suddenly deereased for lower levels.
A eloser study of the flow measurements earried out during these tests
indieated that the loeation, extent and intensity of damage to the top layer
dep end on whether the outflowing jet of water bends towards the bottom or
towards the surfaee. The former case corresponds to a hydraulic jump of the
wave or the A-type known from literature, the latter to the B-jump[6,7]
The occurence of any of these types at the simplified geometry shown in
figure 6.4 depends on the fo11owing parameters:
type of jump = f (Fr, h 2 /h , a/hl) [6]
l
The dep th dimensions hl' h and a are defined in figure 6.4. The Froude
2
number Fr is related to the dep th and velocity of the flow in the throat of
the structure. The circumstanees of the Oostersche1de storm surge barrier
appeared to be sueh that a m:Înor cÈvi:t:ion in the shape or a small variation in
the boundary conditions at a given location might cause the jump to shift
from one type to another. Such a case is illustrated in figure 6.3. When the
downstream water level (basin side) was lowered by one meter, keeping the
head difference the same, the jet flow changed to bend downwards instead of
upwards.
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Figure 6.3. Type of jets.
In case of the A-type jump the heaviest attaek will take place further from
the barrier than in case of the B-type jump.
The effect of the type of the jump on the location of maximum attack is
demonstrated in figure 6.4. Note the resu1ts of the situation shown in
figure 6.3 (sil1 beam level = NAP -10 .5 m). The location of maximum attack
for jets bending upwards agrees weIl with the empirical relationships given
by Rajaratnam and Subramanya [7] . No relationships for the B-jump were
given.
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In addition to the above factors, three dimensiona1 effects (vortex streets)
and the surface waves a1so govern the 10cation and intensity of the damage
in the case of the Oosterschelde barrier.
All together, the effects of shape parameters and boundary conditions become
too complicated to be expressed in empirica1 re1ations of sufficient accuracy.
Such re1ationships would have faci1itated the design process to a considerab1e
extent. One of the geometry parameters influencing the stabi1ity of the si11
top layer is the geometry of the toe stone. lts definite size and shape were
determined before starting the definite research phase for the top 1ayer.
These investigations are described in section 6.3.
6.2.2. Design criterion, one gate open.
In case of a c10sed barrier, with one gate open, the damage on the si11 top
layer, expressed as the number of boulders increases with the increase of the
head difference Z. Starting from a certain critical value of the head difference Z
(no damage), the damage initially increases gradually with increasing Z.crUpon reaching a certain degree of damage any further increase of the
head difference will cause an excessive damage, the top 1ayer wi11 vanish at
an increasing number of spots and soon thereafter the second and further
1ayers wi11 fo110w, u1timate1y 1eading to a complete failure of the si11.This
critical degree of damage has been found to correspond with the transport of
about 200 bou1ders. The corresponding head difference is denoted as the head
difference for start of fai1ure Zf (see figure 6.5).
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since the probability of a malfunctioning gate at a certain compartment
is low, and because the Z-margin between no damage and start of failure is
rather large, a logical consequence would be to allow for a certain degree
of damage in the design. The design concept adopted is indeed based on the
acceptance of a certain damage when a gate fails to close and such that the
probability that Zf is reached is less than lO-~year (see section 3.3).
The design criterion for the situation with a completely closed barrier will
be discussed in section 6 . 4.

I
\,

6.2.3 . Definite investigations.
The definite phase investigations have been recently executed. The a1m 1S to
provide the designer with detailed information for an optimal dimensioning
of top layer. Now the geometry of the other relevant parts of the storm
surge barrier has been definitely selected, the only variabie geometry factor,
as far as the stability of the top layer is concerned, becomes the sill beam
level (and corresponding bottom level) . The preliminary phase tests showed
that the stability of the sill top layer is hardly affected by the variation
of the bed level (within the range existing in the Oosterschelde) on either
side of the barrier.
Per sill beam level (there are 7 different levels, see section 4.2), tests
are carried out to determine Zf as a function of the downstream water level
and the "stability factor" /:I, D of the top layer applied. This stability
factor characterises the specific strength of the natural stones applied(see
equations(5.5)and(5.6)in section 5.2). An example of the results of the
mentioned tests is shown in figure 6.6.
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Note that a ser1es of tests is needed to determine each point on the ~igure. f
In the figure, the relation between 2 and 6 D is more or less a stra1ght
.
f
line for sin beam level -4.S m. This means that equation (S.S)- more or
less - applies. On the contrary, the Zf - 6 D relation for sill beam level
- 10.S m is more closely represented by equation(S.6).
This can be explained by the fact that the turning point for upward or
downward deflection of the jet lies amidst the conditions tested for the
-lO.S m beam, whereas the -4.S m beam is less sensitive in that respect
(see also figure 6.4).
6.3 . Stability tests for completely closed barrier under extreme conditions.
The tests in flume B (see section 6.1) yielded information on the distributim
of the head loss over the upstream rubble mound, the slit and the downstream
rubble mound (see equation(S.7). The results agree weIl with the results of
the electrical analogous model (see figure 6.7).
The agreement with the mathematical groundwater flow model has been earlier
proven, via experiments in another flume[3].
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The mode of failure of the toe stone 1S different from that of the top layer
as has been registrated in the scale model. If the head on the downstream
mound 23 exceeds a certain critical value, the rubble mound in the direct
vi~inity
of the sill beam will be'blown up', the transported grains settling
at a small distance downstream of their original location (see figure 6.8).
Because initiation of movement is followed more or less immediately by the
total failure ofthe sill the design criterion for this situation is related
to the initiation of movement. If the total he ad difference (2) is sufficiently large, thc ",hole si 11 could also be blown up 1n a short time subsequent
to the failure of the downstream rubble mound.
Note that the subdivi~ion of the he ad l~ss into 2 , 2 and 23 (see equation
1
2
6.7) depends on the S1ze, form and c~stituents of the mounds both absolute
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and relative to each other, and on the height of the slit between the sill
beam and the sill.

Figure 6.8. Downstream toe stone af ter failure (flume B).

The coefficient f. of equation 5.8, has been determined from the results
of the tests. The average value f.or the Oosterschelde conditions amounted to
about 0.55 (see figure 6.9)
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Variation of the (downstream) slope of the mound hardly affected the magnitude of the coefficient f. The effect of the size of the rubble used, was
noticeable but not significant. Note that the ratio Z3/Z also varies as a
function of the size of the rubble grains.
7. FINAL REMARKS.
Surnrnarizing it can be seen that stability tests in scale models were perfurmed
in order to gain more insight into the modes of failure of the sill and the
factors which influence the stability and their relative importance.
Thereafter, the most appropriate design approach could be outlined and a
program was established for detailed model investigations to supply data
for optimization of the design. The ultimately obtained design of the sill
is shown in figure 7.1.
The study approach described in chapter 4, and worked out further in chapters
5 and 6, provided an appropriate framework for coordination of the activities
of the designers, on the one hand, and those responsible for the model
investigations, on the other. It is obvious that such a procedure could
succeed only through close cooperation between both parties considered.
l
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
step height
grain diamet e r
F
Force
Fr = Froude number
f
= coefficient
h ,h
water depth
l 2
height of downstream rubble mound above sill
h3
l evel
K
force weight parameter
L
= distance of maximum attack of jet
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SYNOPSIS
On the inner side of the storm surge barrier, the bottom will be protected
against scour over a length of about 600 m. In this contribution, attention
will be paid to the part of the bottomprotection, situated between about 90 m
and 150 m out of the axis of 'the barrier, wich will be called "(downstream)
apron".
The cheapest construct ion type proved to be an underwater fabricated layer
of asphalt-mastic. But as downstream apron, it is a completely new type.
There is not much known about the failing-conditions of such a layer.
Fundamental research had to be done to give an answer to the question whether
a layer of asphalt-mastic would be feasible, and if so, to determine the
required thickness of the layer in regard to the lifting forces.
These lifting forces are generated underneath the impervious layer by the
groundwater flow and above the layer by the flow pattern.
The pressure forces underneath the mastic-asphalt layer ln the case of a
head-difference across the barrier have been calculated by means of a twodimensional electric analogon of the subsoil.
Lifting forces on the layer can be expected in the case when all but one
gates are closed, which leads to high current velocities downstream the open
gate.
From the model investigations and the calculations it can be concluded that
certain unfavourable circumstances lead to the lifting of the impermeable
layer. But the groundwater flow associated with this lifting will be so limited that the layer will not rise enough to endanger the construct ion during
the few hours these circumstances may occur.
The mastic layer is composed of 5 m wide and 8 cm thick layers, overlapping
like roof tiles. In general the layers will melt together. But, if two
adjacent layers are separated by a layer of sand, settled during a production delay, the overlaying layer may be lifted by the current and brake off.
This mayalso occur if too great variations in the product ion process lead
to discontinuities within such a layer. Full scale tests in a special flume
have proved that one situation can be most dangerous for the construction.
A special production control scheme has been developed based on the results
of the above mentioned tests.
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1. INTRODUCTION

On both sides of the storm surge barrier the seabed will be protected against
scouring over a length of about 600 m out of the axis.
The constructions between the axis of the barrier and 90 m on both.sides, will
be discussed in other parts of this symposium.
The bedprotection may be divided into two parts: an apron between 90 mand
200 m + 50 m out of the aX1S and the remaining part between 200 m + 50 mand
600 m + 50 m.
In this paper attent ion will be paid to the apron on the Oosterscheldeside
of the barrier. However the conclusions generally will hold for the seaside
apron as weIl.
Sandtightness is the basic requirement for an apron construction.
In principle two construction types are available: the pervious but sandtight
filterconstruction and the fully impervious constructiontype. In the stage
of preliminary investigation, alternatives ofboth constructiontypes were
compared.
The impervious constructiontypeconsisted in this comparison either of a
masticasphalt layer provided with a ballast of stone, or of a mastic-asphalt
layer without any ballast.
The filterconstructions appeared to be the most expensive. Therefore it was
decided to work out the impervious alternatives. A major consideration was
the expectation that by more investigation it might be proven that ballast
would not be needed at all. In that case, the full financial advantage of
the impervious alternative would be obtained. However, should it not be
possible to abandon the ballast totally, it was expected worthwile to carry
out the investigations to economlze the excent of it .
within the limits of this paper the vertical design of the apron will be
reviewed, i.e. the thickness of the mastic-asphalt layer, the construction
method and the necessity of ballast. Therefore, no detailed attention will
be paid to the horizontal design of the apron.
In the framework of thispaper however, it has to be mentioned that, according the design philosophy, the length of the apron has been derived from
the limit of failure of the bedprotection adjacent to the apron. This
philosophy made it possible to determine the length of the apron by investigating the stability of rubble of a certain size at the location of that
bedprotection.
2. BASIC PROBLEMS OF THE VERTICAL DESIGN

A mastic-asphalt layer can be constructed under water according to a method
developed during former Delta-works. As the construct ion method must be
taken into account in the design stage, a brief description has been inserted
hereafter.
Mastic-asphalt is a mixture of sand, bitumen and filler.
This mastic-asphalt is being produced continuouslyon board of an anchored
vessel: the "Jan Heijmans". See fig. 1.
The hot asphalt is dumped into a vertical supply pipe which lS provided
with a horizontal, 5 m wide distributor at the bottom end. The plpe can be
positioned at a certain distance from the seabed (about 1 m).
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While the mastic-asphalt flows through the distributor, the vessel moves
perpendicularly to the axis of the ba.rrier .
During the operation, the pipe is within certain limits automatically kept
at an adjusted distance from the seabed.
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Figure 1: The "Jan Heijmans"
In this way, the vessel is producing one "sheet " of mastic - asphalt, when it
moves from one apron boundary to the other . The length of a sheet equa ls
th e length of th e apron, whereas the width is 5 m. The thickness can be
adjusted by changing the shiftspeed of the vesse l.
So fara thickness of 8 à 10 cm has been used .
The whole mastic - asphalt layer is construct ed by laying down the separate
sheets like r oof tiles untill the target thickness (here 0,24 m or 0,30 m)
has been achieved. See figure 2.
thicknl2ss of onl2
5 haat = 0 .08 m'

thic k nl2ss
layl2r

of a

subsoil

Figure 2 : Sheets of mastic - asphalt lying like roof tiles.
As a r e sult of this construction method t h e separate sheets overlap each
other over 2/3 or 3/4 of 5 m, depending on the numer of sheets (3 or 4).
Although the general overlap- direction is parallel to the general current
dir ection, the current may locally cross the overlap und er a certain angle
as both overlap- dir ec tion and current dir ect ion may deviat e . It ma.y be obvious that the stabil i ty of the separate sheet.s had to be investigated.
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But first, attention will be payed to the mastic-asphalt layer as a whoIe,
assuming all sheets to be sealed together. This layer forms an impervious
interface between the free water and the subsoil. As a consequence of this,
the layer will be subjected to pressure forces which may disturb the
equilibrium of the construction. Before the investigations discussed 1n
this paper, there was not much known about the circumstances leading to
the failure of such a layer.
In this paper the following basic problems of the vertical design will be
discussed:
- the extent of the pressure forces underneath the impervious layer
associated with groundwater flow, in the case of a head difference
across the closed barrier (section 3)
- the extent of the (lifting) pressure forces above the layer associated
with the high current velocities in the case of a failing gate (section 4)
- the behaviour of the layer under influence of the above mentioned pressure
forces and the groundwater flow underneath the construction (section 5)
- the stability against overturning of the overlapping sheets in the
current (section 6)
- the production and product control of the mastic-asphalt (section 7).
At the moment of writing of this paper, the apron design has not yet been
finished. The design-parameters are still based on a semi-probabilistic
approach. That means that extreme load conditions have been established in
a probabilistic way, whereas safety-factors are applied over the calculated
strength.
Two extreme load conditions have been established:
- a head-difference across the barrier of 6,2 m, 1n case of a fully closed
barrier;
a head-difference across the barrier of 4~2 m, in case of one failing gate.
This head-difference is lower than the one above because of the lower probability of the case of a failing gate.

3. LIFTING PRESSURES ORIGINATING FROM GROUNDWATER FLOW

3.1. General
As a consequence of the head-difference across the barrier, lifting forces
associated with groundwater flow will develop underneath the impervious
asphalt layer. The extent of these pressures lS determined mainly by the
following parameters:
- the design-alternatives (impervious aprons of different lengths; perv10us
sill or partially pervious sill)
- the properties of the subsoil
- the load conditions (the head-difference across the closed barrier; the
head-difference across the barrier in case one gate fails).
The groundwater flow-pattern has been studied for several combinations of
these parameters. Use has been made of an electrical analog model, assuming
the groundwater flow to be a potential flow. This model has been described
in reference 1.
The main design-alternatives are presented in figure 3. Each of these has
been studied with fully pervious sill and partially impervious sill.
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Figure 3: The maln i nve stigated des i gn- alternatives .
As in r e ality, there lS an imperv ious l ayer in the subsoil lying at variabIe
dept hs , in th e models thi s layer was located s u ccess ively at 15, 25 , 50 , 100
and 200 m below th e seabed , in order to det ermine the effect of groundwater
flow t hrough pervious layers of differ ent thickne sses unde rneath the apron.
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The two load
As it turned
found in the
measurements

cOnditiGns as mentioned in section 2 have been studied.
out during the investigations that small differences were
cases "closed barrier" and "failing gate", most of the
were done with the former load condition.

All cases have been supposed to be stationary cases. The potential boundary
conditions at the underside of the sill and at the open parts of the seabed
have been taken - if possible - from the calculations of the flow pattern
through the sill, which have been discussed in reference 2.
The boundary condition immediately underneath the impervious asphalt layer is:
"no current perpendicular to the boundary", which means that the layer is
supposed to rest on the subsoil . In section 5 the case of a partially lifted
layer will be considered.
3.2. Results of the model investigation
In figure

4 and table I the results of the model investigations are shown.

depth impervious
layer below the
seabed

200 m

100 m

50 m

25 m

15 m

geometry
(see fig. 3)

-

22,5
(24,8)

16,2
( 18,4)

2 . Seaside and Oost erscheldeside both
.
.
lmperVlOUS

25

2 1,5
(23,4)

( 18

3. Seaside impervious
Oosterscheldeside
successively imperVlOUS, open and impervious

-

4. Both seaside and

-

1. Seaside fully open

Oosterscheldeside
.
".
lmperVlOUS

Oosterscheldeside
successively open
and impervious

7,4

8,2
(11,2)
8

15,7

)

3,0

( 7,6)

( 3,3)

10,0
(10, 2 )

( 5 ,0)

4,5

3,9
(7,3)
3,9

)

(6,9)

( 0,9)

0, 1
(0,2)

( 11

0,6

1, 1
( 1, 6 )

0,2
(0,3)

Tabe l I: Maximum lifting pressure ln perc ents of the head-differ ence across
the barrier (in brackets ln the case of a partially impervi ous s ill).
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From these results, the following may be concluded:
the presence of an impervious asphalt layer of the projected length on
the seaside of the barrier does not essentially influence the lifting
pressures at the asphalt layer on the Oosterscheldeside
- a pervious part directly behind the sill on the Oosterscheldeside reduces
the lifting pressures as had been expected, but the amount of the reduction
is notable.
the depth of the impervious layer in the subsoil lS of great significance.

3.3. Relation model-investigation and design
Partly as a consequence of the model results, a principle choice could be
made without further investigations, for a pervious part between the masticasphalt apron and the sill. For practical reasons design alternative 4 was
prefered above alternative 3. The large influence of the depth of the imperVlOUS layers in the subsoil made a closer examination of the subsoil necessary.
Though the model used probably reproduces relatively high values because of
the suppositions which have had to be made (i.e. stationary flow, stiff
skeleton of the subsoil, incompressibility of water), it may be expected
that lifting forces cannot be neglected, if the impervious layer is lying
at great depth.
Examination of the results of in situ investigations into the character of
the soil, showed impervious layers which are lying at less than 25 m below
the seabed. Only some parts showed a deeper lying layer. The largest of these
parts has proven to be 400 m wide.
In this investigation an impervious layer has been defined as a layer with a
hydraulic permeabili ty ot' about 10- 8 to 10 -1 0 mi s. In fact not the absolute
value of the permeability is of importance, but the relative permeability
between two layers. From experience it has been learned that a layer may be
considered as impervious in relation to another one, if its permeability is
a factor 100 to 1000 smaller. Such conditions have been found on most locations in the Oosterschelde at a smaller depth than mentioned above.
It is therefore assumed that the actual lifting force in this case is between
1,1% and 4,5% of the head-difference across the barrier. The r esults are
shown in the following table. The results include the safety-factors.
situation

situation closed
barrier

location
generally
locally over a
width of 400 m

si tuation failing
gate

,.

= 0,10 m

~

= 0,07 m

~ = 0,44 m

~

= 0,28 m

~

Table 11: Lifting pressure ~ (head below impervious layer r e lat ed to waterlevel) originating from groundwat er flow.
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The worst case, with a lifting pressure of 0,44 m, will be discussed ln
section 5. Figure 5 gives an impression of the flow pattern.
L

CJ

»

L

.2

+

j.~i+O.4mf

1J CJ

00.

+0.2 m

~.~

0.44 m

L -____________~________________________________________________~_______

h =6.2 m
ha=Om

O.Om

Figure 5: Pattern of flow-lines and equi-head-lines.

4. LIFTING PRESSURES ORIGINATING FROM THE FLOW PATTERN

4.1. Pressure pattern
The first test to get an impression of the pressures at the seabed occurlng lD

the case of a failing gate, was carried out in a 5 m wide flume, in which
a three-dimensional model of a part of the barrier was built on scale 1:30.
Figure 6 shows the pressure pattern measured at the bed in the axis of the
jet in the case of an arbitrary head-difference across the barrier of 7 m,
which had been chosen before the final determination of the extreme load
condition.
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Figure 6: Pressure-head pattern, measured ln a flume.
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This re sult could first not be explained satisfactorily. After extensive
research, upon which the next paragraphs will focus, the following zones
could be distinguished:
zone 1 :
zone 2:
zone 3:
zone 4:

high pressure caused by upward curved streamlines,
low pressure caused by downward curved streamlines,
high pressure caused by upward curved streamlines,
hydrostatic pressure may be assumed. The rising of the waterlevel
and the bottom-pressure is caused by the spreading of the jet.

Untill the toe of the sill (zones 1, 2 and 3), the pressures are mainly
ruled by the vertical flow pattern. The jet does not spread in horizontal
direction. The heart of the jet can be compared with the so-called "potental core" known in the theory of turbulent jets (reference 3).
Above the apron (zone 4) the horizontal spreading of the jet is prevailing
in the flow pattern in cases with horizontal bed. In the other cases,two
effects of the vertical flow pattern are also important: head variation
associated with velocity variation caused by variabIe waterdepth and deviation from hydrostatic pressure. Special attention will be paid to the horizontal spreading of the jet and to the deviation from the hydrostatic pressure.
Model-effects are to be expected in zone 4 because of the limited width of
the flume. This is not the case for zones 1, 2 and 3. The importance of the
mentioned model-effects has been estimated by means of extensive research
on the horizontal flow pattern.
4.2. Horizontal flow pattern
The horizontal spreading of the jet downstreams the barrier can be compared
with a sudden widening of a channel with horizontal bed (figure 7).
~I.----------L----------~·I

~

B:

,

PLAN - VIEW

H
.-._._.

~

.................

profila 1

-. -'- ---_._---_._.-

.

ELEVATION

profila 2 -------"

Figure 7: Sudden widening of a channel with horizontal bed.
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The e quat ion of momentum in t he area betwe en th e p rofi les 1 and 2 l eads

t~:

(mis )
( m)

upstr e am v e l ocity
up str eam water level
downstr eam waterl ev el
upstream width of the channel
downstr eam width o f t he channel
accel er at i on of gravit y

(m)
(m)
(m) 2
(mis )

From t he equ ation i t may be conclud ed t hat th e wate rlevel differ e nc e (h - h l)
2
i s i n flu e n c ~d by t he pr o~o rt i o n B1/B2 .
As t he proflI es 1 and 2 ln t he e quatlon have to b e d efi ned at places where t he
st r eamveloc it ies a r e un i f orm, t hese profiles have to be chosen at a larg e
distance . The equation yields no i nfor mat i on about the wat erlevels in betwe en
both pr of i l es . Th e r ef or e mor e resear ch was star t ed both in a scal e model and
i n a mathematical t urbulence mode l. See fi gur e 8 .
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An example of the results from the above mentioned research is given in
figure 9. Comparison of the waterlevel in the axis of the jet in both modeIs shows fair agreement. It appeared that the waterlevels measured in
the model, were about equal to the waterlevels calculated from the measured
streamvelocities, using the equation of momentum.
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Figure 9: Waterlevels ln jet axis for different ~1/B2-values, measured ln
scale model and calculated in mathematlcal model.
Furthermor.e, the pressure at the bottom measured during the first orientation in zone 4 (figure 6), appeared to be in good agreement with these
results.
From these results the following may be concluded:
In a situation of sudden channel widening, a horizontal current pattern
with a jet and eddies comes into existance. The part closest to the widening-location is characterised by a jet with nearly constant velocities
and nearly constant waterlevels. The next part is the part in which the
jets spreads, the eddies come to an end and the waterlevel rises.
The larger the eddies are, that means the larger both parts are, the smaller is this waterlevel rising.
B
1
The size of the eddy increases with decreasing ~
2

These conclusions do not only apply to the investigated situations with
horizontal bed, but also downstreams of the barrier, where the bed is not
horizont al.
From current measurements performed in the three-dimensional 1:80 scalemodel of the barrier with adjacent parts of the Oostersehelde, is has been
learned that the eddies are so large that the first part covers the area
of the apron. This means that the head variation in zone 4 remains limited
to 0,10 m, which has been confirmed by the waterlevel measurements performed in this scale model.
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4.3.

Deviation from hydro-statie pressure eaused by vertieal flow pattern

When flow-lines are eurved in a vertieal plane, deviations from the hydrostatie pressure distribution are to be expeeted.
Those deviations are given by the relation:

dn
where:
~h: head-deviation from the hydrostatie pressure at n
1
n : distanee in direetion normal to flow-lin es
n : loeation of water-surfaee
Vs : loeal eurrent veloeity
R : radius of eurvature of loeal flow-lines

(m)
(m)
(m)

(mis)
(m) •

In the relation above, the values of V and R have to be determined by means
of model investigation. The value of the eurrent veloeity will give no problems as it ean be measured direetly in the model. The value of the radius
of eurvature is rather diffieult to determine with some aeeuraey. For this
reason use has been made of the flow pattern as defined by the potential
theory (referenee 4). It is elear that the potential theory is not valid
in the area downstreams of the barrier whieh is eonsidered here, beeause
of the high vortieity in this deeeleration zone. It may be assumed however
that the flow-lines may give a fair approximation of the needed values of
the radius of eurvature R. See Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Flow-lines aeeording to potential theory.
Aeeording to the potential theory in a ehannel with infinite depth, the
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In one of the situations most unfavourable for the stormsurge barrier
the following has been found (figure 11):
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Figure 11: Velocity profiles. Deviation from the hydraulic pressure at the
bed.
It appears that, at the first (negative) angle in the bed an overpressure
of about 0,95 m (9;5 kN/m2 ) may be expected. Above the second (positive)
angle in the bed, an underpressure of about 0,35 m (3,5 kN/m2) may be
expected.
Those values are upperlimits of the expected deviations from the hydrostatic pressure, because they are valid for sharp angles in the bed.
In the prototype the angles will not be sharp.
4.4. Design pressure above the apron
It has been shown in sub-s ect ion 4.2., that in the zone of int erest above
the apron, a small ri se if the water level will be caus ed by the horizontal
spreading of the jet.Other waterlevel variations will be caused by variations in waterdepth. In sub-section 4.3., is was found that local deviations
from the hydrostatic pressure can be calculated from the verti cal flow
pattern.
As waterlevel measurements yielded less accurate information the hydrostatic
pressure itself (i.e. the l evel of the water-surfac e ) can be calculated by
application of the Bernoulli-law. assuming that the energy level along the
highest flow-line is constant in the considered zones 3 and 4 defined in
sub-section 4.1.
For the current velocity at the surface V(n ), the measured values can be
used (figure 11).
s
In that case, the calculated level of the wat er surface will be the r esult
of both the horizontal geometry of the jet (spreading) and the vertical
(first spreading, then narrowing), as both aspects are determining the
value of V(n ).
s
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The pressure head at the seabed, i.e. the head above the apron h , can thus
be found by superposition of the hydrostatic pressure (determine~ by both
the horizontal and the vertical flow pattern A), on the one hand, and the
deviation from the hydrostatic pressure (determined by vertical flow pattern only, B) on the other hand (figure 12).
The design pressure above the apron has been derived by the flow pattern
as measured in a flume. These measurements had already been done while studying the stability of the toplayer of the sill. No further pressure measurements have been performed.
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Figure 12: Design pressure above the apron
.In the next section it will be shown that lifting of the asphalt-layer will
be caused by a large pressure head-difference between the boundaries of the
layer and a location in the middle.
The foregoing shows that this difference is determined by:
1. the angles in the seabed.
2. the distance from each boundary of the asphalt-layer to the location
of the angle in the bed.
3. the current velocity above the angle in the bed.
4. the variation of the current velocity at the water surface.
In the case of the Oosterschelde barrier the distances mentioned under 2, are
quite large, which is rather favourable. Furthermore, the angles in the bed
will not be sharp, as has been assumed in the calculation.
This means that the calculated pressure head-variation at the bed could be
reduced.
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5. THE PROCESS OF LIFTING OF THE ASPHALT-LAYER
5. 1. General
In seetion 3, an extreme situation has been found, in whieh at one loeation
the pressure-head below the asphalt-layer (~) is 0,44 m higher than the
pressure-head above the layer (h ), being equal to the downstream waterlevel.
In seetion 4, a (different) extr~me situation has been found in whieh the
value of h at a eertain loeation is 0,35 m lower than the downstream waterlevel. As fhe effeetive weight of the asphalt-layer (G) equals about 0,24 m,
it is to be expeeted in both situations, that the layer will be lifted at
the eritieal loeations and that a water bubble will eome into existanee.
The lifting however will be restrieted by two phenomena, on the one hand by
the stiffness of the asphalt (S), on the other hand by the limited speed at
whieh groundwater ean flow into the bubble.
The stiffness of asphalt is time-dependant due to its viseo-elastie behaviour.
So both stiffness and groundwaterspeed do not restriet the long-term lifting
value, but only the lifting-speed. This speed is very low. Anyway intertia
does not play a role and no attention need to be payed to short pressure
fluetuations, as eaused by turbulenee or by waves.
In this case the eireumstanees leading to lifting only last during the few
hours of extremely high sea level. The following ealeulations will only be
done for this timeperiod (10.000 seeonds). It will be shown that this period
is short enough to restriet the final lifting to aeeeptable values. The
limited groundwater flow restriets the total volume of the bubble. The
stiffness guarantees that the height of the bubble remains small eomparing
to its width.
5.2. Balanee of a small part of the asphalt layer
To demonstrate this, attention will first be payed to the balanee of a small
part of the asphalt layer (figure 13). Two situations ean be distinguished,
the situation of rest and the lifted situation.

SITUATION OF REST

L1FTED SITUATION

Figure 13: Balanee of a small part of the asphalt layer.
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In the first situation, the part rests on the subsoil. The balance of the
part is described by four forces:
~ + P

= ha

+ G

ln which:
= pressure-head of the water below the asphalt layer
p = gralnpressure between asphalt and subsoil, divided by pg
h = pressure-head of the water above the asphalt layer
Ga = weight of the asphalt layer per unit area, divided by pg
pg = product of the specific mass of the water and the acceleration
of gravity
~

Characteristic for this situation
unequity:

lS

(m)
(m)
(m)
(m)

(N/m3)

the positive value of p, or the

As soon as ~ becomes equal or larger than h + G, p becomes zero and the
part starts being lifted. The lifting introdÜces a groundwater flow, which
is only possible with a head-gradient in the subsoil. This head-gradient
keeps
reduced.
The ba~ance of the lifted part is described by:
~

= ha

+ G + S/pg

ln which S = the stiffness, i.e. the resultant of shearforces and membrane
stresses per unit area (N/m2).
The magnitude of the stiffness S/pg is small compared to the other terms for
the timeperiod taken into account here, as long as the deformations of the
asphalt layer remain small. This will be so in most circumstances, as can
be demonstrated by calculations, which will be discussed in sub-section
5.6. Anyway, by assuming S = 0, one remains on the safe side when calculating the bubble volume. This assumption yields a welcome simplification of
the calculations. One gets:

5.3. Calculation of bubble volume with closed barrier
In this sub-section the bubble vlume will be calculated for the worst case
of section 3. It is a calculation of groundwater pressures and groundwater
flow. In principle it can be done in the same way as has been done in section 3.
There is one important difference.
In section 3, the boundary condition along the asphalt layer was everywhere
the same, as all parts of the layer were supposed to be in rest. Here some
parts are in rest, but others are lifted.
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For the resting part, the boundary condition is as follows:
no.current p e r~endicular to the boundary of ~he soil. Bu~ ~, the head along
thlS boundary lS unknown, because p, the gralnpressure, lS unknown.
For a lifted part, the boundary condition is different:
as ha a~d Gare known. But the current perpen~icul~r to.the boundary lS unknown. ThlS current feeds the bubble and determlnes lts flnal volume.

~is ~nown,

A practical problem is, that it is not yet known which parts are in rest and
which parts are lifted.
In principle this can be found by trial and error. As a first trial, one may
start with the assumption that all parts are in rest, i.e. the result of section 3 (figure 5). It can b e seen that along certain parts of the asphalt
layer ~ > ha + G:
.
For the second trlal, one may assume those parts to be 11fted. As aresuit,
one wil~ find ~ow, t~at along some lif~ed pa:ts hb < ha + G, which needs
correctlon agaln. ThlS leads to the thlrd trlal. And so on. How the result
may look like is shown in figure 14. In this figur e it is assumed that
G = 0,24 m.

ha: 0.0 m
.0.24 m

Figure 14: Flow-lines and equi-he ad-lines l n cas e of a head-differ enc e
across the barrier.
The approximate discharge of water into the bubbl e can easily be derived
form the sketched square pattern. The bubbl e is feed by 2 flowtub e s . The
discharge of each flowtub e equals k.oh.W, in which:
k = permeability of the subsoil
(mi s )
(m)
oh = head-difference between two equi-head-lin e s = 0,1 m
W = width parallel to the barrier over which the flow-pattern
(m)
is the same

4

A pessimistic value f or k is 10- mis. The maximum value of W ~ 400 m,
according to ~able 11. Thus one gets after 10. 000 s e conds a bubbl e volume
of about 80 m .
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5.4.

Calculation of the bubble volume with one failing gate

In this sub-section, the bubble volume will be calculated for the worst case
of section 4. The calculation can be done in the same way, as above.
See figure 15. The values of h have been derived from sub-section 4.4.
(figure 12). The bubble is fed~y 3 flowtubes with each a discharge of
k.oh.W. Assuming the same value of k and assuming a jet-width W of 50 m,
we get after 10.000 seconds a bubble volume of about 15 m3.

h =:,_4.2 m "
- t 1 _ - - -____________---==;;::-__
~
ha=O.Om
-O.35m

ha" .0.'\ rn

O.Om

O.Om

Figure 15: Flow-lines and equi-head-lines in the case of a failing gate

5.5.

Special case: asphalt layer upon a permeable construction

A bed protection is present, at the location of the apron, still from the
time that the Oostersehelde was to be closed with a dam. In the Roompot
the construct ion consists of a woven fabric, ballasted with concrete bloes
and a layer of steel slags (thickness about 0,1 m). Sand may have penetrated
in the pores of the rubble, but one cannot be sure that tha permeability of
this layer is as low as the permeability of sand. If no gate fails, the water
entering from the subsoil will flow away through this layer so that the
asphalt will not be lifted. But in the case of a failing gate, the pressure
head at the boundary of the apron, may be higher than in the middle.
Assuming the h -values of figure 12 and a linearised permeability of the
rubble of k = ~ mis, the discharge through this permeable layer from the
boundaries to the middle will be about 0,003 m3/s/m. See figure 16.
With W = 50 mand a timeperiod of 10.000 seconds, the total bubble volume
reaches a value of 1500 m3 .
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Figure 16: Special case.

5.6. Shape of bubble and role of asphalt stiffness
The role of the stiffness of the asphalt layer has been studied by making
rough calculations of the relation between the shape of the bubble and the
stiffness S.
In principle, there are two possible types of bubble shape, which will here
be called "regular shape" and "irregular shape". See figure 17.

REGULAR BUBBLE

:.,.,.!..,..~,~.~~:,::;::L:::.:.:O,.,. ,. ,.! :. :

:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:':':':':':'j':':':':':':':':':':':':'r':':':':':':':':.:.:

~

L

~

Figure 17: Types of bubble shape.
The irregularity o~ t~e second type lS due to a ~ariation of ~ wit~in the
bubble. Such a varlatlon may be caused by a varylng h or by a varylng G.
It will yield a current to one single part of the bub~le (the part with the
~owest ~-value) form the o~her ~ar~s of the.bubble. A kind of ba~an~e comes
lnto eXlstance as soon as the frlctlon-loss ln these other parts lS Just
equal to the ~-gradient.
Given the smalï discharge, the friction-loss will only be sufficient if these
ot her parts are very low.
Thus an irregularly shaped bubble consists of one single part which lS rather
high, and other parts that are very low.
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The bubble shape may be characterised by the proportion H/L, ln which:
H = height of the bubble
(m)
L = length of the highest part of the bubble.(m)
In case of a regularly shaped bubble , the whole bubble can be considered
as "the highest part". A regular shape is characterised by a low H/L-value.
The higher H/L, the more irregular the shape.
In the following calculations, length and width of the highest part of the
bubble will be assumed to be the same. It can be demonstrated that another
assumption would yiel~ about the same results. Now the bubble volume will
be equal to about ~HL , as the very low parts of the irregularly shaped
bubble contain nearly no volume.

I

I

\

I
I

1

Given a certain bubble volume ~HL2, Scan be calculated as function of H/L,
with the help of the theory of plat es and the theory of membrane stresses.
But also can H/L be calculated as function of S.
Now it will first be shown, that the assumption of sub-section 5.2. (S lS
negligibly smalI), is correct for (nearly) regularly shaped bubbles.
With this shape, L equals the length over which the layer is lifted.

I

In the case of a fai~in~ gate with.a bubble volume of 15 m3, this would mean
that L ~ 30 m. From 2HL = 15 m3, lt follows that H = 0,03 mand H/L = 0,001.
The above mentioned calculations yield : S = 1, 6 N/m2 or S/pg is much smaller
than the order of magnitude of ~, ha and G, being some decimeters.
Even with a slightly irregular shape, this is true : with L = 15 m which
yields H = 0,13 mand H/L = 0 ,009, i t foll ows that S/pg = 0,01 m.

I

I n the special case, with a volume of 1500 m3 a regular shape would mean
that L would be at last 50 m. Than H = 1, 2 m, H/L = 0,024 and S/pg = 0,01 m.
So also in this case, the stiffness may be neglected.
However, the question may raise whether the stiffness plays a role in case
there is a tendency within the bubble to take an irregular shape. will the
irregularity be limit ed by t he stiffness? I t will be proved here, that this
is true .

\

I

S/pg can never have a larger order of magnitude than

~,

hand G.

\

A value of 0,5 m will probably be an upper limit . In tHat ~ase, the bubble

I

volumes will surely be lower than calculated. However, the same pessimistic
volumes will be taken here.

I
\

With S/pg = 0 , 5 mand a bubble volume of 15 m3
H/L = 0,04.
With S/pg = 0 , 5 mand a bubble volume of 1500 m3
and H/L = 0,08.

H = 0 ,37 m, L = 9 mand

H = 2 ,7 n, L

= 33

m

So we may conclude that, even in the special case, H/L will be smaller than
0 ,1, due to the rol e of the st iffness .
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5.7 .. Conclusion
With these low H/L-values, no cracking of the asphalt will occur, as follows
from slow deformation tests on this material. So it may be concluded from
this section, as weIl as the sections 3 and 4, that the risk of failure of
the mastic-asphalt apron by lifting of the layer is very small for the
exceptional loads mentioned in section 2. There is no need to enlarge the
thickness above the originally planned 0,24 m, or to ballast the apron
with rubble.

6. TURNING OVER OF AN OVERLAPPING SHEET OF MASTIC-ASPHALT
As described in section 2, the mastic-asphalt layer is fabricated in long
sheets with a width of 5 mand a thickness of 0,08 m, which are overlapping
each other like roof tiles.
Although the general overlap-direction is parallel to the general current
direction, the current may cross the overlap under a certain angle, as both
overlap-direct ion and current-direction may deviate from the general direction. The average angle over a length of about 20 m, may reach a value of
0
20 •
This can be concluded from current measurements done in the 1:80 scale model
of the barrier with adjacent parts of the Oosterschelde for the situation
of failing gate.
Averaged over a length of one meter, this angle may be much larger, as the
"Jan Heijmans" makes oscillating movements perpendicular to its main course.
In the situation of failing gate, we may expect a current velocity of about
5 mis at a small distance above the bottom.
The question has been raised whether an overlap may turn over and brake off.
To answer this, it appeared necessary to do full scale tests on overlapping
layers of mastic-asphalt.
Such tests could be done in a special flume built as part of a river weir.
When the weir is (partly) closed, supercritical velocities of about 5 mis
can be reached in the flume. In the past, overturning tests on edges of
several types of bed-protections have been done in this flume.
These tests, with edges perpendicular to the current, have proved the following. Turning over can be predicted by considering the balance between the
suction-force on the one hand and the weight and the adherence to the
subsoil on the other hand. The suction-force follows from the difference
between the pressure below the construction and the pressure above.
The pressure below may be taken to be equal to the pressure in a point just
in front of the edge, a kind of stagnation point. See figure 18.
The difference between th~ pressure below and the lowest pressure above the
construct ion equals c.p:V, in which c is a coefficient depending on the
shape of the edge and on the permeability of the bottomprotection.
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Figure 18: Pressure-measurements on the edge of a bed-protection.
From pressure measurements done during the afore mentioned tests, c values
had been found varying between 0,25 and 1,3. Some of the tested bed-protections consisted of mastic-asphalt. But the overlaps to be tested now, are
different in several ways.
In general, the overlap of a sheet of mastic-asphalt adheres to the subsoil,
being the sheet fabricated just before.
The high temperature of the mastic which flows out of the distributor guarantees a kind of sealing between new and old mastic, provided no sand separates
the two sheets.
One of the most important effects to be studied was the influence of the
adherence to the subsoil on the risk of overturning. The first tests done
for this apron, proved the importance: an overlap fabricated directlyon the
(cold) mastic-asphalt subsoil, with the edge perpendicular to the current,
did not move even at a current velocity of 5,4 mis. Another overlap, separated from the cold mastic-asphalt subsoil by a piece of paper, but otherwise the same, turned over at a current velocity of no more than 1.9 mis.
Other tests were done in the same flume with 1 mm of sand between overlap and
subsoil. They demonstrated that a small surface of adherence is sufficient
to improve the stability considerably when compared to the fully separated
overlap.
Another effect to be studied was the role of the asphalt stiffness.
Where current attack is high only over a smal1 distance, the adjacent parts
of the overlapping sheet may support the part which is attacked most heavily.
Therefore a test was done with the overlap separated from the subsoil by a
piece of paper, but fixed to the flume walls i.e. at a distance of 2 meters.
The overlap did not move with a current velocity of 3.7 mis.
With a current velocity of 5.3 mis, the overlap started to rise, but it did
not immediately turn over. Af ter 2~ hours of high current, the middle of
the overlap had risen 0.5 m, and the overlap had been cracked at two places
near the flume walls over a length of some decimeters.
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This test, but also others, demonstrated the influence of time. This factor
has already been discussed in the preceding section. But it might be interesting to mention here, that the process of turning over in the secondly
mentioned test, took about one hour. The current velocity was kept the same
(1.9 mis) during this periode
A simplified calculation of the rlslng of the overlap as a function of time,
has been set up, in which the following variables have been incorporated:
the weight of the asphalt, the stiffness as a function of time and the
force from the water-pressure. Last mentioned force has been calculated in
the way mentioned above, with a c-value dependant of the height (greater
value with greater height). The calculation resulted in about the same
rising function, as had been observed in the test (figure 19).
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Finally, the tests have demonstrated the large plastic deformation that
occurs before the mastic-asphalt cracks or tears. A radius of curvature
of about 5 times the sheet thickness appears to be the limit. But much
l ess deformation may be possible if a very high load yields a very quick
deformation of the mastic-asphalt.
All the tests in the special flume have been done with the edge perpendicular to the current. The risk of overturning cannot be estimated, without an idea of the influence of the angle of current attack. Taking into
account that the force by the water-pressure can be derived from pressur e
measurement s along the overlap, it is possible to do scale model tests
with only pressure measurements to study the influence of this angle.
From a short series of tests in a flume, it has been gathered that the
f0rce of the water-pressure can roughly be calculated by taking the
velocity component perpendicular to the overlap and using the same c-value
as found with perpendicular current-attack.
From the full scale tests in the special flume, the calculations on the
influence of asphalt stiffness and last mentioned scale tests, one may
concluded that the risk of overturning is only great if:
- much sand (1 cm or more) has settled on the last layed sheet at the
moment of laying a new sheet
- and the average angle over a length of 20 m between current-direction
.
.
.
0
and sheet-dlrectlon lS at least 15 .
There is no risk of overturning for the situation of large deviation over
a short distance.
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As a consequence of these test results, an apparatus is developed to remove
the sand that has possibly settled in the last· layed sheet during a production delay of one night or more.
Although high demands will be asked from the efficiency of the apparatus,
small amounts of sand leaving behind, will not yield a real risk of overturning.

7. PRODUCTION- AND PRODUCTCONTROL OF THE MASTIC-ASPHALT APRON
7.1. General
In section 2 a description has been given of the way in which the aprons are
constructed with a vessel that has been developed to produce mastic-asphalt
and to lay down sheets of mastic-asphalt at the seabed.
As the process of laying down takes place fully under water, special attention has to be paid to the execution control of the work.
In principle the execution control is carried out in two stages:
- the control during production and processing of the mastic-asphalt
- the control ofthe product after the work has been finished.
For the production-control a detailed registration-system is used which lncludes:
- the quality of the prepared mastic-mixture
- the continuity of the pipe discharge
- the speed of the vessel
- the coursetracks.
~

The product-control includes two different aspects:
- the measurement of the thickness of the laid layers
- the visual control.
The measurement of the thickness takes places with an instrument especially
constructed for that purpose, the so called "Thickness-detector".
The visual control includes control by divers, videorecording with cameras
which are lowered from a ship and videorecording by divers.
Visual control is handicaped by the limited visibility in the Oosterschelde
estuary especially during wintertime. For that reason a clear-water-cone
for better videorecording during poor visibility circumstances is being
developed.
Provisional results of the control
At present, a part of the apron has already been constructed.
Although the control has not yet been completed some conclusions can be made.
As far as the production-control is concerned, the whole registration-system
proved to be very effective.
Interruption of the pipe discharge was rarely observed. In those cases, the
"Jan Heijmans" stopped immediately, went back over a small distance and started to follow its course again af ter the production had been restarted.
Visual control at those locations did not show that parts of a sheet of
mastic-asphalt were missing.
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Another important factor during the product ion is the course of the vessel.
As the constructed part of the apron has been made by laying down three
separate sheets like roof tiles, is was necessary to see to it that the
sidewards deviation of the course was kept within half the shift of the
sheets in order to guarantee the presence of at least two sheets (see
figure 20).

&hlft-. : 1.67 m

max.

Figure 20: Effect of course-deviation on layer-thickness.
In the Roompot a larger deviation was measured occasionally, as a consequenee of the anchoring situation.
Most probably this phenomenon partly caused the occurence of some measured
thicknesses of about 8 respectivily 40 cm (see below).
Therefore it was decided to construct the apron by means of 4 layers instead
of 3, where it is necessary because of the anchoring situation.
Referring to the product-control, figure 21 gives an impression of the
"thickness-detector". The apparatus can be compared with the cone penetration
apparatus as used for soil-investigations. It is based on the relative high
penetration-resistance of mastic-asphalt. The apparatus is operated from
aboard a ship. Figure 22, shows the results of the thickness-measurements
which have been made in situ. In total 753 values are available.
The average thickness is about 24.8 cm with a standarddeviation of 7.6 cm.
Comparing the way of construct ion (three sheets with an overlap of two third
of the width), the coursetrack and the results of the in situ measurements,
leads to the provisional conclusion that most of the deviation in thickness
is caused by the sbipmovements.
With the aid of both product ion- and product-control, it is tried now to
simplify the method of tracing thin places in the mastic-asphalt layer.
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8. CONCLUSIONS
The lifting pressures to which the apron is exposed, have been studied with
the aid of an electrical analog model and investigations in several hydraulic scale models
As the apron will be constructed by laying down separate sheets of masticasphalt like roof tiles, extens ive investigations have also been done into
the stability of these sheets , in view of the heavY current velocities.
From the investigations the following results have been obtained :
a. In the case of a closed barrier, the large st lifting pressure or iginating
from the groundwater flow to be taken into account lS 4.4 kN/m2 or
0 .44 m.
This pressure applies at one location over a widt h of 400 m.
b. In the case of a failing gate, pressur e- head variations along the seabed,
originating from the flow pattern, are to be expected immediately above
the asphalt layer. The horizontal flow pattern causes a head-variation
in the area of the apron which remains limited to 0.10 m.
Greater head-variations, however, will b e caused by the vertical flow pattern especially in cases where ther e is an angle in the seabed.
These variations may be determin ed by superposi tion of the actual waterl evel and the deviations from the hydrostatic pre ssur e . The most unfavourable pressure head-variati on along the apron equals about 0.45 m.
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c. In case the total lifting pressure exceeds the weight of the construction,
special attention is needed, as the equilibrium of the apron is in principle no longer guaranteed. The asphalt layer will thus be li~ted locally.
However a study o~ the behaviour o~ the slab in relation to the groundwater ~low and the stif~ness of the material showed, that in those cases,
the water-bubble underneath the layer will not have such dimensions that
failure of the apron has to be feared, as long as the average weight lS
2.4 kN/m2 or more.
d. The risk of overturning of an overlapping sheet is only large if the ~ollo
wing two conditions apply simultaneously:
- the adherence between two sheets has been lost fully, for example i~ sand
is present between the sheets
- the average angle between current-direction and sheet-direct ion over a
0
length of 20 m exceeds 15 . This can only occur at a few locations.
In these locations it looks necessary to remove the sand which may have
settled on the last layed sheet during production delays.
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List of symbols

B
c
g
G
h

oh

~h

h

~

H
k

L
n
p
s

R
r

S

v
w
a

o
p

= width of (widening) channel
= dimensionless coefficient for

pressure difference around
edge of bed-protection
= acceleration of gravity
= weight of asphalt layer per unit area, divided by pg
= pressure-head or l evel of water-surface
= head-difference between 2 equi-head-lines (groundwater flow)
= head-deviation from hydrostatic pressure (free flow)
= pressure-head immediately above asphalt layer
= pressure-head immediately below asphalt layer
= height of bubble
= (Darcy) permeability of the soil
= length of the highest part of the bubble
= distance in direct ion normal to flowlines
= grainpressure between asphalt and subsoil, divided by pg
= distance in direct ion of flow
= radius of curvature of flow-line
= distance from angle in the seabed
= stiffness of mastic-asphalt layer, l.e. resultant of
shearforces and membrane str ess es per unit area
= current -velocity
= width parallel to the barrier over which the flowpattern is the same
= angle in the seabed
= angle defined in figure 10
= specific mass of water

(m)

(m/s 2 )
(m)

(m)
(m)
(m)
(m)
(m)
(m)

(mis)
(m)

(m)
(m)
(m)
(m)
(m)

(N/m 2 )

(mis)
(m)

(kg/m 3 )
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Transitional structures
between barrier and dikes
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J.K. Vrijling, Project Engineer,

Rijkswaterstaat Deltadienst,
Burghsluis, The Netherlands
Delft Hydraulics Laboratory,
The Netherlands
Rijkswaterstaat Deltadienst,
The Hague, The Netherlands

Synopsis
The transition of the conventional dikes to the boundary pier is part of the Oosterschelde barrier and has its own
specit1c design problems. Six of these transitional structures will be constructed in stages in the course of four
years.
Each structure consists of a dike section, a fIlter construction, a rockfll1 dam, a bridge abutment and one bridge
section.
Geometric conditions, the construction schedule of the barrier and strength criteria constituted boundary
conditions for the present design .
Filter requirements and technical feasibility of the design were tested both in the laboratory and on site. Two and
three dimensional hydraulic model tests were executed of the rockfIll dam. Together with the application of a
probabilistic design philosophy, based on the chance of innundation of Zeeland, optimalisation of the design was
possible allowing savings in construction costs.

1. Introduction
The barrier consists partly of gated structures (3 km) and partly of conventional dikes (6 km). While the gated
structures will be located in the riversections , the dikes are constructed on the mainland of Zeeland and on the
two construction islands. (fig. 1.)
The transitional structure connects the dike-section to the boundary pier of the gated section. In total six of
these structures are to be built. Forming part of the Barrier, these structures contain also abutments and bridge
beams with a span of 65 meters.
The design is shown in the figures 2,3 and 4.
The transitional structure consists of the following elements:
The dike built mainly with sand. The length varies between 100 and 300 meters.
The fIlter at the end of the dike, forming the transition between the dike and the rockfIll dam.
The rockfIll dam, dosing the gap between the dike and the boundary pier.
The concrete abutment, based on the edge of the dike sections and incorprated in the fIlter construction.
The concrete bridge beam, completing the barrier road on NAP+12m.
The design is executed by a team consisting of the Deltadienst, Directie Sluizen en Stuwen, Directie Bruggen
and the contractor Dosbouw .
In the course of the design many alternatives have been studied.
Selection among those took place on the basis of technical merrits, method of construction and costs.
At present the first transitional structure is under construction.
This paper gives a brief description of the transitional structure and elaborates on the design of the rockfIll dam .
The design of this dam was tested in an hydraulic model at the Delft Hydraulic Laboratory .
The model tests permitted optimalisation of the design resulting in savings in construction costs.
The design of rockfill dams is usually based on a deterministic design approach. The same applied to preliminary
studies of the rockflll dams in the Oosterschelde Storm Surge Barrier .
The application of the probabilistic philosophy in the fin al design requires an adjusted approach in model
investigations.
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Fig. 1.Location of the transitional structures.

This affects especially the selection and translation of boundary conditions, the number of tests and the
evaluation of test results.
In the second half of this paper the approach and description of the model investigation of the transitional
structures are discussed more extensively, Some results are presented.
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Time schedule for the construction of the transitional structure "Schouwen"

1980

1981

1984

1983

1982

1985

Stage I
foundations improvement
dike and filter construction

~

Stage 11
placing filtennat
placing abutment elements
placing boundary pier
placing sill

~

IZZI
lZZl

Stage III
completion of the abutment and dike
Stage IV

lZZZZ:3

construction of rockflll dam
Stage V
placing of the bridge girder
completion of the barrier road .

IZZI

2. The design
2. 1. General
Many criteria had to be met for the design of the transitional structure. Some of the criteria and their
influence on the design will be treated in the next paragraphs .
•
Thus the design had to be adapted to the sequence of construction within the total construction schedule
of the Barrier.
At the same time constructing of the six transitional structures is spread out over four years in order to
limit the peak in construction equipment. As aresuit the transitional structure is constructed in several
stages:
Stage 1
Foundation ~ement including compaction
Excavation of the required proftle of the embankment
Construction of the dike and ftlterconstruction
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Stage 11
Removal of the bottom protection (stones) ans placing of the fIltermat for the future piers
Placing of abutment elements
Placing of the pier
Construction of the sill with stones between the piers.
The sill also extends in the base of the rockfIll dam.
Stage III
- Final completion of the abutment (built in place concrete)
- Completion of the dike
Stage IV
- Construction of the rockfIll dam
Stage V
- Placing of the bridge girder
- Completing the Barrier road.
The transitional structure had to be fitted in a relatively small space bounded by the mainland dike, the
boundary piers, and the levels of the bridge and the foundation of the pier (see fig. 4.)
As the fIltermat for the boundary piers will be placed at a later date, suff1cient clearance is to be maintained
between the fIlterconstruction and the pier axis.
Finally the span of the bridge should not exceed 65 meters. Otherwise the height of this bridge section
would exceed the construction height of the other bridge sections of the barrier (5 m).
It is obvious that the structure should withstand the design loads.
In the case of the storm surge barrier all p3;rts have to withstand - with a certain safety margin - a potential
threat with an excess frequency of 2.5 xl OA/year. (2).
For the rockfIlI dam the choice of the safety margin was not obvious. The problem was solved with a
probabilistic approach, where the ultimate criterium is a limited probability (10- 7/year) of the flooding of
Zeeland.
Last but not least, the cost of the transitional structure was an important criterium.
The selection of alternatives was directed towards minimum total construction costs without endangering
the durability of the structure.
Thus the possible application of sand mixed with 3 to 4 0 /0 bitumen was studied in depth. Both for use as
fIlter mate rial and instead of the rockfill dam.
Although investigations of this material proved to be promising, application for this particular structure was
rejected.
The reasons were the restricted profIle which was to be maintained around the boundary pier and a lower
rate of construction.

2.2. The dike
As sand is the cheapest construction material it was endeavoured to apply this material as much as possible.
Therefore the dike built of sand was extended as far as acceptable thus reducing the amount of stones
needed for the rockfIll dam.
The cross section of the dike (see fig. 3.) was designed along fairly traditionalIines.
The seaside is sloped 1:6 and covered with asphaltic concrete and stones penetrated with bitumen.
The slope is interrupted by a berm of 10 m width slightly above storm surge level. Below M.S.L. the slope
1:4 is protected with conventional mats weighted down with stonefIll.
The same construction types are used on the Oosterschelde side which is sloped 1 :4. The crest height of the
dike at NAP+ 12 m is govemed by the alignment of the road and the bridge.
The width of the dike is 50 mand is sufficient to accomodate a fourlane highway and one service road.

2.3. The fIlter

I

II
I

The fIlter forms the transition between the sand body of the dike and the rockfill dam. On top of the fIlter
the abutment elements and the bridge are foundated.
The toe of the fIlter at NAP-22 m, will abut the fIltermats.
These mats will be placed at a later date for the foundation of the boundary piers.
On the other hand the span of the bridge is limited to 6S m.
As this is the largest span possible using the concrete cross- section (h : S m) for the normal4S m span
between two piers.
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Two solutions are feasible : steepening the slope of the fIlter or lowering the foundation elevation of the
abutment elements.
Soil mechanical considerations limit the slope, which is a function of the natural angle of repose of the
material.
Lowering the foundation level of the abutment elements increases the height of the concrete elements and
therewith the weight.
From economic point of view the elements are to be placed with a crane barge which is available on site, thus
limiting the maximum weight.
The optimum foundation level of the abutment elements was determined, after optimalisation, at NAP3,5 m.
The height of the elements reaches just above tidal high water to reduce the weight. After placement of the
elements the abutment is finished with a super structure casted in situ (see fig. 5).

wing waUs

rebate fof'
bridge beam

Fig. 5. The concrete abutment.

The choice of a relatively high foundation level resulted in a steep slope of the fIlter (1 in 1,75).
Because of the exposition of this half fmished structure, during two winter seasons, the outside slope of the
fIlter was covered with heavier stones to withstand wave attack and tidal currents. The stones are placed in
two layers with sizes of 40-2000 mm and 250-6000 mm (600-3000N) respectively.
The primary function of the fIlter is to prevent the loss of sand from the body of the dike under an extreme
hydraulic head.
The composition of the fIlter thereby had to meet the requirement that no sand will escape from the fIlter
itself, as such escape would re sult in settlement of the abutment.
The same applied to the escape of sediments which might be deposited during the construction of the fIlter.
Especially in the deeper reaches sand sedimentation of 5 cm per day was forecasted.
This problem was solved with five measures:
The chosen composition of the fIlter material (see fig.6) prevents the escape of sand completely.
Extensive tests in the Delft Hydraulics Laboratory and on site have proven this.
The fIltermaterial is selfhealing, if sandloss would occur at the border between the fIlter and stonelayers.
Thus settlement of the abutment will be limited.
The fIlter construction underneath the abutment was compacted in layers of 3 meters, thus reducing
initial settlement.
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Construction was organised to raise the ftlter body from NAP-22 m to NAP-3,5 m as fast as possible.
A ten day cycle was maintained.
The design of the abutment, consisting of seven precast elements, allow differential settlement of
30 cm. (fig. 5).
- An economie attractive construction mate rial which was finally selected for the ftlter could be dredged
from the Rhine river and proved to have sufficient consistency.
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2. 4. The rockftll dam
The base width of the fill between the filter and the boundary pier has to be as narrow as possible. Otherwise
the effective flow profIle in the next gate opening will be reduced. This restI"iction prevented the application
of anormal dike cross section (see fig. 3). In combination with other demands, this resulted in a need for a
minimal crestheight, crestwidth and steep slopes.
The limitation of all dimensions led to the idea of a dam built of rockftll with a slope steepness of about
1: 1.5 and of 1: 1.5 a crest height equal to the height of the upperbeam of the barrier (NAP- 5.80 m). The
crest width was choosen at 4Dso = 8 meters.
Some doubts about the ability of a rockfIll dam to withstand a head difference of about 6.20 mand
overtopping waves made a preliminary hydraulic model study necessary_
The test of a two dimensional hydraulic model showed, that a rockfIll dam with zn armour layer of extreme
heavy stones of concrete cubes (100-450 kN) was a feasible solution from strength point of view.
The design storm conditions with a probability of exceedance of 2.5 10.4 per year caused damage which
remained acceptable.
For the detailed design it was felt necessary to implement further tests to establish the influence of the shape
of the structure and of the geometry of the location on the wave attack and water overtopping the rockfill
dam.
Thus the stability of the rockftll dam design was tested in a 3 - dimensional hydraulic model scale 1 in 66,
using stones with a unit weight of 2,9 as weIl as regular concrete cubes of several sizes.
The upstream slope in all cases was 1 in l.S. For the downstream slopes the alternatives of 1 in 1.5 and
1 in 2.2 were tested.
The latter slope was the limit as dictated by the size of the boundary piers.
For each aJternative dam, storm conditions were initated with a probability of occurence of 2,5 x 10.4 per
year.

*
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Subsequently the waterlevel and corresponding wave heights were increased in steps until failure occured.
The relation found between stone dimensions and the waterlevel which caused failure of the dam are
expressed in diagrams.
Such diagrams were established for both rockfill and concrete cubes, for downstream slopes of 1 in 1.15
and 1 in 2,2 (see as example figure 8). This is elaborated in the paragraphs 3 and further.
A cost comparison of concrete cubes and large stones proved, that the latter had to be preferred even in the
case of extreme large stones (200 KN).
The fmal selection of the weight of the stones involved an interesting solution whereby the probabilistic
approach was applied for the design.
According to this philosophy, the strength of all parts of the barrier should surpass a potential threat, with
excess frequency of 2,5.1 0-4 per year, by some safety margin to allow for the uncertainties involved.
The ultimate goal of the approach is to reduce the probability of a catastrophic failure of the barrier causing
the flooding of Zeeland to 10-7 per year.
Because the potential threat to the rockfIl dam was not obvious and a safety margin could not be derived
from experience, some theoretical frame work had to be developed to calculate the probability of failure of
the dam.
On the other hand the consequences of the failure of a rockfIll dam had to be analysed, assesing its
contribution to the total probability of flooding of Zeeland.
From theoretical considerations and elaborate 3-dimensional hydraulic model tests (1 :60 scale) the
relationship between the storm surge level and the wave heights at the point of failure, was established as a
function of the stone dimensions. Also the possible undertainty in the strength was evaluated and introduced
as a probability density function (p.dJ.) . Next this p.dJ. of the strenght was confronted with the twodimensional p.dJ. of storm surge levels and significant wave heigths (1) in order to calculate the probability
of failure of the rockftll dam as a function of the stone properties (see fig. 8) and of the downstream slope.
The above mentioned methods are elaborated in chapter 3 and further.
The consequences of failure of a rockfill dam and its contribution to the total probability of flooding of
Zeeland, have been analysed by means of the fault tree technique (see fig. 7).
If the top layer of the rockfIll dam fails during a storm, the core will be eroded immediately, thus giving way
to a torrent flowing from the sea to the Oosterschelde between the dike and the boundary pier. This flow
wUI erode the dike section of the foundation of the boundary pier. In both cases the bridge section will
collaps. The continued erosion will further enlarge the gap on either side (dike or pier).

0.6

Fig. 7a. Failure mechanism of the transitional
structures abutting the construction
islànds.

(1) See reference 1.
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0.2

Fig. 7b. Failure mechanism of the transitional
structure abutting the mainland.
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Thus depending on the stonn intensity, the water in the Oosterschelde may be raised to a level above NAP
+ 4.30 m, whereby inevitably Zeeland will be flooded.
Now using the fault tree the allowable probability of fallure of the rockfill dam may be derived from the
probability of flooding Zeeland (10- 7 per year). The result is an allowable probability of fallure of 10-6 per
year for the rockfill dam adjacent to the construction islands.
An extra risk is introduced if the transitional structure borders the mainland. Now erosion of the dike can
be followed by the collaps of the mainland dike, thus resulting directly in the flooding of Zeeland.
Therefore the allowable probability of failure of transitional structures bordering the mainland is reduced
to 10- 7 per year.
For the purpose of optimalisation of the design, the relation between the probability of fallure of the
structure and costs was established in figure 9. From this diagram the influence of design strength on costs
can be easlly derived.
The selected stone sizes and the downstream slope for the rockfIll dam are summarized in table 1. together
with the calculated probability of fallure. In the last column the allowable value is given.
Table 1.
Location

Schouwen
Roggenplaat N.
Roggenplaat Z.
Neeltje
lans
Noordland
NoordBeverland

weight of
stones kN

downstream
slope

150-200

1:2,2

allowable
probability
of fallure
10-7

2xlO-6

150-200

1: 1,5

10-6

2xl0-6

150-200

1: 1,5

10-6

2xlO-6
7xlO- 7(x

150-200
100-150

1: 1,5
1:2,2

10-6
10-6

4xl0- 8(x

200- 250

1:2,2

10-7

calculated
probability
offallure
5xlO-8

(x The last two structures are exposed to more severe wave attack, and are thus constructed with larger
stones.

3. The design of the rockfIll dam
3. 1. Introduction
Design criteria are usually fonnulated in tenns of a characteristic condition under which a certain amount
of damage may occur.
The choice of this condition is often based on aspecific probability of exceedance of the load. Therefore
this detenninistic approach is sometimes called a "quasi-probabilistic" approach.
This method does not provide infonnation about the probability of fallure of the structure and uncertainties
in loading and strength are compensated by the use of a safety coefficient. With the probabilistic approach
the probabllity of failure is calculated. The probability of fallure can be defmed as : "The probability of
occurence of a loading situation, which the structure cannot resist".
In the design of the fockfIll dam the last approach was chosen as no clear idea of the value of safety
coefficient for the most important items could be given from experience.
The application of a probabilistec design philosophy affected the model tests considerably.
3.2. Design philosophy.
For a probabilistic approach all possible modes of fallure of the structure have to be assesed, as the total
probability of fallure is the sum of the probabilities of fallure of the individu_al mechanisms.
In a cross section of the rockfIll dam (see fig . 10). several fallure mechanisms can be imagined under extreme
circumstances.
- loss of stability of the elements on the seaside slope
- loss of stability of the basin side slope (slide plane)
under influence of an extreme pore pressure
- loss of stability of elements on the basin side slope caused by an extreme pore pressure gradient
- loss of stability of elements on the basin side slope caused by overtopping of the dam .
All these possible modes of fallure were investigated.
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The respective probabilities of failure have been detennined using the following approach:

if

F L (L)

=

probability of exceedance function of the load L

fs (s)

= probability density function of the strength S

then

Pr(L> SI) = FL (SI)

and

Pr(SI- dS <
2

3.1.

S. < SI + d S)
2

3.2.

= fs(SI)dS

3.3.

i
S1

I

I
I
fs(S)

i
Fig. 11. The probability density
functions of load and strength.
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As the strength S can have every positive value the probability of failure of the studied mechanisms becomes:
co

PrO~

> S) =

J FdS) fs(S) ds

3.4.

o

In this paper only the last mode of failure (overtopping) will be treated because this mecanism, having the
highest probability of failure, is decisive for the total probability of failure of the structure.
This mechanism being the most important was also investigated by model tests.

3.3. Theoretica! model
Ignoring for the moment complicated three dimensiona! effects, a simple two dimensiona! theoretica!
model will be developed for the stability of the elements on the down stream slope, while overtopping
occurs.
The preliminary two dimensional model tests pointed to two dominant load components: the maximum
storm surge level Zm above reference plane and the wave climate, here characterized by the significant wave
height Hs.
A preliminary model test proved that the water level in the Oostersehelde does not affect the failure
mechanism to a major degree as long as it remains below the west of the dam.
The only effect of a lower Oosterschelde water level is an increase of the area where damage can occur.
As will be shown particulary tests with storm surge levels higher than the crest height are relevant for the
determination of the probability of failure . The influence of waves on the failure mechanism shows itself
more or Ie ss in a fluctuation of the discharge over the dam under these conditions.
For this reason a comparison was made between tests with only head differences and tests with both water
head and waves.
This comparison showed that lineair superposition of sea water level and wave height was possible for the
determination.
Thus the next equation was arrived at:
L = zm

+

where: ~

~Hs

3.5.

(m)

= constant, allowing for not specified effects as reflection, refraction etc.

The purpose of the model tests was to establish design characteristics for all six transitional structures,
incorporating for each one its specific load and required probability of failure.
Thus it was necessary to fmd the interrelation between physical properties of the structure and the strength,
in this case resistance to storm surge level and corresponding wave climate .
For the derivation of this relation only the drag force F D on the elements on the basin side slope was
considered.

3.6.
where Qw = the density of water
CD

d
u

=

(Kg)

m3

drag coefficient
the representative element diameter (m)
undisturbed flow velocity
(ID)
s

From the equilibrium of forces acting on a single element follows that

u2 =
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~2g.1.d(tgecosa-sina)
CD

3.7.

where 1'\g

form coefficient
relative density of an element under water

I

e =

angle of repose

a

slope angle

The discharge over the crest of the dam is calculated by

I

I

3.8.
where C k = discharge coefficient

1

P = waterheight above the crest of the dam

(m)

1

I

I

A Chezy like approach was used for the calculation of the flow velocity on the slope of the basin si de of
the dam.
u

where h

25 (

~ )1/6

...)hsina

(Strickier' s equation)

3.9.

(m)

waterdepth on the slope

Considerations of continuity lead to the elimination of h from equations 3.8. and 3.9. resulting in:
6

4

6

u' = 25s

Cks

ps

-I

dS

3

sinas

3.10.

Substitution of this result in equation 3.7. gives after some elaborations the following relation for the
strength of the dam

s
where K

s

5

K S6"

5

d

(tg e cos a - sina)6

- 1

sina"2 + hdam

3.11.

coefficient incorporating all constants. K is not per definition
a constant and not dimensionless
waterlevel at the crest above reference plane

Now two relations have been developed;
The first treating the loading side of the problem containing the natural boundary conditions (equations
3.5.) and some constant f3 which is to be determines by model tests.
The last equation (3.11.) expressing the strength S of the dam in physical properties of the structure and
an unknown factor K.
3. 4. The probability of failure
For the calculation of the probability of failure of the mechanism described above, the distribution function
of the load and the probability density function of the strength must be known (paragraph 3. 1.)
Elsewhere (1) a thorough analysis of the natural boundary conditions at the site of the storm surge barrier
is made.
The result of this work is the three dimensional probability density function of maximum storm surge level
Zm, wave energy and basin level b, written as follows:
f(zm,b,w)
where

3.12.

w = local windspeed
and for each combination of (w, zm) the wave spectrum is known.
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This re sult can be used as input for the probabilistic load determination. Accepting equation 3.5. as the
transfer function for the load on the rockfill dam, it is concluded, that the basin level plays no role and
can be eliminated.
00

f(zm,w)

!

=
-

f(zm,b,w)db

3.13.

00

Now the distribution function of the load canbe evaluated, performing the following integration:

3.14.

The re sult of this integration found by numerical methods Can be approximated as follows:
'Y -L
FdL) = 1 -ex p (ex p (-5-»

3.15.

The strength of the rockftll dam is described by equation 3.11.
The probability density function of the strength contains two degrees of uncertainties.
- the deviation of the model tests
- deviation during construction of the structure
Assuming a Gaussian distribution p.dJ. for the strength, the first uncertainty is evaluated from the test
results ( 0 model =0.30 m).
The second class of deviations is approximated by the following reasoning:
Let
then
and
where

E(S)
o(S)

expectaction of S
standard deviation of S

F ollowing these lines the estimates of the standard deviations of all parameters of equation 3.11, based on
practical experience were combined and added to the model uncertainty.
The re sult amounted to a standard deviation of the strength S of 0,6 - 0,8 m.
These assumptions together with equation 3.4. and 3.15. result in an approximation of the probability of
failure.
For a probability of failure of 10-7 this results in a value of E(S) (mean strength) of 8.50 m. Thus the
structure has to have a 50 0 /0 chance to resist this sea water level of NAP + 8.50 with the corresponding
waveheight of 5.20 m. The waterlevel on the Oosterschelde side was maintained at NAP-0.70 m.
Therefore model tests had to be executed with sea water levels of at least NAP+8.50 mand even higher.
4. Description of the scale model investigation
4. 1. Facility, modelscales and models
The investigation was carried out in the laboratory of Delft Hydraulics Laboratory . The wave basin was
divided in two parts by the model of the considered part of the storm surge barrier (see figure 12).
With the aid of pumps and an extemal circuit the required he ad was maintained accross the dam.
The physical phenomena, which are of importancefor this investigation can be simulated in a model, which
comply to the scale rules of Froude. For the length a scale factor of nL = 60 was chosen. Scale effects, as
a result of viscosity, had to be considered in relation to the permeability of the dam. The permeability was
corrected in the model according to the equation of Cohen de Lara.
In the model the storm surge barrier consisted of the following parts: dike extension, rockfill dam and two
gated sections of the barrier. The rest of the barrier was simulated by means of a wave absorbing structure.
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This wave absorbing structure was necessary to prevent disturbance of the wave pattem.
There are six transitional structures in the storm surge barrier. The wave pattem in the neighbourhood of
these structures will be influences by the bottom geometry near the structure, which is different for each of
the six structures.
The geometry of the structure and the adjoining region makes it rather difficult to calculate the effect of
wave refraction, shoaling, breaking and energy concentration of waves in this area.
Therefore all these aspects had to be simulated in a three dimensional model. In fact all six transitional
structures in their own typical circumstances should be tested in a model.
However this wouId be too expensive. Therefore only the location has been tested on which the most
heavy loads could be expected, viz. the transitional structure at the south side of Roompot.
The dominant, wave direction here is 305 0 with regard to North.
In the Hammen and the Schaar van Roggenplaat this is 260 0 , which results in a more or Ie ss perpendicular
wave attack on the dam. In order to get an impression about the influence of this wave direction, this
direction was also simulated in the model. In order to establish the influence of the wave direction, the
barrier section was tumed 45 0 in the model.
This simulates a wave direction of 2600 with regard to North.
4. 2. Measuring procedure and damage criteria.
The packing of the stones of a newly built rockfill dam is very loose. Under influence of moderate wave
attack, the stones will settle in time to a more dense packing.
The amount of settlement influences the strength of the structure .
In order to simulate this in the model, a breakwater investigation start with a run with a wave height of
half the design wave height. During this run the model structure can settle .
It is likely that such settlement will also occur in reality before the extreme conditions on which the design
is based will take place.
In case of the barrier, the lifetime is assumed ·to be 200 years.
Thus before the extreme design condition occurs it is likely, that the once in a 200 years condition will
attack the structure.
The influence of this condition on settlement of the dam will be negligible . Settlement of the construction
will be caused by the history of waves which takes place prior to the extreme storm condition. In the model
this history of waves and the resulting settlement is simulated as follows; a newly built model structure is
subjected for 15 minutes to a condition equal to the 2.5 x 10 A condition.
After this pre·run the desired water level were introduced (for all test the Oosterschelde water level was
NAP - 0.70 m) and the real wave test could start.These tests had a duration of 32 minutes, which simulates
a storm duration of about four hours in prototype.
After each test the damage was recorded, or in case of total failure, the time was recorded in which this
damage was caused.
Afterwards the structure was re built.
Four degrees of damage were formulated viz. : little, moderate and much damage and tot al failure. First
degree included only little damage of the toplayer, locally a few stones were moved.
Second degree included a small gap through. which the filter layer was visible. Third degree included a big
gap through which a considerable area of the filter layer was visible.
Fourth degree included damage of the filter layer, which would certainly result in the total failure of the
structure in prototype.
4. 3. Repercussions of probabilistic considerations on model investigations.
In a deterministic approach the required knowledge about the statistical distribution of the load may be
limited to the exceedance function of the most dominant part of the load combination.
In a probabilistic approach a detailed knowledge of the probabilistic density function of all components
of the load must be available . Furthermore it is important to know whether these functions are correlated
or uncorrelated to each other, and whether linear superposition of the influences of these load components
is possible.
The question to be answered by model investigation in case of a deterministic approach is whether the
structure can resist the characteristic load condition.
In a probabilistic approach the purpose of the investigation is to determine the probability that the structure
will fail.
Consequently questions about the character and values of the characteristic parameters of the statistical
distribution of the strength, such as mean value and standard deviation, must be answered. This must be
done for all possible combinations ofloads and strengths. In fact equation 3.4. must be solved by means
of model tests.
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Fig. 13b. Plan of the model; composition of the rockfill dam.

Thus a correct determination of the probability of failure would demand an impossible large number of
tests, especially if the determination of an optimum structure is required.
Therefore a preliminary study as described in paragraph 3 was required.
The purpose of this study must be:
Determination of the kind of statistical distribution of the strength, and the physical relations of this
distribution for the studied structure.
Finding a transfer function to combine natural boundary conditions into a load and elimination of non
relevant parameters.
considerations of possible failure mechanisms.
By providing a theoretical frame work the study must result in a managable number of tests to prove
hypothetical relations and to establish the value of some coefficients.
Some uncertainties are inevitably left in the design, while making these practical choices.
4.4. Failure mechanism and data analysis
The preliminary study resulted in two dominant load components; the water level and the corresponding wave
climate. In order to re duce the number of tests the first objective of the investigation was to try to validate
the hypothetical formulation of the load given by equation 3.5.
The comparison of tests with equal damage caused solely by head difference and tests with head difference
combined with waves, resulted for the rockfIll dam in a mean value for 13 of 0.35 .
The standard deviation of this correlation was ratber large, namely 0.1.
Ther were two dominant mechanisms causing failure of the rockfIll dam, which were more or less related
to the places were the damage took place viz. in the area III and IV (see figure 13. a.). In area III a
concentration of flow developed at the junction of the rockfIll dam and the dike extension.
Damage in this joining area was often the start of more severe damage in area lIl. In area IV damage of the
slope of the dam on the Oosterschelde side was the prelude of total failure of the dam. The total amount
of damage in the area III and IV was very much affected by the possibility of occurence of the socalled
"self-healing effect". The occurence of this effect was very much influenced by the mate rial used, in the
lower parts of the slope (the are as 1 and 11).
The purpose of the model tests was to establish an interrelation between the physical properties of the
structure and the strength (see equation 3.11.) valid for all six transitional structures.
Tests were executed with an armour layer, consisting of elements (rockfIll or concrete cubes) with the
following properies:
weight

density

60-100KN
100-150KN
100-150KN
150-200KN
150-200KN
200-250KN

2710
2710
2990
2990
3080
2990

kgm-3
"
"
"
"
"

The slope angle of the downstream face of the dam was respectively 1: 1.5 and 1 :2.2.
The results of the tests are presented in fig .14.
For values of L between 8.0 and 10.0 m the relation proved to be fairly lineair.
The results given in table I in par. 2.4. are based on this relation.
References :
1. J.K. Vrijling and J. Bruinsma "Hydraulic Boundary Conditions"

Hydraulic Aspects ofCoastal Structures 1980, page 109-133 -PART I.
2. Th. Mulder and J.K. Vrijling "Probabilistic load determination"
Hydraulic Aspects ofCoastal Structures 1980, page 91-109 - PART I.
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Outline of construction methods
by
T. van der Schaaf, deputy project manager, Rijkswaterstaat, Deltadienst,
Burghsluis, The Netherlands
G. Offringa,
director engineering department, Dosbouw v.o.f.,
Burghsluis, The Netherlands
1. SYNOPSIS
The Oostersehelde Barrier consists of 66 prefabricated piers (fig. 1) with
dimensions of 25 x 50 m at the bottom and a max. heightof 43 m. They are
placed in the 3 openings of the Oostersehelde at a centre to centre distance
of 45 m on a specially prepared foundation-bed.
Besides the piers, the barrier consists of the following structural elements: concrete sill- and upper-beams, steelgates which will be hydraulically operated and a concrete traffic-beam. The piers will be embedded ln
a sill of selected quarry stones, closing at the same time the opening
between foundation-bed and sill-beams.

Fig. 1.1. Oostersehelde Barrier
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Construction of the Oosterschelde Barrier is characterized by work in open
water sUbject to the effect of waves and current, with a shifting, loosely
packed sandy bottom. The timeschedule (fig. 2) shows the sequence of construction operations in and near the dam axis. This schedule may illustrate
the complexity of realization process of the barrier.
Due to these circumstances it was necessary to make use of prefabrication
in construction. For instance, the piers are being prefabricated in three
of the fourcompartments of the Schaar construction dock. Other parts of
the barrier, such as the upper- and sill-beams , the traffic bridge and the
steel gates, are being prefabricated as well.
Before the piers are placed in the three channels, the foundations have to
be prepared. To obtain a good foundation-bed it is necessary to improve the
subsoil by replacing the layer of silty sand by clean sand.
Af ter compaction of the subsoil the prefabricated foundation mats are laid.
A large percentage of the mats must already have been installed before the
first pier can be placed, since in connection with the necessary working
space the various vessels cannot operate too close together.
As soon as possible af ter the piers have been placed a start i s made with
the construction ofthe sill. At an earlier stage the necessary bottom
protection has already been installed on both sides of the barrier.
The installation of the traffic bridge el ements will follow the sill construction; the undergrouting of the piers from the bridge will also be done
at that time. The operating gear of the gates is to be installed in the
elements forming the bridge, so that installation of the gates can begin
in good time.
The sill-beams finally cannot be installed until the compartmentalization
operations in the eastern part of the Oosterschelde have been practically
completed, since doing so considerably reduces the flow passage. The sillbeams have therefore to be placed in the rather short time of six till nine
months. Through the presenc e of the piers and the sill the current velocities
in the barrier will have increased to a maximum of 4 m per second about that
time, and slack water, during which the beams can be placed, will have been
r educed to approx. one hour.
2. GENERAL ASPECTS OF THE REALIZATION OF THE OOSTERSCHELDE BARRIER
When it was decided in 1976 to build the Oosterschelde barrier, only the
limiting conditions wer e in fact laid down; for a sum not exceeding three
thousand million guilders aflood barrier of good ~~ality would. have to be
completed by 1985. What the construction would be was not yet certain; it
was, however, taken for granted that such constructiön was possible. This
confidence was based on a number of preliminary designs, with possibilities
requiring further elaboration.
In view of the tight schedule it was necessary to start implementation before the project design had been completed. In view of the complexity of the
project and the need for extrapolating of existing techniques, as well as
the search for new ones, made involvement of the contractor at a very
early stage desirabl e.
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This resulted in very close cooperation between Rijkswaterstaat as designer
and principal and the contractor as builder. While each party retained its
own responsibilities, a closely integrated team was created to tackle every
problem.
The rules for this cooperation were laid down in a master contract, on the
basis of which further subcontracts are concluded for parts of the work ready for implementation. The condition was that there had to be the necessary
will to cooperate and confidence in each others good intentions.
For the design and supervision Rijkswaterstaat called on the services of a
number of specialized services:
Delft Hydraulics Laboratory,
Delft Soil Mechanics Laboratory,
Netherlands Organization for Applied Scientific Research (TNO),
Netherlands Ship Model Basin
The contractor is a joint venture, DOSBOUW, in which 8 large Dutch contractors initially participated, this number being r educed by merg er and takeover to the following SlX:
Ballast-Nedam Group,
Koninklijke Bos Kalis Westminster Group,
Baggermaatschappij Breejenbout,
Hollandsche Beton Group,
Van Oord-Utrecht/Aannemers Combinatie Zinkwerken,
Koninklijke Volker Stevin.
In the design phase Dosbouw made a major contribution to the design and preparations for implementation.
Bes ides thèse two main parties various other bodies and firms also contribute to this major effort, such as
Bureau voor Scheepsbouw ir. P.H. de Groot ,
Marine Structure Consultants ,
Tebodin Advies- en Constructie Bureau,
Vriens Duikbedrijf,
Bitumarin.
Fabrication and installation of the steelgates and its operating gear will
be done under a seperatemaster contract with OSTEM, in which are participating Hollandia-Kloos a nd Grootint.
The highly integrated approach to el abor ation of the construction of the
Oosterschelde Barrier comes to an end when implementation of certain parts
starts. Then a more formal relati onshi p between Rijkswaterstaat and the contractor comes to force.
Rijkswaterstaat, as the designer and principal, has the task of supervlslng
the successful completion of a jOb which, in terms of quality, time and money, satisfies standards laid down by contract; Dosbouw, as the bui lder,
must ensure that, within these contractual r equirements, it does the job
properly and achieves a positive financial result. This is obviously a quite
different situation from that of the design phase, but one experienced by
largely the same people; if they are still on the staff. For the emphas is is
shifting from designers and preparers to building s upervisors and builders.
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3. BOTTOM PROTECTION BY MEANS OF BLOCK MATS
On either side of the flood barrier, a bottom protection consisting of block
mats, is to be laid over a width of 450 to 650 mout from the barrier axjs.
The basic element of the block mat is a polypropylene filter fabric specially developed for this purpose. The manmade fibres were subjected to longterm testing of their durability, sensitivity to temperature and stretch
under various loads. The result was a fabric with a strength of approx. 20
tons/metre in the direction of pull. In addition, this fabric meets the requirements set in thc field of permeability to water, tightness to sand,
resistance to wear and biological and chemical resistanee.
The mats, wieh are 30 m wide and 270 m long, are produeed in a faetory near
the site in a quantity of approx. 20.000 sqm. per week in accordance with a
process in which concrete blocks are attached to the filter cloth by plastic
pins; hence the name block mat. The fabric lS supplied from elsewhere.
The factory is located at the Sophiahaven, on the north coast of Noord-Beveland.

Fi g . 3 .1. Bloek mat on roll and suiting pontoon
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Outside the factory the mat is taken to a steel cylinder laying at the unloading quay. This cylinder has a cross-section of 10 mand a length of approx. 42.50 m. When it has been rolled up on the cylinder, the mat is detached from the panel of fabric still in the factory building. At the end of
the mat a sinking beam is attached. The loaded cylinder is towed away; its
place is taken by au empty cylinder. This ensures a high degree of continuity
in bath fabrication and sinking of the mat.
The method has been designed for a depth of water of approx. 40 m. The floating cylinder (total weight about 1650 tons) is towed by tugs to the laying
pontaan, anchored at an accurately determined position. The raIl is guided
between grab arms mounted on the pontoon and locked in position.
At the turn of low tide unrolling of the mat begins, parallel to the
direction of flow. In synchronization with the unrolling the pontoon is warped
at a maximum speed of 4 m/min. The actual sinking of the mat takes 1,5 hours.
Owing to the fact that the above-mentioned heavy sinking beam has been
exactly positioned on the bottom with the aid of anchors it is certain that
the block mat will be located at the prescribed place on the bottom. The end
of the mat is fitted with a tail beam. After this has reached the bottom
both the sinking beam and the tail beam are unlocked, attached to the empty
cylinder and towed back to the factory.
And essential feature of the sinking process is the highly accurate position finding. So as to be able to warp the pontoon at a regular speed on a
previously determined straight course, the direction and the distance fr om
shore must be regularly checked during sinking and if necessary adjusted.
For this a highly sophisticated geodetic equipment has been developed.
Meanwhile quite considerable experience has been gained with fabrication and
sinking of the block mat. It has proved that the system meets the requirements. The advantages of the system are that it is not very labourintensive,
and that it has a particularly high production capacity.

Fig. 3. 2 . Block mat factory
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4. APRONS OF MASTIC ASPHALT
The aprons of mastic asphalt are made by the "Jan Heijmans", the floating
asphalt factory which can lay a uniformly thick, continuous coat of asphalt
at depths of down to 40 m below sea level under all kinds of conditions. Af ter
an extensive series of tests in which the asphalting apparatus was
increasingly perfected and the knowledge of the properties of mastic asphalt
and its processing steadily grew, all the know-how and experience gained were
incorporated ln the design of this "asphalt ship".
The ship has an asphalt drying and mlxlng plant on board with a maxlmum
capacity of 250 tons per hour. With the aid of a feed pipe with distributor
nozzle in which the asphalt stays heated, the ship lays stretches of asphalt
5 m wide. There is a two thirds overlap of the 10 cm thick stretches, so
that by the end of the job a continuous carpet, 30 cm thick, has been obtained. The material properties of mastic asphalt dep end on the visco-elastic properties, that is to say the viscosity of bitumen and the way in which
this bitumen has been incorporated in the mastic asphalt. It has been found
that a blend of 20% bitumen, 20% filter and 60% sand is quite satisfactory
in practice.
o
When the thick fluid mixture, with a temperature ·of 130 to 170 C, has been
applied on the bottom and has'cooled down, it behaves as a rigid material
when subjected to rapid load variations. It is consequently highly currentand waterproof. Under long-Iasting loads it behaves as a heavy, viscous
fluid. Making bot tom protection right on the spot has the great advantage
that, if the job is done properly, the coating joins to the underlying bottom
ideally.

Fig. 4.1. Asphalt ship Jan Heijmans
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5. 80IL IMPROVEMENT IN THE AXI8 OF THE BARRIER
Because the seabed in the three gullies has a depth of between 10 and 35 m
below M.8.L. and the foundation depth of the piers is between 20 and 30 m
below M.8.L., it is necessary for a dredging and filling program to be carried out.
Across each gully a trench is dredged.
A second reason for a filling program with "clean" sand is that in some
areas the existing bottom soil is not an acceptable foundation material,
therefore it has to be dredged and replaced with "clean" sand.
A third reason is that later in the construction an accurate dredging in the
axis has to be carried out by a dustpan dredger with a 44 m wide mouth.
During this operation there is no tolerance for down-time in the process due
to debris in the original soil, so a total refilling program has to be carried
out.
The trench has to be dredged to a depth varying between 16 and 38 m below
M.S.L. The thickness of the layers varies between 0.5 and 10 mand the total
amount of material to be removed is 2.500.000 m3. The tolerancy of the bottom of the trench is ~ 0.30 m. The material to be dredged was, as the soil
investigation showed in general, clean sand, with, at some places, clayey
sand and very silty sand.
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Asa result of dredging requirements combined with production capacity,
dredging depth and tolerancy it was found that none of the usual plane suction, bucket, or cutter suction dredgers normally used in the Netherlands
could do the job. Af ter some study it was decided to carry out the work with
a dustpan dredger.
This makes it possible to dredge down to the desired depth of 38 m below sea
level without leaving layers of spill. For this purpose the sand suction dredger "Sliedrecht 27" has been converted and fitted with a 10 m wide suction
nozzle to which spray nozzles are attached at regular intervals. The spoil
is in part discharged via a floating line about 800 m away .from the axis of
the flood barrier and in part delivered to the shore through the floating
line.

~~
~
~

=

Fig. 5.2. Suction head with suction nozzles and spray nozzles on
"Sliedrecht 27"
To obtain the required cross-sections of the trench the dredger moves in backward and forward paths in the direction of flow, each 200 m long and 8 m centre
to centre. In this way the theoretical sections were very closely approximated.
At the same time it has been found that the dustpan does not leave a layer of
spill behind it. However; production has not met expectation because of presence of layers of petrified soil some 5 m thick and l ocally present cl ay.
It nevertheless proved possible to remove this soil and clay by fitting blades to the suction nozzle, and increasing the inflow velocity of the nozzle,
by reducing the inlet openings, and also by changing the position of the spray
nozzles.
Filling with clean sand was done by means of hopper barges. Use was made in
part of fine sand from the vicinity of the barrier and in part, chiefly for
ra1s1ng the level, of coarse sand brought in from the sea. Owing to the fact
that there was no experience with discharging sand from hopper barges in
dephts of water down to 38 m belowsea level, the method of execution was adjusted in the course of the work. This was necessary because it proved that,
when four to six barges were discharged one af ter the other in one crosssection, pits were scoured by the density currents beneath the bottom of the
trench duri~g discharging.
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Measurements during discharge showed that the velocities of these density
currents were approx. 1 1/2 to 3 m/sec. at a tidal current velocity of 0.2
to 0.5 m/sec. It was also found that in the manner outlined above part of
the discharged sand was carried away by the tidal current. The net yield
(the percentage of sand that ends up inside the theoretical cross-section
from a hopper load) was consequently low in this way of working, viz. some
40 to 45%.

An adjustment was made by discharging the successive hopper loads about 20 to
30 m apart in the direct ion of the axis. In this way no scour occurred and
th e trench was weIl filled. In addition, one of the hopper barges was converted so that it could be emptied with a suction pipe. This obviated the
process of density currents, though at the expense of a longer discharge
time of approx. 50 min. inst ead of 12 min. The net yield from this pipe discharging was considerably higher, 65 to 70%. This method has also been used
for finishing the raised sections a nd for filling up holes. Sand was discharged as much as possible around slack water. If this was not possible the
hopper barge was emptied as far upstream as necessary, WhlCh worked weIl in
practice.
In the middle of the channel the sand fill lS protected against erOSlon by a
covering layer of marine gravel.

6. GEOTECHNICAL OPERATIONS
Deep compact ion

---------------

As a result of wave act ion against the piers, pore-water pressure generation
in the underlying sand layers varies strongly, so tqat if liquefaction may
occur, the sand would become loose. This would in turn lead to large, unacceptable deformations in the pier structure. The degree to which generation
takes place is determined mainly by the porosity of the sand bottom; with a
porposity smaller than 40% , pore-water pressure generation does not take place. (The loos ely-packed sand has a porosity of 41 -43%) . In view of the serious
consequences which could arise from pore-watèr pressure generation (liquefaction of the loosely-packed sand) , it was decided to eleminate any tendency
of liquefaction of the sand by artificially reducing the porosity to below
40%. One of the normal methods of achieving this lS to compact the seabed
with the aid of vibrators.
Compaction also produces a considèrable incr ease in the l oad-bearing
capacity of the sand, and this results in a smaller degree of settIement.
The area to be compacted under the piers has a width of 78 metres and a
length of 2970 metres (66 piers x 45 metres). The compacted mass has a maximum thickness of 15 metres but does not lay de eper than 35 metres below
N.A.P. (at some locati ons however down to N.A.P.-40 m).
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Af·ter studies and test of various methods of compaction, the deep-compaction
method of van Hattum and Blankevoort B.V. was selected for this work. This
method consists of inserting a vibrating tube into the bottom, the tube having a vibrator at its top and a resonator at its bottom. The vibrator generates vertical vibrations which are transmitted to the soil in both the horizontal and the vertical directions by the radially-mounted plates of the
resonator. As aresult, the sand grains are set in movement and this leads
to compaction of the soil.

68.25

32.90

Fig 6.1. Pontoon for compaction operations "Mytilus"

Thé dimensions of the vibrator device ln use are:
Overall length
42.50 m
0.50 m
Tube diameter
Resonator diameter
2.10 m
The vibrator delivers a dynamic thrust of 1200 kN at a frequency of 25 Hz.
Water and air pipes are mounted in the vibrator tube, and these lead to
nozzles located near the bottom end of the tube. These nozzles are used to
promote penetration of the bottom. Compaction begins when the vibrator has
reached its maximum depth and the nozzles are closed; it takes place in
steps, the vibrator tube being withdrawn 1 metre at each step. Of each step,
vibration is continued until a satisfactory degree of compaction has been
attained, the latter being measured on the basis of the power absorbed by
the vibrator. As the resistance of the soil increases (due to compaction)
the power absorbed by the vibrator also increases.
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Compaction of the Oostersehelde bottom involves operations in open water. The
working conditions are to some extent comparable with those of offshore
operation. In order to carry out the compaction and to be able to check its
effects, a working method had to be developed which would allow operation under
difficult conditions. For this purpose, an operating vessel, the "Mytilus", was designed.
The "Mytilus" is 68.25 metres long, 32.90 metres wide and 5.50 metres deep,
and is built up of a main pontoon with a beam of 19 metres and four side
pontoons, each with a beam of 7.50 metres and a length of 34.12 metres.
The main pontoon is equipped with a portal frame, approximately 55 metres
high, for handling the four vibrators. A midships weIl, 40.30 metres long
and 4.90 metres wide, is also provided for this purpose.
The compaction equipment comprises four vibrators, 6.50 metres apart in an
in-line array. Each vibrator is suspended on a quadruple-sheave tackle from
a swell-compensating mounting on top of the portal frame.

Fig. 6.2. The "Mytilus".
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positioning is effected by a lower guide beam, which can be raised independently of the vibrators, and by an upper guide carriage via the lower tackle
in the portal frame. Two spuds allow the guide beam to be flexibly coupled
to the pontoon and to be levelled with respect to the latter.
All the operations involved in the compaction process can be controlled by 2
operators from the control cabin, which is located at a height of about 10
metres in the port al frame. Operations can be controlled either manually or
automatically. Important measurement results are registered on a normal
chart recorder and are also stored on magnetic tape for computer processing
at a later date.
Soil survey
In order to be able to perform the extensive soil survey programme in an
efficient way it has been decided to build a special pontoon with a high
weather-working capability and with facilities for doing soil survey both ln
the traditional way and wi th a di ving bello The new pontoon , the "Johan
V" was commissioned in November 1977. At the rear the vessel has an open
wellof 7 x 7 m for the traditional drilling and sounding rig. At the front
is a central well, also 7 x 7 m, from which the diving bell can be lowered.
Above the central well a massive four-legged derrick has been erected for
raising and lowering the 70-ton diving bello
The diving bell is a thick-walled steel cylinder with an inside diameter of
1.80 m. The height measured from the working platform to the spherical roof
is 2.30 m. The diving bell is most suitable for ~uickly performing soundings, especially where the subsoil is expected to be extremely firm. In
addition a method has been developed for performing borings from the bello
For borings different and more special adaptations and faci liti es are re~uired than for soundings. As soon as an open connection is made under water
from the diving bell, which is unavoidable when making a boring, a counterpressure must be generated e~ual to the water pressure outside the bello

Fig. 6.3. Geotechnical survey pontoon "Johan V".
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Fig. 6.4. Diving bello
For the performance of a sounding or density measurement an open connection
does not need to be made, since the sounding tubes are led through a
series of gaskets that prevent water from penetrating into the diving bello
The great advantage of this design is that soundings can be performed from
the diving bell, and under normal atmospheric pressure.
Owing to the rapid way of working the operating costs per sounding or boring, despite the high rent al of the pontoon "Johan V" and the diving bell,
proved in these circumstances to be less than half those with traditional
pontoons.

7. THE FOUNDATION-BED MD THE "CARDIUM"
The problem was to find equipment which, with a capacity of some 50.000 cubic
metres an hOur, could within about 90 minutes suck up a large quantity of
sand and deliver it over a distance of 300 metres sa as to make a very flat
trench in the axis of the flood barrier. In addition, because necessary at
the same time, this equipment would have to be able to lay a filter mat at
a wind force of up to 6 BF. Such equipment simply did not exist, but in the
past year was developed by the staff of Rijkswaterstaat, Dosbouw and the Bureau voor Scheepsbouw in Bloemendaal. It has been designed as a mattres-Iaying
pontoon combined with a special suction installation, and it is called the
"Cardium" (cockIe) .
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Fig. 7.1. Mattress-Iaying pontoon with cleaning installation "Cardium".
The "Cardium" is a pontoon with a width of 82 metres and a length of 68 metres, and a depth of 5.80 metres. This warping ship is fitted on the front
with a ladder containing a double row of dustpans and, in the stern, with
facilities for unrolling and laying filter mats.
As the drawing shows, the suction syst em has two positions: with the front
row of suction nozzles down for the horizontal suction (dustpanning) and
with the back row down for the vertical suction (cleaning up). The front
row has 12 suction nozzles with a joint breadth of 44 metres; the back row
has 10 3.60 metres wide nozzles. In the latter case the row of suction nozzeIs is supported by a wide roller that runs over the surface being dealt
with. In the other case the suction nozzles move up and down with the ship's
motion on the swell. But even then a flat bottom can be obtained as long as
it proceeds slowly enough. The suction system can be adapted to the water
level, depending on ebb and flood, by lowering the system more or less.
Before to continue to discuss the specific tasks of the "Cardium", a number
of facts that are necessary for a proper understanding of what follows
should be briefly summarized. As the reader is aware, the pier bases and the
sill-beam are embedded in a sill of complex construction: a kind of submarine
dyke where the tidal current will pass over, except when the flood barrier is
closed. This sill is sealed underneath by filter mattresses to be fabricated
in a factory specially to be built at the Roompot construction doek.
What is the purpose of these mattresses. The whole sill has to be constructed in accordance with the filter principle, that is to say each succ ess ive
layer has to be impermeable to the layer beneath it, while the water must
always be able to exit freely so that no overpres s ures can form in the bottom. The bottom layer, which has to keep the fine Oostersehelde sand in place, consists of coarse sand, and so this continues with increas ingly
coarse grains, until this results finally in stones of more then a metre in
diameter. Now, so as to be able to properly install those bottom layers in
particular, going from coarse sand to gravel, at a maximum depth of 30 metres,
it was decided to pack the bottom three layers in a mat, measuring 200 by 42
metres by 36 centimetres thick.
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Such a mattress, weighs some 5000 tons, and was therefore be glven an underlayer of polypropylene fabric reinforced by steel wire. Between the various
layers and on top a polyester filter fabric is applied. And to prevent the
materials from shifting during unrolling, steel wire baskets are incorporated in the layers every 67 centimetres (centre-to-centre).
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Fig. 7.2. Foundation mattress.
On this mattress there is to be under each pier base a second mat, 60 by 32
metres, and likewise 36 centimetres thick, filled only with coarse gravel.
In all therefore the "Cardium" will lay 66 lower mattresses and 66 upper
mattresses, the same as the number of piers.

The lower mattress is the filter mat which, despite the very high pressure
gradient around the pier base, must keep the sand in place. The upper mattress has a loadspreading function and at the same time protects the lower
mattress at its most critical part.
The mattresses are held together by thousands of steel pins. These pins are
forced into the mattresses in the factory from the bottom upwards 75 at a
time, and are fastened into place by a snap-loek, the mattress being somewhat compressed as in the ease of a kapok mattress. A special factory, to
produce these complicated mats at a produetionspeed of 10 metre per hour,
is built. The design was made by Dosbouw and Rijkswaterstaat with engineering assistance from Tebodin. Once the sides of the mattress have been sown
up the mattress is rolled up on a floating cylinder with a diameter of 20
metres and towed to the "Cardium".
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Fig. 7.3. Foundation-mattress factory.

Af ter this general explanation the various tasks of the "Cardium" can be
discussed in greater detail. For this vessel has a great deal more to do
than just lay mattresses.
Tasks of the "Cardium"
1. The first task to be mentioned is the coarse dustpanning of the 200 metres
wide trench in the axis of the flood barrier, in which the bulk of the sand
is sucked away by the 44 metre wide dustpan suction nozzle. This suction
nozzle will deviate less than 0.5 m transversely from the working line to be
followed. The shape of the suction nozzle flattens the sea bot tom af ter
sucking up the sand. Six underwater-pumps ensure that a flow of 13 cubic metres of water per second can be sucked in and delivered over a distance of
300 m (capacity nearly 47.000 cubic metres an hour).
2. The second task is the fine dustpanning of the trench at a rate of progress of 2 m/minute. In this phase the · trench is deepened and levelled as
required.

3. The fOllowing task is laying the lower mattress in the cleaned-up trench.
The laid mattress will not deviate more than 1 m transversely from the working-line to be followed. The maximum speed of unrolling and laying is 4 m a
minute. InstalIed on the "Cardium" are 8 warping winches, which make the pontoon follow the desired working line with the aid of an extremely accurate
position-finding system. During cleaning-up and mattress-laying use is made
of two Minilir telemeter combinations and one tachymeter back-up. The measuring system has been so designed that the chance of hold-ups is very smalle

4. This is then followed by the compacting of the lower mattress by a beam
of vibrating plates suspended from the "Cardium". The size of the beam is 4
by 18.25 m.
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5. The fifth task is the coarse clean-up of the lower mattress over a length
of 80 mand a width of 36 mand clearing away the excess gravel from the
joint between the mattresses, the so called negative overlap. For cleaning
up the lower mattress use is now made of the supported vertical suction
nozzle attached to the other side of the balance beam, opposite the dustpan
suction nozzle. Owing to the fact that the vertical suction nozzle is supported, damage to the lower mattress is prevented.

6. This

lS

then followed by fine dustpanning and laying the upper mattress.

7. Finally the upper mattress is compacted over an area of 29 by 60 m by the
compacting beam.
The time for fine dustpanning and laying the filter mattress has been chosen
around the turn of low tide, because then the current velocities of ebb and
flood will not be greater than 0.5 m per sec. The sand transport by the current is considerably lower in this period, and the chance of ridges being
formed in the cleaned-up trench is smalle The filter mattress to be laid
will join on to the bottom of the trench better, and undesirable currents
around the mattress, which could wash out the sand from under the mattress,
are avoided. In this period the forces acting on the filte~mattress as a
result of the current pressure during laying are minimum so that the anchor
wires too will be subjected to lesser load.
This period is the most criticalof the whole workcycle, since any kind of
failure of one of the working units may have severe consequences when part
of the mattre ss has already been laid. During this period more than 20 winches, 6 underwater-pumps, 8 diesel-generator sets and a position-finding system must work faultlessly.
According to plan the "Cardium" will be commissioned in late 1981.
Af ter a trial period and a familiariz ation period of several months, production is planned at 50 percent for the first three months. A simulation programme, taking into account such factors as weather in which it is impossible
to work, waves, fog etc., has been able to show that an average production
of more than 2 laid mattresses per week must be possible.
Flattening the foundation-bed

----------------------------Although the Cardium will lay the filter mattresses at a high degree of accuracy, it is still a floating pontoon, subjected to current, waves and wind.
It is therefore not expected that the achieved flatness of the foundationbed will always meet the required flatness for the piers.
To solve this problem a study was made of special methods to flatten out only that part of the foundation-bed on which te piers will rest af ter installation. Af ter evaluating the various alternatives it was decided to achieve
the required flatness by laying small additional mattresses with variabel
thichness. These mattresses are to be made of a underlayer as used for the
filter mattresses with concrete blocks (tiles) on top. By varying the thickness of the concrete tiles, a counter shape can be made of the laid filter
mattresses.
This tile-mat will be laid during the operation of installing the piers
(see next chapter). The same pontoon and floating cylinder, once used for the
block mats, will be used for laying these additional mattresses.
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The joint between two mats is located between the plers, and the width of
a mat should therefore be of the order of the distance between two piers:
45 m.
Originally it was planned that the mats should have an overlap and have
therefore a width of approx. 50 m. However, tests showed that sand from the
foundation might escape through openings in the joint between these two
relatively stiff mats: undue settIements of the pier could be the result
and this had to be avoided.
It was therefore dicided to fabricate a mat of only 42 m width, which, laid
at distances of 45 m, would have an opening in between of approx. 3 m. This
opening, the "negative overlap", will be sealed with marine-gravel, a mixture
of sand and gravel from sea, through which the particles of the Oosterschelde
sand cannot pass. To make the sealing of seagravel current-resisting, it has
to be covered by a layer of heavy gravel (40-200 mm).
The construct ion of the negative overlap will be synchronized with the activities of the Cardium and done by special ship: the converted asphaltship
Jan Heijmans, on which is mounted a distributor for sea- and heavy gravel and
a suction head to remove sand prior to deposit gravel.

8. BUILDING AND INSTALLING THE PIERS
Prefabrication of the piers

--------------------------Af ter an extensive evaluation of the possibilities it has been decided to
construct all the piers in a large construct ion dock on the island of
Neeltje-Jans. This building pit is of enormous size (100 hectares) and
the bottom is 15 m below mean sea level. The pit is protected by dykes extending 6 m above mean sea level, and is kept dry by weIl-point drainage. To
make this island easily accessible for more than 1000 pers ons involved in
construction, it had to be linked to the mainland by an auxiliary bridge.
This auxiliary bridge is 3 km long and has spans of 145 m. It is made from
steel and can be completely dismantled for use elsewhere later. The whole
process, design and construct ion of the bridge, took only 14 months, from
October 1977 to December 1978.

Fig. 8. 1 .
Construction dock
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The construction dock is divided into four compartments. This has been done
to make it possible to install the first piers while the others are still
under construction. To remove a pier from the dock prior to installation the
construction dock - or a compartment - must be full of water and in communication with the open water; the use of compartments means that the other compartments can stay dry and construction of the piers can continue undisturbed.
The 66 piers are all of the same type. Principally through the difference ln
height, the piers have been subdivided into five groups. The close resemblance between the piers made prefabrication the obvious answer.
The timetable for building the piers is derived from the overall timetable
for the flood barrier. This overall timetable indicated:
a. when the first pier has to be instalIed (August 1982)
and
b. when the last pier has to been instalIed (the beginning of 1984).
The first deadline determines when the 19 pi ers in the first compartment
have to be ready. As the fabrication was to start in March 1979, the
production rate was fixed by this.
The fabrication process must be regarded as a complicated system of countless teams of workers moving.on from pier to pier, this being possible only
if one team can move on in time, making way for a next team.
The consequence is that it is difficult to accelerate or retard this process
without taking drastic steps. In other words, once opted for, a pier production rate must in principle be maintained to the end. By trial and error it
has proved possible to closely gear together fabrication of the piers and
installing them.
This has led to the piers being divided among three compartments in a ratio
of 19 : 27 : 20.
The piers consist of prestressed concrete, with in addition a substantial
quantity of mild steel reinforcement. The baseplate measures 50 x 25 mand
the pier height is approx. 40 m. The maximum weight is 18.000 tons.
In itself, the jOb of building one pier is already quite a job. However~what
makes it is making 66 of these piers in a relatively short time and the likewise
relatively short time that was available for design and preparing for construction. Nothing may be forgotten. All kinds of items, such as an internal steel
frame work for the positioning of formwork and prestressing cables, pipes for
cooling concrete, other pipes for undergrouting the pier after installation,
embedded items, etc. etc., have to be attended in good time before the concrete
is poured. Anyone who has visited the building pit will have realized that the
emphasis there is on large-sc ale and complex work that has to be directed by
strict organization.
It has been endeavoured to strike the best possible balance between mechanization and manpower, with - and this applies to the whole flood barrier money, time and technology (quality) as limiting conditions. As the barrier
has to serve at least 200 years stringent requirements are made for quality
and this is given top priority.
A central work site has been laid out on behalf of the pier fabrication. Here
is located for instance the central concrete plant, with a capacity of more
than 200 cu. m/h. The base materials are brought in largely by ship, for
which a separate unloading installation had to be built. The central work
site also contains storage sheds, the maintenance service, the installation
for processing mild and prestressing steel, etc. etc.

Placing the piers

----------------Once all the piers in a compartment are finished, this compartment is flooded and then the dyke that closes it off from the open water lS dredged open.
The lifting ship, the "Ostrea" (oyster), can then be brought ln to piek-up
the piers one by one, transport them to their final position ln one of the
gullies.
Allowing for the buoyancy of the pier, which is partly submerged, the lifting ship must be able to carry a load of at least, 10.000 tons.
This is no everyday matter, and derricks or floating cranes of such capacities are not yet available, not even in the ever-developing offshore construction industry. Consequently, alternatives were studied, including a
lifting platform on legs, but ultimately the present form was chosen: a lifting ship without legs that can wrap its U-shape around the pier. Portal
frames with special lifting claws have to raise the piers; to reduce assistance from tugs and to increase the vessels own mObility, it is to be given an instalIed power of 9000 HP.
This lifting ship has been designed by the Bureau voor Scheepsbouw at Bloemendaal, as usual in close consultation with Dosbouw and Rijkswaterstaat.
Tenders were invited in November 1979. The contract was awarded to RijnSchelde-Verolme's yard for f 72 million; the Ostrea will be delivered late
1981.
The task of the lifting ship is to lift the piers up and out of the building
pit, transport them and set them down within very close limits at their final destination.
Installation itself should preferably take place at the turn of low tide
and moreover in favourable weather. The total cycle for placing a pier
is estimated at 50 to 72 hours. Once the cycle has started, i.e. once the
lifting ship has picked up a pier and left the building pit, the cycle
must be completed. However, weather forecast gives only areliabIe indication for at most 24 hours.
So as to still get some idea about the frequency of periods in which
this installation cycle could be performed, the data of a few recent
years have been analysed and for these years installation has been simulated on computers. The results were that one could expect to find sufficient "openings" of good weather to be able to place 66 piers in 21
months. Apart from the weather, the number of shifts put to work on the
lifting ship naturally plays a part.
In installation itself a number of problems also occur that calls for
special measures: to place a pier very accurately in a short time it
has been decided to make use of a mooring pontoon. This pontoon already
lies at anchor in the correct position and receives the lifting ship. To
stop sand from getting between the foundation-bed and the pier the moording pontoon is fitted with a clean-up installation that can remove the
sand until just before the pier is placed.
This mooring and clean-up pontoon has become an important, indeed vital
element in the pier installation cycle. It too has to be separately developed, designed and built.
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Fig. 8.2. Lifting vessel "Ostrea"
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Fig.8.3. Lifting vessel "Ostrea", with moorlng pontoon.
There is no experience available on installing piers of this type and under these conditions. Results of calculations of the behaviour of lifting
schip + pier under certain wind, wave and current conditions were not considered to be enough. Consequently extensive trials have been performed
in the Netherlands Shipmodel Basin in Wageningen to approximate reality.
The result was that the movement of the piers is less than was expected.
This increased the chance of successful installation and at the same time
gave reason to optimize certain structural components, which led to considerable saving of money.
Some characteristics of the lifting ship as it lS now being built:
Length
80 metres
Width
47 metres
Height
12.5 metres
WeIl for pier
22 x 70 metres
Draugth with pier
11 metres
Heigth above waterline
47 metres
InstalIed power
9500 HP
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Undergrouting the piers

----------------------The piers are placed with their bottombeams on special prepared parts of the
foundation-beds: the tilemats (see chapter 7).
This temporary condition is only acceptable during the construction periode
In the final stage, when the piers will be subjected to tremendous forces,
the piers should not only the embedded in the sill, but should also have a
complete connection with the foundation.
This is achieved by undergrouting: filling of the space between pler and
foundation-bed by pumping grout.
Extensive tests were performed to ensure that this operation could be done
at 30 m below sea-level and give a satisfactory degree of filling. It was
decided to apply the following system:
Grout will be injected under the pier from inside the caisson (20-30 m under
water). In the floor of the caisson a piping system had to be incorporated
and the caisson itself should be kept dry and empty during grouting.
The space between foundation and pier will be sealed off from the Oostersehelde by placing a gravel-sausage around the pier directly af ter placing.
This sausage will prevent on one hand settlements of sand and silt under
the pier and on the other hand prevent the grout from escaping through the
gravel and stone layers around the pier. The sausage has a mortar-tight-cloth.
The filter-mattress is covered with a similir cloth, so mortar can not escape
through the foundation-bed either.
It is important that the space between pier and foundation should be filled
completely. The grout is therefore pumped with a certain overpressure against
the surrounding hydrostatic pressure. However, the overpressure should not
be to high, so as not to lift the pier.
The overpressure intends to push aside the gravelsausage, and therefore undergrouting has to wait till the sill is installed (for counter-pressure).
To avoid the use of floating equipment, it was decided to grout from the
traffic-beam, once installed.

9. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE SILL
Design
-----To achieve a stable top layer in accordance with the requirements set by the
filter principle, the sill has been built up as follows:
- filling in layer
- immediately on the foundation mattresses and on
the gravel-filled joints between these mattresses
(the "negative overlap"): steel slag and stone of
5-40 kg;
- the body of the sill: stone of 10-60 kg;
- sill core
- so as to obtain a stable top layer in accordance
- covering layer
with the filter principle: stone of 60-300 kg and
300-1000 kg (part of this covering layer is at the
same time top layer);
in
the final phase this has to be current-proof
- top layer
if a gate accidentally remalns open: stone of 1-3,
3-6 and 6-10 tons.
Once the top layer is in place, the bridge elements, sill-beams and gates are
installed. The sill-beam is embedded in stone of 300-1000 kg on the seaward
side and of 1-3 tons on the Oosterschelde side.
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Construct ion
The various layers are applied as follows:
- filling layer: by means of' a stone-dumping vessel;
the core of the sill: by means of a hopper barge;
covering layer: by means of a stone-dumping vessel;
top layer: by means of a special equipment; the use of a stone-dumper
with a chute is planned for this.
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In addition to this, other equipment will have to be used to remove sand
deposits and to compact and/or to level the instalIed layers. In general
the fleet consists of conventional equipment: the stone-dumper with chute
forms an exception and will have to be specially designed.
Though the sill design may appear to be simpIe, a number of problems occur
which make the whole a complicated part of the construction of the flood
barrier. The main aspects of these problems are:

\

1. The vulnerability of the piers.
Although they are of massive size, the concrete components (piers and crossbeams) are nevertheless vulnerable to large falling stones. The piers have
been protected at their most vulnerable parts against stones up to 1 ton,
so that these can be dumped from the waterline. However, larger stones have
to be lowered under control, and for this purpose the stone-dumper with
chute is under development. The largest stones of 6-10 tons and more can
still damage the concrete even in their limited fall from the chute. And so,
where these layers are to be instalIed, the pier is first packed in large
lumps of a stone-asphalt mixture which are big enough to be current-proof
and to absorb the impact of the large stones.
2. The dumping has to be done at the turn of the tide because, whether dumping from the waterline or utilizing the chute, the current would have an
adverse effect on the work. This means that during the short period of slack
wat er large quantities of stone have to be dealt with and therefore the
equipment to be used must be of considerable capacity.
3. The varied structure of the sill and the fact that various phases are
under construct ion at the same time, causes a complicated supply problem.
The stones come from various parts of Europe (Germany and Finland) under
long-term contracts. The idea is to gear the supply as much as possible
to the processing, though these will never be exactly matched. Stockpiling
is therefore unavoidable, in fact even desirabIe, so as to ensure the continuity of the work. The optimalization of on the one hand stockpiling
and on the other hand direct processing as soon as stone arrives, presents
a complicated logistic problem. In all some 5 million tons of stone have to
be proc e ssed, of which 4.5 million tons in the period 1982 to the end of 1984.

4. The sill construction has a dual function: on the One hand it serves as
a filter through which, despite the greatly changing pressure-gradients the
fine sand of the Oosterschelde bottom and the successive layers of the foundation-bed (coarse sand, fine gravel, gravel) are not sucked away; on the
other hand, the top layer should be current-proof, even if a gate fails
to function. The construct ion therefore consists of successive layers from
fine to coarse, each layer having an optimal thickness, chiefly determined
by the size of the stones in that layer. The required accuracy with which
the work has to be done is therefore great and consequently the measuring
apparatus gets complicated, as weIl as the equipment with which the stone
lS scattered or dumped.
5. The layer immediately under the sill-beam presents a separate problem.
The gap between the sill and the beam must be as small as possible, so that
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the stone cannot be sucked away beneath and along the beam. For the sake of
stability in both the building phase and the final phase this stone should,
however, be heavier than one ton, and it is difficult to make a narrow gap
with such stone. Possible sOlutions, such as applying a watertight layer on
the seaward side of the beam, or undergrouting the sill-beam, are still
being studied.

6. Various layers have to be compacted, and this process has to be fitted
into a planning schedule that is complicated enough as it is, while the
equipment for this has also still to be developed fur;ther.

7. As regards the planning of sill construction: this follows on, and must
be geared t~, the placing of the piers. Not only does the rate of placing
determine the capacity of the "sill train"; the placing has also to be
performed alternately in the three gullies, so that the sill train moves
to and from, thus making the planning even more complicated.
Due to the allready instalIed bottom-protection the various items of eguipment cannot use their normal anchors. Special anchor-piles were designed,
and driven through the bottom protection, capable of taking a 200 ton working load. Due to the number of equipments, and to avoid damage of the
bottom-protection, a special build anchor vessel will be on the site.

10. PLACING THE SILL-BEAMS, GATES AND OTHER ELEMENTS.
Eb and flood will inevitably be restrained by the sill and the sill-beams.
However, if the Oostersehelde basin would be reduced in size, the tidal difference would increase again. Requction of the basin can be achieved by other,
more inland, dykes: the "compartimentalization works".
These compartimentalization works, the Philips-dam and the Oester-dam, are
scheduled to be completed at the end of the construction of the barrier. Installation of the sill-beams, and consequently the top-beams, will therefore
take place at the end of the construction-period.
The sill-beams, heavy weight items 2500 tons, will be instalIed in a very limited space (between the piers) where high currents (up to 4 m/sec.) occur.
Prior to placing the sill- and top-beams, the gates and traffic-beams will be
instalIed. This again limits the free space for installation of the sillbeams, because installation from sea-slde due to the presence of the gates
becomes impossible, and the sill-beams, during installation have to pass
under the traffic-beam.
Except for the sill-beams, all elements will be transported to the site by
barge. It is the intention to transport the sill-beams in a submerged condition, so as to make use of buoyancy, by the lifting crane.
The sill-beams will be prefabricated in compartment IV of building-doek Schaar.
The other elements will be prefabricated elsewhere in the area of the Oostersehelde (concrete) or Rotterdam (steelgates).
A special crane is being built, capable of installing beams and gates. This
1600 tons crane can be put to "conventional" work, once the construction of
the Oostersehelde Barrier is finished.
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Fig. 10.1. positioning equipment for sill-beams.

11. THE ANCHORING OF WORK SHIPS
The barrier is to be built operating fr om work ships. Needless to say, these
ships have to be anchored, in many cas es even with extreme accuracy and stiffness, because the accuracy of the work largely depends on the stability and
position-holding of the work ship.
Anchoring in the sometimes considerable depths of the channels will not be
easy at the best of times, but in the present case there is an additional
difficulty: extending on both sides of the s ill over a considerable distance , at place s up to 650 m, bottom protection has been laid and this may not
be damaged. As aresult, conventional drag anchors may not be dropped in this
a rea.
In general the lifting ship "Ostrea", the mattres s laying ponton "Cardium"
and the compaction vessel "Myt ilus", - the three large st work ships - determine the anchoring tactics. To be able to function, they must be anchored
at eight points. The lifting ship that has to bring the piers to their final
positions together with the mooring pontoon, causes the greatest anchor
forces; the maximum, in heavy weather and with waves of 1.70 m, is 200 tons.
I n t he case of the " Ostrea" and the "Mytilus " it is the intention that, once
they have been anchored, they can hardly move in a horizontal direction.
And therefor e an anchoring s y stem must be chosen with the greatest possible
rigidity.
The length of the anc hor cables depends on a number of factors. A certain
length of anchor cable is reQuired for no other reason than to prevent high
peak l oads. If short cables are used, the anchoring point has to be changed
too of ten, which is highly time- consuming. With long cables the vertical
angle with the anchoring point is more favourable, but the accuracy of anchoring decreases . In consultation with the designers of the lifting ship
and the compaction vessel it has been decided to set the anchor cable length
at 300 to 600 m.
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A system of anchor piles has been opted for. These are steel pipes driven into
the bottom in accordance with a fixed pattern, on which a he ad structure is
fitted that extends approximately one metre above the bottom - in this case
the bed protection. The headOmust be able to absorb a certain force from all
directions. The steel pipes, with a maximum length of 20 m, extend 1-2 m
above the bed protection. The design of the head was determined also by the
fact that the piles had to be driven, from above water with use of extension
pipes.
To each post one 200-ton anchore cable and one 60-ton cable can be attached.
In normal operation there is a 40-metre rope on the post. Ships can moor by
picking up a riding rope, the end of which be~ng attached to a buoy.
If a second riding rope is required, it must be fastened by a driver to the
eye of the post.
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Fig. 11.1. Anchore-pile head.

12. THE HYDRO/METEO INFORMATION SYSTEM
Performance of the works in the Oosterschelde requires a large variety of
hydraulic and meteorological information. Data will have to be collected
not only from the Oosterschelde basin itself but also from other areas
insofar as they have effect on the basin or on the civil engineering structures being erected there.
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With the institution of the HISTOS-project - the abbreviation stands for
Hydro/meteo Information System Oosterschelde - it is planned to coordinate
the gathering of this information and to ensure that it is passed on to the
various users. It relates in the first instance to the weather working expectations for the Oosterschelde. In addition information is collected for
studying the movement of water in the mouth and basin of the Oosterschelde,
in close connection with exploration and monitoring of the environment.
For this purpose more or less permanent facilities are being introduced for
measuring, transmitting and processing hydraulic and meteorological information . .It is the task of the hydro/meteo service to provide forecasts during
operations; for this purpose it utilizes the above mentioned information
system as weIl as mathematical modeIs.

b.1

A number of operations in the channels can be performed only at favourable
conditions (wave, wind and current).
The operations make it necessary to have areliabIe forecast of hydraulic
and meteorological conditions over a 12-hour period, together with a more
general one för a 48-hour period. Too pessimistic forecasts would lead to
unnecessary interuptions of the work, whereas too optimistic ones could
cause dangerous situations for both men and e~uipment.
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Fig. 12.1. HISTOS-System.
Information flow
The desired information consists, on the one hand of forecasts and on the
other hand of measurements. Every three hours local weather forecasts are compiled. Use is made for this of the national and international meteorological
communications network. The vertical tidal movement at a number of characteristic places in the Oosterschelde is predicted for a period of one year.
Prior to every high and low tide the long-range forecast is corrected for
meteorological disturbances. The local weather chart and observations on the
North Sea a.re used for this.
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The swell at the flood barrier, generated on the North Sea, can predicted
by means of a mathematical model.
Every six hours this model will supply a prognosis of swell at the barrier
and seaway derived from a large number of grid points distributed over the
whole of the North Sea. The prognosis gives the expected value for the coming
6, 12, 18 and 24-hour period. Every six hours a bulletin is compiled of all
forecasts and telexed to the parties concerned.
In addition to these forecasts, measurements have to be made. For this purpose measuring instruments are placed on a large number of measuring posts,
platforms and buoys. The up-to-date information required on site becomes
available, via a processing centre, in the form of graphs, tables, log books,
warnings and the like.
Condition monitoring

-------------------One of the objectives of the HISTOS-project is monitoring the condition of
the finished work. Condition monitoring is a fixed part of the management of
large hydraulic structures. lts purpose is to identify changes in the completed work and its surroundings. On the basis of this appropriate action
can then be taken.

13. SURVEYING
The measurements for positioning elements of the construction of the barrier are characterized by extensive and accurate position-finding both over
and under water for the equipment, the foundation-bed and other parts of the
structure. The required accuracies are very high, necessitating the use of
advanced devices and measuring systems.
This means that there must be an efficient organization employing skilled
and highly trained personal. In addition to the normal measuring activities
that are needed for the earth-moving and concrete work and the soundings,
the measurements relating to the special equipment and the underwater inspections are of particular importance.
Sounding and bearing work

------------------------The area to be surveyed in the vicinity of the flood barrier covers some 30
square kilometres in which bottom situations change rapidly. With the large
variety of activities going on this means in practice that a fully automated
sounding and bearing system with three surveying boats and one shore system
has to be available with a processing capacity of 250 kilometres of range line
a day. The surveying system is coupled to an automatic position-finding system with low reflection sensitivity. Other vessels than surveying boats can
use this, up to a maximum of fifteen.
Measurements with special equipment

-----------------------------------

These measurements are not confined to supplying the x, y and z positions,
but also extend to furnishing positions, inclination and levels under water
at a high degree of accuracy.
Use is made of highly advanced equipment, including an automatically following infra-red system (Minilir). Measuring systems of this kind not only
involve a large quantity of hardware but also an almost equally large quantity of software that has to be specially developed.
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Underwater inspection

---------------------

For the detection of thin layers of sand, measuring accuraCles ln the order
of centimetres are required.
The measuring methods to be developed are aimed at rapid inspection and the
obtaining of information over a large area. A number of methods are being
investigated for this, including geo-el e ctric detection of sand and measurement of sanding-up by sonar techniques.
The main inspection task is to check the foundation-mattresses. Is has to
be proven th at no damages are caused and no stones or sand layers are present on these mattresses before laying the second ones, or before placing
a pier. This work has to be done under unfavourable conditions, such as
high currents ( up to 2 m/sec), poor visibility (often less than 30 cm),
and manoeuvring between anchor wires, while a high degree of accuracy is
required. To perform this activities is has been concluded that a special
built remote-controlled under-water-bottom-crawler must be used, equiped
with sensors.

14. END-REMARK
In this paper, the outline of the construction method of the Oosterschelde
Barrier is briefly explained,·without going into too much detail.
However, it should be clear that not only in total, but in nearly all its
activities, a complicated operation is going on, covering a wide range of
activities in hydraulic and civil engineering. Both are combined to a degree seldom met in the construction industry. In finding solutions to the
problems extrapolation of earlier experience is used parallel to newly developed tchniques.
These aspects, combined with the magnitude of the job and the given limiting
conditions on time and money, make the construction of the Oosterschelde
Barrier a unique project. Although it is not expected that a duplicate of
the barrier will ever be built, the experience and know-how gained in this
project will certainly be applied in other jobs around the world.
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SYNOPSIS
In the construction stage, the piers will be subjected to wave and current
loads, that are quite different from the final stage loadings. In the original
design, construction phase forces even appeared to be so large, that this aspect was one of the reasons to adapt the design. Attempts to superimpose
current and wave forces for the actual pier structure failed due to non-linear
interaction. The inter ac tion effects are described, together with the procedure followed to arrive at design loads.

I. INTRODUCTION

The function of the barrier in its final stage is to stop the tidal wave from
penetrating the estuary. \?hen closed in this operational stage, the barrier
will experience primarily longitudinal forces (perpendicular to the axis of
the barrier). These longitudinal loads consist partially of a static componen~
resulting from the hydraulic head difference over the barrier, and partially
of a dynamic component resulting from the wave pressures against sill beams
and gates. Transverse forces are relatively unimportant as the exposed areas
to oblique waves are small.
In the construction stage the lo ading conditions will be completely different.
Instead of the combination of a static head difference and waves, the combination of currents and waves on the .free standing piers will determine the
forces. Moreover, the sides of the piers offer large exposed areas to oblique
waves and currents, as the rubble-mound sill, the concrete sill beams and the
gates may not yet be in place . The longitudinal forces on the other hand are
small in this stage (see Fig. I). Another obvious difference is the probability of exceedanc e of the design condition. Where for the final stage an exceedance probability of 2,5 . 10- 4 is a pplied, for the construction phase a
probability of 0,33 . 10- 2 is take n, for the individualload. This probability
has been based on the accepted risk of exceedance of 1% in an overall exposure
time of 3 years. In terms of storm conditions, a wave field with an exceedance
probability of 1% in 3 years has a significant height of 3,4 m. This wave
field might loosely be seen as th e condition that contributes most to the 1%
probabily of the individualload.
Initially the piers are resting with two longitudinal ribs on the foundation
mattress . The mode of failure in this stage is the occurrence of local instabilities of the foundation under the ribs. Although the piers themselves might
still offer the possibility of replacement, the damage to the foundation mattress af ter a plastic deformation is probably prohibitive. Even if the mattress will not be damaged to such an extent that repair or replacement is
required, excessive deformation may still cause expensive adaptations to the
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gates, beams and gate supports. Once the rubble mound sill is in place, replacement of the piers is virtually impossible. However, in this stage the
stability is also much increased due to the passive weight of the rubble-moun~
In the original design, the piers consisted of a concrete cell that had to be
penetrated into the subsoil (Fig. 2). On top of this cell a steel cofferdam
was to be instalied in which the shaft of the pier could be placed and connected to the concrete base. Construction phase experiments started on this
design. The tests revealed unexpected large wave forces on the cofferdams.
This was one of the reasons to adapt the design accordingto the concept of
the monolithic pier structure (Fig. 3).
In this paper the general scope of the study will be presented. To start with,
the tests and computations of the wave forces on the cofferdams, which were
partially responsible for the change in the design, will be discussed. The
second part of the paper will deal with the wave- and current forces on the
monolithic piers. Here special attention will be given to the problem of superposition of wave and current forces.
2. LOADS ON STEEL COFFERDM1S
The study on the wave forces on the steel cofferdams was carried out initially
with the help of a diffraction program. Since the installation of the pier in
the cofferdam takes a relatively long time, work should proceed possibly in
as many as three cofferdams simultaneously. Wave forces were computed for all
three cofferdams, and for various angles of wave incidence. As opposed to the
forces on a single cofferdam, the forces in case of a group of cofferdams
appeared - to vary considerably with the wave period. This was particularly so
for the tranverse force (Fig. 4). This difference could be attributed to an
interference effect between scattered and incident waves. Due to this interference, the forces at certain frequencies were much higher than the corresponding forces for a single cofferdam. The highest forces were found at a
wave period of 10 secs. (Fig. 4).
Since the results were fairly alarming, experimental verification of these
computational results was carried out in a physical model. However, within the
range of relevant wave heights, good agreement was found with the computational, results. It appeared also in the model that indeed strong amplifications
of the wave height occured due to resonance type oscillations that builded up
very slowly and were extremely sensitive to very small changes in the wave
period in case of regular waves. Similar type oscillations were also found
with irregular waves, with a narrow band spectrum around 10 secs. The absolute
magnitude of the amplifications, however, was smaller than the maximum found
with regular waves, but agreed weIl with the average of the regular wave results over an range of periods within the spectrum band (Fig. 5). Obviously a
similar variation with the wave period could be observed in the transfer
function of the (transverse) force (Fig. 6).
Another complication regarding the cofferdam loads showed up in the current
forces. Here vortex shedding resulted also in strong oscillatory forces. The
shedding of vortices at the lee of the cofferdam led to differences in the
current resistance between adjacent cofferdams, and as aresuit differences in
piezometric level. This gave rise to an oscillation of the water level in between the piers, that was in phase with the shedding frequency (Strouhal
frequency) of the vortices. If the current speed was varied, the Strouhal frequency was forced to remain constant, so the Strouhal number changed, until
the difference with the undisturbed Strouhal frequency became too large, and
a sudden transition to another mode of oscillation took place.
.
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As a consequence of both resonance phenomena described, particularly the
transverse forces appeared to be much larger than practically could be coped
with for the steel cofferdams. Also the local pressures on the sheet piles
became extremely large. Horeover, in the initial stage of the design, the
forces we re computed in a deterministic way, with a regular wave of a discrete period. This period was around 10 secs., so at the peak of the wave
force transfer function. But even in the case of irregular waves the forces
were still too high. The solution was initially sought in a coupling between
the cofferdams. Due to the phase differences, the total force would in that
case not be larger than the force on a single cofferdam.
Further evaluation showed that these couplings were a major drawback, both
technically and costwise. As in the meantime other practical disadvantages of
this design concept showed up as weil, a new design was worked out, which
finally resulted in the present monolithic pier design.
Neither the strong resonance type wave forces nor the current oscillations
were observed here. Clearly the very irregular shape of pier shaft and caisson,
which leads to a diffusion of vortex shedding and wave diffraction, is responsible for this.
In Figure 7 an example is shown of a comparison between the wave forces on the
steel cofferdam, and those on the monolithic pier.

3. RESEARCH STRATEGY FOR MONOLITHIC PIERS

Along the barrier a large variation of depths, wave directions, current speeds
and current directions exist. Testing all relevant combinations would practically be impossible. However, if linear superposition of wave- and current
forces would be possible, the testing programme could be reduced considerably.
Therefore, an assessment was made first of the magnitude of the non-linearities in the hydrodynamic forces. The wave force can be written as
F

wave

du
M·dt+D.!u!.U

An approximate computation showed that for the larger waves the non-linear
drag component is less than 10% of the inertia component and therefore negligible. This was sustained by preliminary tests where Fwave increased linearly
with the wave height, which is only possible if the force is inertia dominated
(Fig. 8). The relative unimportanc.e of the drag component also appears from a
comparison of experimental results with diffraction computations, where necessarily only the linear inertia term is taken into consideration.
Figure 9 gives an example of such a comparison.
In case of a combination of waves and current, the total force can be written
as
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From preliminary tests it appeared that the transverse wave force was at least
twice the current force, so
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Although it was realized that other interactions might exist, these possible
errors were so small, that sufficient confidence was obtained to proceed with
the tests, under the assumption that linear superposition would be possible.
Tests to verify this assumption were also started. The limited time available
did not allow that the verification tests were carried out before. However, if
it might turn out that interaction effects could not be neglected, it was
hoped that at least a better understanding was obtained, so one would still be
able to make reliable predictions for situations that were not tested.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1

Basic tests

Starting from the superposition principle, tests were run separately in a
current flume and in a wave basin, to determine bothcurrent and wave forces
for various pier situations and various boundary conditions.
In the current tests much attention was given to the reproduction of the natural turbulence of the flow, as it appeared that the turbulent fluctuations of
the forces were appreciable compared to the average values. In Figure 10 two
normalised turbulencespectra of the prototype and the model are shown, together with a part of the force recording. From the recordings the average
values and the standard deviations of the extremes were obtained.
The wave tests were done with irregular waves, af ter which by spectral analyses of wave- and force recordings the transfer functions were obtained. As a
check, a number of tests have also been run with regular waves (see Fig. 11).
To facilitate a bet ter interpolation between the tested conditions, wave force
computations were also carrier out by the N.S.M.B. with a diffraction program.
4.2

Verification

In addition to these basic tests, experiments were carried out to verify the
assumption regarding the interaction between waves and current. These tests
were carried out in a wave- and current flume of the Delft Hydraulics Laboratory. The flume has a width of 8 m. One test pier, and two dummy piers were
placed at an angle of 150 to both waves and current. The waves in this flume
are generated by an hydraulic wave generator, able to generate irregular waves
with an arbitrary wave energy spectrum. The test pier was connected to a dynamometer frame above the water, and a continuous signalof the force components
on the pier structure was obtained. The model was provided with a skirt around
the edge of the caisson. This skirt was just free from the bot tom of the flume.
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With this skirt, it was intended to reduce pressure gradients under the ca1Sson, by concentrating resistance under the skirts. The length scale of the
model was 1:70. The experimental set-up is shown in Figure 14.
The tests were carried out with two distinct different wave spectra, to check
the linearity, and to obtain information on the transfer function over a wide
range of frequencies (Fig. 12).
Spectral analyses of both force and wave recordings have been made. The transfer functions were determined by dividing the wave- and corresponding force
spectra.
Contrary to the positive expectations that were obtained aft er the assessment
of the order of magnitude of the non-linear terms, the test results revealed
that appreciable interaction effects did occur. The following conclusions were
derived:
- Especially for the torsion moment and transverse force, the fluctuating
part of the force is strongly influenced by the presence of a steady
current, as may appear from a comparison of the respective transfer functions (see for instance Fig. 13).
- The steady component of the total force (waves plus current) is much larger than the sum of the (average) current force, and average wave force.

I

In the next chapter these interaction effects will be discussed in more detail.
However, attempts to describe these interaction quantitatively failed.
Consequently the information from the basic tests only was not sufficient to
determine design forces, and additional experiments had to be carried out
under various combinations of waves and currents.
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Applied Experiments with both Waves and Current

The final tests with both waves and current, at mutually different angles of
incidence have been carried out in the wave- and current basin of the N.S.M.B.
at Wageningen at a length scale 1 :50. The wave basin has horizontal dimensions
of 40 x 60 m2 and is equiped with an electrically driven snake type wave generator, along one short and one long side. Currents can be generated across
the basin.

\

The generation of oblique waves with the snake type wave generator is restricted to monochromatic waves, since the obliquity with a certain setting
of the wave generator depends on the frequency, and irregular waves would
therefore become multidirectional. Regular waves with periods of 4, 6, 8, 10
and 12 secs. have been tested. The set-up of the model is shown in Figure 15.
At the bot tom, the model was sealed off, so no pressure penetration existed
under the model. The dynamometer was placed within the model, and connected
to the bottom of the basin.
From the large variety of pier situations and boundary conditions aselection
was made (see Fig . 16), which situations were tested with waves and current,
separately and in combination.
Both wave and for c e signals have been harmonically analysed to determine the
transfer factor for the periods tested. The force signals have been separated
into an average and a flu c tuating part.
A consequence of the testing with regular waves was that still linear transfer
functions had to be set up in order to determine the design forces in natural
irregular waves. An approach has been worked out where these transfer functions were multiplied by a correction factor (superposition factor) in those
cases where due to the addition of current the application of the linear
transfer function as such would not be justified.
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5. DISCUSSION OF SUPERPOSITION EFFECTS

,

In the sections 3 and 4 it has already been mentioned that the wave loads on
the piers vary almost linearly with the wave height. Also the transfer functions for the wave loads obtained from tests in two different irregular sea
states covering partly the same frequency range matched (see the Figs. 12 and
13). Figure 13 shows that the same matching is obtained when a steady current
is present.
However, the transfer functions of the wave loads are considerably different
for the situations with or without current. Also the mean forces and moments
measured in combinations of waves and current differ from the sum of the mean
loads in waves and current separately. (See also TabIe). Apparently, in this
case wave and current forces can not be superimposed due to various wavecurrent interactions.
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depth
(m)

current

37
37
25
25

1.7
1.7
1.7
2.21

transverse force with waves
transverse force
waves
force (kN)
without waves (kN)

(mis)

1500
1543
1260
1825

H
S
H
H
S
H
s

=
=
=
=

1757
1893
1583
2678

2.65 m
2.0 m T = 10
2.80 m
2.50 m

L'lF
%

17
23
26
47

The complex wave current interaction can be ascribed to the influence of current on the relationship between the length of waves and the frequency observed in an earth-bound system ofaxes (the frequency of encounter) and the
change of flow pattern and the eddy format ion around the pier when the current is combined with waves.
The effect of the changed relationship between wave length and wave frequency
(observed in an earth-bound system ofaxes) on the amplitude of the wave excited forces can be analysed by means of the formulation given by Inglis and
Price (Ref. 2) for the wave loads on a ship sailing with a constant forward
speed in head waves. This situation is analogous to the pier subjected to a
steady current speed Vc ' combined with waves in the direction of the current
with frequency w, observed in a system ofaxes moving with the current.
The amplitude of the wave excited forces:
F.
J

=-

in which
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n. (i
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+ ~ck = the frequency of encounter
amp11tude of velocity potentialof the incident waves
amplitude of velocity potentialof the waves reflected on the
pier.

W

The amplitude of the undisturbed pressure forces, the Froude-Krilov part of
the wave forces, is written as:
I, ... 6
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W
e
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From this formulation it appears that the amplitude of the Froude-Krilov part
of the wave forces does not depend on the current speed, which means that
this undisturbed pressure force is the same for situations with and without
current provided that waves of the same length are regarded.
The amplitude of the wave forces due to the diffracted wave can be written 1n
the following form:
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velocity potential for the pier oscillated in still water,
without current, with frequency w.
This formulation shows a complex influence of wave frequency, wave length and
current speed on the amplitude of the wave forces due to the diffracted wave.
3j

=

From the considerations above it can be concluded that the wave-current interaction due to a steady current can be eliminated for the Froude-Krilov part
of the wave loads by shifting the transfer functions obtained from tests in
combinations of waves and current to wave frequencies which result without
current in corresponding wave lengths (from w to w). However, when wave diffraction gives an important contribution to tfie wave loads this procedure will
no longer be reliable.
For the actual pier configurations as tested (see Fig. 16) interaction effects
caused by the change in wave length due to the disturbed flow field around the
pier are added to the phenomena outlined above for waves on a uniform current
field. This is illustrated by the sketch below
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At the left side flow acceleration occurs, whereas at the right side eddy
formation takes place, c ausing even areverse current along the pier. Since
the wave length is being described by
À

=

T (c + I1V)

it appears that waves of a certain period become longer when the current speed
in the direction of wave propagation increases or become shorter when the
current speed decreases. Due to this effect phase differences will be introduced between wave pressures at the left and the right side, which will influence the amplitudes of the oscillating wave loads in particular the transverse force and the torsion moment.
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In addition to the effect of current on the wave length one has to consider
that the presence of the current will affect the diffraction pattern of the
waves around a group of piers. This will result in a change of the mutual interaction between the piers. On the other hand the presence of waves may affect the flow around the pier and the eddy formation. These wave-current interactions will have consequences for the amplitude as weIl as the mean components of the wave and current loads.
It has been tried to describe the superposition effects resulting from wavecurrent interactions in a more quantitative way. However, the flow and the
wave pattern around the piers appeared to be too complicated for accurate
assessment of the forces.
6. APPROACH FOLLOWED TO ASSESS FINAL DESIGN FORCES
The actual force on the pier is a combination of a wave and a current force.
The period with maximum flood current is less than one hour before high water
when the wave conditions are maximum. Both maximum flood current and extreme
wave conditions can therefore be considered to occur simultaneously.
The more extreme wave conditions in the area are almost exclusively determined by the tidal elevation (astronomical tide plus storm surge), as the fore
shore acts as a filter for the higher waves generated in the North Sea (Fig.
17). The spectra are typically double-peaked, a swell peak determined by the
tide level and a peak associated with short wind waves generated by the local
wind (Fig. 18). For the spectral shape at various water levels and wind conditions a mathematical model has been developed. First for the final phase
loading conditions, and later for the construction phases as weIl. The current
speed on the other hand depends on the tidal difference between High- and Low
Water. This tidal difference is only weakly influenced by the actual H.W.
level, as the storm surges in the North Sea have generally a much longer period than the tidal wave. Consequently both waves and currents can be considered to be statistically independent.
As a basis for the design it was agreed that a probability of exceedance of
1% in 3 year (exposure time) could be accepted. As both the waves and the current are stochastic phenomena a joint distribution of significant waves
(spectra) and currents had to be made to determine the probability of exceedance of various force components.
The probabilistic approach as used for the final phase loadings was modified
to include the effect of the current as weIl. For each interval of significant
wave height and current speed from the joint probability distribution, the
load spectra were computed. The frequency distribution of the load amplitudes
for these spectra were obtained by assuming a Rayleigh distribution for the
individual force amplitudes. The force fluctuations due to the turbulent current fluctuations were added subsequently by adding the total energy of both
systems. The exceedance probability of a particular load finally followed from
integration of the exceedance probabilities for the various combinations over
the joint probability of significant waves and currents.
The whole set-up was complicated by the non-linear interaction effects, so the
probabilistic approach could not be followed straight forward. Instead corrections on both the wave and the current forces had to be made.
To start with, the wave forces in irregular waves with and without current
were computed for the 6 piers tested in regular waves and current. This was
done for a wave condition with a probability of exceedance of 1% in 3 years
(H = 3,4 m) and a spring tide current.
s
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This step was deemed necessary as the superposition effect varied with the
wave period, and in this way a weighted superposition factor was obtained for
the storm condition that contributes most to the final probability of 1% in
3 years of the design load. The weighted superposition factors varied between
land 1,38, where the factor for discrete wave periods could re ach a factor 2.
Although the interaction effects theoretically exclude the working with transfer functions, it was considered justified here, as the computed conditions
were within the range of the tested conditions.
The superposition factor thus obtained was applied to all combinations of the
joint wave-current probability diagram, which is probably conservative.
For the individual piers an interpolation between the tested piers was made.
The wave drift force measurements at various wave heights and current speeds
were fairly scattered. A linear increase with the wave height and aquadratic
one with the current speed was assumed to be most appropriate. These relationships were as good as any other. The increase of the current force due to the
waves thus obtained was applied both to the steady component and to the fluctuating part due to the current turbulence. Although this correction may be
fairly approximate and arbitrary, no attempt was made to obtain a bet ter approach, as in the meantime it was shown that the wave force was predominant 1n
the determination of the design loads, and correction on the current force
resulted is only marginal differences.
For the most critical pier for instance the design transverse force is 28.000
kN of which 22.500 kN is dynamic and 5.500 kN is static. The wave component
contributes for 95% to the dynamic force. The increase of the current force is
26% of the static force component, but only 5% of the total force.
LIST OF SYMBOLS
C
D

d
F
k
M
T

wave celerity
drag coefficient
water depth
force
wave number
inertia coefficient
wave period

t
u
Vc
x

z
w
p

time
orbi tal velocity
steady current velocity
hor. coordinate
vertical coordinate
wave frequency
specific density of water
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SYNOPSIS
For transportation and emplFl.c ement of 66 prefabricated concrete piers during
construction of a Storm Surge Barrier in the Oo sterchelde Estuary, a special
purpose lifting vessel and a related method of operation has been developed
and r.esie:ned.
Requirements with respect to acc eptable downtime and accurate positioning as
weIl as survival conditions on site necessit ated an extensive research
programme. Part of that prugramme ,was formed by a comprehensive and advanced
series of model tests with the lifting vessel.
The environmental boundary conditions for the design of both lifting vessel
and vessel ope rati ons are discussed and the scope and procedures of the model
te st programme are presented.
The paper is concluded with some hydrodynamic considerations with emphasis on
dynamic hois ting and bufferforces as weIl as mooring forces during storm
conditions, but also on the motions of the conc rete pier prior to installation on its foundat i on .
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Storm Surge Barrier in the Oostersehelde Estuary will comprise 66 prefabricated concrete piers. The-se piers are being built in a construction doek
located near one of the manmade islands forming part of the barrier.
The installation of the piers in situ required the development and design of
a special purpose lifting vessel and a related scheme of operations. Following
a brief description of these operations, a technical description of the vessel
and the basic design criteria are presented in chapter 2. In chapter 3 the
typical environmental conditions are discussed, which determined to a great
extent the design of both lifting vessel and envisaged vessel operations .
Despite extensive research efforts and many calculations on the basis of some
modeltests with a vessel of an earlier related design, the required accuracy
of positioning of a pier and the acceptable downtime in vessel operations of
the vessel necessitated a comprehensive and advanced series of modeltests.
The experimental testprogramme and the simulated environmental conditions are
presented in chapter 4. Also a summary of the applied probabilistic theory
is given there.
Chapter 5 concludes the paper with some considerations on typical hydrodynamic
aspects of the design of the lifting vessel. The motions, dynamie hoisting and
bufferforces as weIl as mooringforces during storm conditions are considered
and last but not least the motions of the pier prior to emplacement on the
seabed are discussed.

2 LIFTING VESSEL

2.1. Summary of operations
To achieve safe transportation and emplacement of each pier on its prepared
foundation, a number of standard operations have to be performed by the lifting vessel. In brief these are described hereafter.
Starting the operation cycle in the construct ion doek, the lifting vessel
manoeuvres by itself around one of the concrete piers with the aid of four
rudder propellers. Two connections are made to the pier by means of specially
designed hoisting equipment.
By tensioning the eight hoisting tackles the weight of the pier is gradually
transferred to the liiting vessel. The pier is lifted from the doekbottorn and
af ter reaching the required level it will be fixed between horizontál buffers
on main deck level of the liftir.g 'i€ssel. The barge is then ready to transport
the pier from the construction-dock through the channels of the Oostersehelde
to the site of the barrier. Before leaving the construction-dock the local
weathercentre is consulted to obtain the weather forecast and predicted seastate forthe next 12 hours. When the outlook is such, that design specifications for transportation and positioning are not likely to be exceeded, the
barge leaves the doek, assisted by tugs. By then a mooring pontoon is already moored at location. Upon arrival of the barge at location four mooring
ropes of the barge are paid out and connected to anchor piles. At low water,
just before the tide turns, the lifting vessel is manoeuvred to the mooring
pontoon with the aid of rudder propellers and winches and a connection with
the pontoonis made. The combination is then moored in a system of eight pretensioned wire ropes. In principle the positioning of the pier takes place on
the next low water turn. The transport buffers are then dismounted and the
pier is lowered to about one meter above its foundation on the seabed. A very
accurate position check is made and small corrections can still be effected
by operating the mooring system. Af ter emplacement the position and inclination of the pier are exactly measured. Only when the results of these measurements comply with the allowable tolerances, the hoisting gear is disconnected.
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If not, the pler lS lifted again and the operation is repeated at the next
ebb-tide. Af ter successful emplacement of a pier the lifting vessel returns
empty to the construction dock.

2.2 . Design aspects and basic design criteria
This very special lifting vessel has been designed by a working-group composed
of specialists of Dosbouw, the contractor, Rijkswaterstaat, public works department and "Bureau voor Scheepsbouw", Na",ral Archi tects and Marine Engineers.
To support the design and the study of the behaviour of the lifting vessel
with the pier in the envisaged seastates and currents of the Oosterschelde,
many modeltests in moored and transport conditions were conducted by the
Netherlands Ship Model Basin at Wageningen.
Th e following criteria governed the design of the vessel:
- Production.
In the overall-planning 66 piers will have to be instalIed ln less than 2
years with this lifting vessel only.
- Positioning accuracy.
The required accuracy of positioning the pler. has to be extremely high.
Horizontal accuracy 6.x = &:l = .:!:. 0.30 m.
Rotation around vertical axis 6. ~ = 0.007 rad. These values represent two
times the standard deviation assumlng normal distribution functions.
- Environment.
The typical environmental conditions in the Oosterschelde Estuary as described in chapter 3, especially those on currents and waves.
- The lifting weight of the concrete pier of about 9500 ton.
- The typical properties of the designed vessel influencing the behaviour of
the pler.
- The limits of present technology.
- Costs.
The design has to represent the optimum between functi onal requirements and
building costs, taking into account the limited time of operation of the
vessel.

2.3 . Technical description
The lifting vessel is basically a U-shaped pontoon. On top of the pontoon are
tW0 heavy boxgirder gantries pJaced, from which the hoisting gear, comprising
eight wire-rope tackles, is suspended . To serve manoeuvring in the construction-dock and as auxiliary propulsion power during mooring at the location of
emplacement, the lifting vessel is equipped with four rudder propellers of
about 1800 HP each . During transport the lifting vessel is assisted by tugs.
Four powerful winches enable the pontoon to be moored at location. These
winches are located on the closed stem of the pontoon. At the stern-side two
coupling devices are mounted for the connection with a mooring pontoon. The
bridge, located on top of the deckhouse, is extens ively provided with navigation and survey equipment.
The main particulars of the lifting vessel are as follows (see Figure 1):
- length overall
87 .25 m
- width
47.00 m
- depth
12.50 m
- total height
50.00 m
- draught without pier
6.50 m
- max. draught with pier at 11 m draught
10.00 m
9000 ton
- construct ion weight
lifting weight of pier
max. 9500 t
dry welght of pier
max. 18662 t~~
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3 ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
3.1. General information
The environmental conditions which are of importance for the design of the
lifting vessel and the mooring pontoon are:
- wind
- waves
- currents
- tide
- visibility.
The data on wind and visibility were provided by the KNMI (Royal Dutch
Meteorological Institute).
The hydraulic boundary conditions are discussed in general in ref. 1.
Only the items specific to the lifting vessel are presented hereafter. A
selection has been made emphasizing the data that are of special importance
for the modeltests and its results. The environmental conditions can be
grouped in two major categories:
- operational conditions
the ultimate conditions in the various phases of the installation cycle
of a pier in which the lifting vessel and the mooring pontoon have to be
able to perform their functions
- survival conditions
the ultimate condition which the lifting vessel and/or the moorlng pontoon
should be able to survive without considerable damage.
The whole process of determining the limiting operational and survival conditions was governed by the envisaged presence of a highly sophisticated
forecasting system for wind, sea and swell and also for eurrQn t . velocities
during the operational phases.

3.2. Wind-data
During the various critical handling phases, being the phases where the lifting vessel is manipulating the pier either in the building dock or at the
location of emplacement or during mooring operations, the working limit for
the wind velocity was set
at 10 m/sec. This limit is related to the working
limit for sea-waves being discussed later. During the various transport phases
the maximum allowable windvelocity is 15 m/sec. For the survival condition of
the combination lifting vessel/mooring pontoon a maximum wind velocity of
24 m/sec. should be taken into account.

3.3. Waves
The boundary conditions formed by waves are by far the most important for
the design of the lifting vessel, mooring pontoon and auxiliary equipment. In
discussing the wave data a division is made between sea and swell. Sea is generated by a local wind field, with most of the energy in the wave spectrum
concentrated around the shorter wave periods (2-6 sec.). Swell is mainly
formed by remains of wave fields generated under storm-conditions in other
parts of the North Sea. Here most of the wave-energy is concentrated in the
longer wave periods (6-10 sec. and higher, arbitrarily chosen for the area of
the Oosterschelde).
The presence of swell at the barrier location is strongly dep ende nt on the
water depth (ref. 1) and rather independent of local windfields. Since during
low water most of the swell energy is dissipated in the outer delta the low
water period is extremely suitable for the installation phase of the pier.
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The motions of the lifting vessel increase rapidly under the presence of waves
with periods between 6-10 sec. As a result most of the pier installation procedures are planned at low water. This will be discussed in more detail later.
The direct ion of the wave attack is of importance to the calcul ations of maximum load conditions as well as to the accuracy of positioning the pier. From
field observati ons it is known that seawaves can approach from southwest to
northwest, whereas swell approaches from the sector west to northwest. This
translates into a variation of wave direction of ~ 30 0 relative to the centreline of the lifting vessel. In the operational phases with the exception of
the critical positioning phase of the pier, the limiting sea state is defined
by:
H ' 0.75 m (H = significant wave height)
s
s
T = 4 sec. (T = average wave period)
Thi s limit is based on experience in simi lar operations and is determined by
the workability of the assisting smaller vessels, su eh as tugs and anchor
handling vessels, which guarantees an overall workability of at least 75%.
During the critical phase of installation of the pier on the foundation mattress more severe restrictions were put on the presence of wave energy. This
seemed necessary to achieve the required accuracy for the pier positioning.
Based on design-caleulations and th e results of a modeltest of a previous design (ref. 3) it was estimated that the required aceuracy would be met if:
H ~ 0.35 m
s
T = 4 sec. (see Fig. 2)
It was known that the positioning accuraey would be influenced mostly by
waves with a period higher than 6 sec. Therefore it was likely that the workability limit on waves could be raised to 0.75 m if the wave periods would
be under 6 sec. This was confi rmed by the results of the modeltests and the
workability limits were set t~:
H , 0.35 m with average wave period 6 sec.
s

H

s

~

0 .75 m wi th average wave period around 4 sec.

Finally, the ultimate survival condition was calculated based on a one percent
probability of exceedance during the construction period. This calculation
combined the probability of exceedance of wind velocity predictions with the
probability of presence at the location of the barrier without being able to
escape to a sheltered area, the " survival storm" was cal culated. The appropriate wave spectrum was derived with the mathematical model Filter and lS
defined by:
H = 1.70 m
s
T = 6 sec. (see Fig. 3)

3.4. Currents
With regard to currents the following aspects are of importance to the
various operations (see Fig. 4):
- extreme values of maximum current velocities
- the available time during turn of the tide with currents below a certain
limit
- macro turbulences.
The extreme current velocities are of importance for the determination of the
extreme loading conditions. The maximum current velocities were determined
with a probability of exceedance of about 10 to 15 times a year, which led
to the following values:
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- for transport conditions
- in anchored position
for survival conditions

1.7 m/sec.
1.9 m/sec.
2.0 m/sec.

The given current velocities are valid at 120 m distance fr om the dam axlS.
Not only the current velocity value is of importance, but also the current
direction. The variation of the current direction was determined as + 30 0
to the normal on the dam axis.
The time dependancy of the current velocity is of importance for the critical
phase of emplacement of the pier. Lowering of the pier may start when the
current velocities are below 1 m/sec. and the final positioning phase
lowering the pier over the last one meter when below 0.25 m/sec. The resulting
available time is of great influence on the design specifications for the
equipment of the lifting vessel and the planning aspects of the pier installation cycle.
The presence of macro turbulences in the Oosterschelde Estuary was known
through a limited number of field observations. It was calculated that these
macro-turbulences would to a great extent determine the current loads on the
pier and motions of the pier prior to emplacement, since the pier, hanging in
its hoisting cables, forms a pendulum. Rather small periodic forces could
cause oonsiderable movements of this pendulum system if the pier is excited
in its own periode Therefore great effort was put into a special series of
field observations.At six representative locations in the three closure
gaps of the Oosterschelde measurements have been made, most at mean tide and
some as a check at spring tide (see Fig. 5). The velocity signals were recorded on magnetic tape and analysed afterwards with a two-channel analyser.
Power spectral density functions, coherence functions and cross spectra density functions were determined (see Fig. 6 and 7). General conclusions could be
drawn because of the great number of successfully recorded signaIs, which
showed a reasonably similar pattern. The turbulence was found to be of a
three-dimensional character with a fairly high intensity. The relative turbulence intensity, defined as the standard deviationdivided by the average value,
in some places near the bottom reached twenty percent.No correlation was
found between the velocity variations in three points in one vertical. At one
location two verticals at about 20 m distance, consisting of three measuring
points each, were simultaneously measured to find not only the correlation
over the vertical, but also in horizontal direction.
Here too, no correlation was found, which means that the vortices must have
dimensions much smaller than the pier dimensions. It was therefore concluded
that the existing turbulence phenomena would hardly affect the horizontal
movements of the pier hangingin its lowest position before touching the
foundation.
Apart from this conclusion many valuable results were obtained from this
turbulence measurement campaign which are presented in ref. 2.
The data on currents were derived from many field measurements by Rijkswaterstaat Delta Dienst Zierikzee and from two large scale models that were built
at the Delft Hydraulic Laboratory at "De Voorst".

3.5. Tide
In this context the vertical tide is of importance for the waterdepths that
have to be taken into account for the design of the lifting vessel. The
deepest foundation level is at NAP -30 m, and the highest foundation level
at NAP -21.5 m. The maximum waterdepth will occur if a pier is installed
at high water on the deepest foundation. As aresult the maximum waterdepth
to be taken into account for the design is 32 m, the minimum waterdepth
being 18.5 m. The minimum waterdepth encountered during transport is
13 m at low water.
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3.6. Visib ility
A moder ate visib ility of 500 m is requi red durin g trans
port phase s and
durin g posit ionin g of the pier on the closu re gap .
The posit ion fixing durin g empla cemen t of the pier
is based on optic al lnstrum ents. In these phase s a visib ility of 100 m is
requi red, which is
also appli cable when opera ting in the build ing-d ock.

4 EXPERIMENTAL MODELTEST PRO GRAMME
4.1. Scope of mode ltests and proce dures
Despi te exter sive resea rch effor ts and many calcu lation
s on the basis of
some mode ltests with a vesse l of an early relate d desig
n, the requi red accuracy of positi oning of a pier, the accep table downt ime
in vesse l opera tions
neces sitate d a compr ehens ive and advan ced serie s of
mode ltests . The resul ts
of earli er mode ltest progra mmes made it possi ble to
limit the numbe r of
situa tions to be inves tigate d. Af ter an ample consi
derat ion it was decid ed
to execu te the test progra mme with the liftin g vesse
l at the locat ion of
the dam axis. A serie s of mode ltests was plann ed with
the aim to acqui re
the follow ing inform ation:
- Dynam ic and static loads in the diffe rent parts of
the liftin g vesse l,
such as the moori ng lines , the hoist ing tackl es , the
conne ction with the
moori ng ponto on and the horizont~l trans port buffe rs,
under the speci fied
survi val condi tions .
The posit ionin g accur acy of the pler on the found ation.
- Towin g resist ance as a funct ion of the angle with
the centr eline , the
water depth and the draug ht of the vesse l.
The test progra mme was divid ed in two main parts :
- trial s ln the survi val circum stance s
trial s ln the worki ng condi tions , espec ially for the
accur ate posit ionin g.
For an impre ssion of the test set-up of the model confi
gurat ion of the
liftin g vesse l and moori ng ponto on, see Fig. 8.
4 . 2 . Simul ated e nviron ment al condi tions
Only the condi tions of curre nts and waves as discu ssed
in chapt er 3 were
repre sente d in the model . The model scale was chose n
as 1 : 27. With a maximum water depth in the tank of 1 m, this resul t ed in
a reaso nable repre senta tive value of 27 m for the proto type situa tion.
A choic e had to be made on the dir e ct ion of waves and
curre nt .
From previo us model tests i t could be deri ved that waves
appro achin g from 330 o
(see Fig. 9) would lead to maximum force s in the total
system and to maximum
horiz ontal motio ns on the lower ed pi er.
- Waves :
Tiië-ä tt empt was made to recon struc t th e given wave
spect ra as good as possible . In the Figur es 11 and 12 th e resul ts of the
chose n adjus tment of the
wave gener ator ar e given for the storm spectr um and
some opera tiona l
spect ra. The doubl e- top chara cteris tic of the actua
l storm spectr um could
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not be fully reproduced by the machine. This was due to the high current
velocity of 2 m/sec. which wiped out all the waves with short periods. The
required significant wave height was 1.70 m, the obtained value was 1.44 m.
This was not further corrected. The reconstruction of the shape of the required spectrum was considered to be more important than the reconstruction
of the total energy, because the omissing part of the energy was related to
waves with short periods for which the response of the vessel was expected
to be very small.
- Currents:
Thë-sürvival test was carried out with aflood current, all the positioning
tests were performed with an ebb current. Extensive test measurements were
done to check whether the current velocities in the tank were representative
for the actual velocities in nature and full scale. The results were quite
satisfactory. In Fig. 10 a current pattern is given for an ebb
current of 0.5 m/sec. during the final stage of emplacement of the pier.
- Macro turbulences:
Jüst-berore-the-modeltests, more results of field measurements abouttheturbu.lence were available. Tn the modeltank turbulence measurements were carried
out for correlation purposes. Fig. 13 shows the measured points, which
were located at the same vertical distances as in the field measurements.
Fig. 14 shows the comparison of the turbulence spectrum for prototype and
model conditions. The energy in the frequency band larger than 0.017 Hz
(periods smaller than 60 sec.) in prototype is larger than in the model.
Therefore the relative turbulence intensity in prototype, r = 11%, is
larger than the value in the modeltank, r = 8.4%. The natural frequency of
the motion of the pier,however,was calculated to be between 20 - 30 sec.
From this it was concluded that the turbulence intensity in the modeltank
could be taken as representative for the turbulence intensity in prototype.
The correlation in the modeltank between the turbulences in the various
points in vertical and horizontal way were calculated (see fig. 15).
Here also no correlation was found, thus meaning that also the turbulence
phenomena in the modeltank was of a 3-dimensional character with relatively
small size of vortices and that it would introduce only a negligible variation of current forces on the pier (pendulum) during lowering. Considering
these points the design team concluded that no extra modeltests would be
needed to further investigat~ the influence of turbulence on the positioning
accuracy of the pier (expected to be negligibleJ.
The hydraulic conditions were adjusted in the absence of both vessel and
pier and checked during the actual modeltests. For the current no problems
were encountered. The actual wave spectra during the modeltests, however,
were in some cases rather disturbed by reflections from the piers and the
lifting vessel. No serious consequences were attached to this fact, since
the transfer functions that were derived were related to the wave spectra
under undisturbed conditions.
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4.3.

The applied probabilistic theory

The tests were carried out in irregular waves in combination with current.
The adjusted energy distributions of the irregular waves should correspond to
the request ed spectral density functions. Assuming that t he wave elevation lS
a random variabIe with a Gaussian distribution and a narrow band energy
spectrum, one mayalso assume, if linearity will be valid, that the same
holds true for the measured signals of th e tested system. Consequently, the
normal distribution is valid for the elevations and the Rayleigh distribution
holds true for the amplitudes of the elevations. In that case it will be possible to predict maximum values of motions and dynamic forces for any arbitrary chosen wave sp ec trum and for any assumed number of oscillations (duration in time) by using the response functions and the calculation method
descr1bed below. The response functions or operators can be derived from
the modeltests by areverse calculation procedure.
The duration of a test corresponded t o 1800 sec. for prototype. In that period
of time a sufficient number of high frequency oscillations occur in order to
judge the statistical prop ert ies of the measured signaIs. Therefore, on the
digitized signals the standard NSMB statistical analysis program was applied,
giving all the statistical quantities.
Espec i a lly for this test programne a computer program was coupled to the
standard statistical analysis program delivering computer plots of the spectral density function and the amplitude response operator of each signal.
The method to calculate the spectral den si ty function S (w) was according the
correlation-method ( Blackman and TUkey-method).
u
The principl e of the calculation lS as fo l lows:
If u(t) represe nts the measured signal as a function o f time, the autocorrelation function R (T) is determin ed by:
u

R (T)
u

=

. {1- . f
llm
T-+<x>T 0

T

u( t) . u( t+T) . dt}

ln which:
T

T
I

I
\

I
I
\

=
=

time l ag
duration of the r egi stration

The spectral density function S (~) lS obtained by Fourier transformation of
R (T), thus:
u
u

S (w)

u

= ~ foo
TI

R (T)

0

. e - iWT . dT

U

In digitized form t he realisation of the random process will be
{u l' u 2 ' .•....••. u N}·
With a sample time 6t (sec) the number of samples will be N. The auto-correlation function will be estimated according t~:

\

1
R. = ---N.
J

N-j

r

-J k=1

uk' u k + ·
J

(j = 0,1 ,2, ... m)

and the approximation of the sp ectral density will be:
S
d

6t
= -TI

[

R + 2
0
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L
J=l
•

(d

= 0,1,2, ... m)
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The number of time lags or spectral lines m in the auto-correlation function
and the spectrum was chosen to be m = 90. The sample time ~t amounts to
0.4157 sec. for prototype. Using m spectral lines and a sample time ~t. Sd
will be calculated for the frequencies 0 __TI__
~
TI
, m. ~t ' m. ~t ' ... ... ~t .
in which TI is called the Nyquist-frequency being the maximum observed fre~t
quency.
In order to apply spectral technique for probabilistic theory,linearity should
be checked for the input-output relation. For this purpose the coherence
function should be applied, for instance:
2

\Suç(w)\2
Su(W).Sç(W)

Yuç(W)

=

ç(t)
u(t)
Suç(W)

= the disturbed wave at the measuring location
= the measured signal
= cross spectral density function of the signals
.

.

2

If the system lS llnear the coherence functlon Y
uç

=

ç and u.

1.

When by means of the cross spectral density function also the phase response
i s determined, the complete informat ion on the response characteristic of
the signal is known.
The amplitude response operator is calculated by dividing the spectrum of
the measured signal by the undisturbed incident wave spectrum and taking
the square root:
u
Ça

(W)

~
= V~

a
ç
Based on the proven linearity and the available amplitude response operator
the following properties of the considered signal u for an arbitrary wave
spectrum Sç(W) can be determined:

- the standard deviation:
cr

=

u

m

ou

- the significant amplitude:
ua 1/3

=

2.

/iiÇu

- the expected maximum value ua max as a function of the number of wave
oscillations N (= duration of the registration)
o

u

a max

u
1/3
= _a
__

{2

1

1

. {(In N )2 + 0.29 . (ln N )- 2 }
0

0

For more details on linear and non-linear mooring systems, see ref. 4.
All the calculations mentioned were carried out on the NSMB eDe cyber
175-computer.
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4.4. Experimental reguirements and procedures
Because small values of the mot ions were expected, while als o the requested
positioning tol erances were r elatively small, a high degree of accuracy of
the measurements was required. The ccuracy depends on both the scale factor
and the measuring equipment.
Scale factor
Ovër-thë-äxls of the barrier the installation depth varies . The maximum lnstallation depth amounts to 32 m water depth. Because the maximum water depth
in the wave and current basin amounts to 1 mand the tested water depth was
chosen to "be 27 m, the scale factor for the largest model possible was 1 to
27 . Moreover, at a larger scale the limits were reached to generate the waves
with the r e quired small wave periods (3.15 sec. on full scale ~ 0.6 sec. on
model scale) and the high current velocity (2 m/sec.~0.385 m/secJ.
Instrumentation
Tü-Incrëäsë-thë accuracy all the signals were directly measured. For the
measurements of motions use was made of an electronic light source tracking
device, laser beams and sensitive potentiometers having a high degree of
accuracy. The forces were measured by means of strain-gauge transducers.
:r~§.:L12rQS:~s!!:!!:~§

Af ter each test instantaneous data reduction of the main statist ical quantities of all measured signals was requested in order to evaluate the results
before the next test would be started. This request was nec e ssary in order
to be able:
- to check the results of the measured data with the data derived from
estimates made during the design peri od
- to adapt instantaneously the system if unexpected values occurred; e.g.
with regard to spring constants and pre-tension or to change the hydraulic boundary conditions and to avoid planned but no longer useful
tests, saving time and money.
For this purpose the wave and current laboratory has been equi pped with a
PDP-11 computer . By means of this computer the simultaneously recorded great
amount of signals was processed within a few minutes af ter the end of the
tests, giving the mean value, standard deviat i on, maximum and minimum value
of each signal .
The full statistical analysis, plots of the spectra and th e amplitude response
functions of all the signals ( 20- 3 1 signals per t e st) were available within
24 hours.

5 EVALUATION OF SOME MODEL TESTS

5.1. General
From a hydrodynamic point of view, some interesting aspects on the ship
motions are deal t with and the r elated dynamic hoisting and buffer forces
will be discussed.
In the storm wave spectrum the dynamic horizontal motions are relatively
small, due to the r elatively stiff mooring system. It will be explained that
the stiffness of the mooring system has a great influence on the so called
"low-frequency" motions with periods equal to the eigen or resonance periods
of the mooring syst em.
In the period between the berthing phase and the installation phase th e
combination lifting vessel/mooring pon toon lies permanently mo ored during
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one full tidal cycle at least. During this period the maximum flood and ebb
current will pass the combination. Some considerations will be given on the
current loads.
In the performance of the lifting vessel the last phase is of extreme importance: the installation phase. The motions of the pier due to waves and
current will considerably affect the ultimate accuracy of positioning
the pler.
All data used ln this section are derived from ref.

5

and

6.

I

i

5.2. Storm condition
Ship motions and the dynamic hoisting and buffer forces.
In Figure 16 the measured and the calculated amplitude response operators for
the surge, heave and pitch motions of the pier lifting vessel are shown. The
wave direct ion and the point at which the linear motions were measured are
indicated in Figure 17. For the calculated response functions use was made
of the NSMB-wave diffraction program, which is based on the three-dimensional
source technique. The plane facet element schematisation of the under water
huIl as shown in Figure 17 was used for the calculations. In this section some
considerations will be given on the amplitude response operator of the pitch
motion as is shown in Figure 18.
Studying the amplitude response operator, it will be obvious that the frequency at which the pitch response becomes maximal does not correspond to the
natural pitch frequency, respectively W = 0.72 rad/sec. and W = 0.82 rad/sec.
It must be noted that the amplitude response function at each frequency will
be determined by the wave excited moment, the restoring moment, the virtual
mass and the damping.
An instructive example is given in Figure 19. In this figure the components
are shown, which determine the amplitude response function of the uncoupled
pi tch motion of the lifting vessel. Figure ® represents the wave exci ted
moment on the lifting vessel per unit wave amplitude. FigureQDgives the
pitch motion of the system per unit wave excited moment according:

=

{(c_J.w2 )2+ b2.w2}~

ln which:
c = restoring moment
J = virtual moment of inertia
= moment of inertia of the lifting vessel + pier + added inertia
b = moment of potential damping
At the calculated natural pitch frequency W = 0.95 rad/sec. the value e /M
.
0
.
.
a a
reaches the maxlmum value. However, the wave exclted moment per unlt wave
amplitude rapidly decreases around the natural pitch frequency resulting in a
relatively low value of the amplitude response function at the natural pitch
frequency (Figure ~).
In storm condition the pier is horizontally clamped to the vessel by means
of a stiff buffer system situated at deck level (two longitudinal and four
transverse buffers) and vertically held in position by means of the hoisting
equipment. From the response functions given in Figure 18 it seems to be that
both the dynamic forces in the hoisting wires and in the longitudinal horizontal buffers are mostly determined by the pitch motion of the lifting vessel.
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As an example the force in a longitudinal buffer can be formul ated as fol lows:
Fb(W)
l n whi ch:
m
F(ë)
F(hy)

=

2

1

;12 mgSa·s i n(wt+E Sç )+ ;2mw xa

= mass of the pier
= force on the buffer
= force on the buffer

.

sin(wt+E )+ F( S )+ F( hy)
xç

due to the rotational i nert ia of the pier
due to the hydrodynamic pressures on the pier

Considering the weight- pitch component and the inertia force in surge direc tion 9nly and using the amplitude response operator s given i n Figure 16, the
following values will be determined:
Rad/sec.

Buffer force calcul ated due to pitch and surge

276 - 166 = 109 ton
374 - 84 = 290 ton

0.5
0.72
1.0

66 -

0

= 66

ton

Measured

80 ton
225 ton
20 ton

' - --

These results indicate that the weight - pi tch component will have a domi nant
influence on the buffer forces at deck level .
Originally the upper side of the pier was guided by a complex structure with
rol l ers and buffers travelling along vertical guides connected to the l egs
of both f i xed gantr i es of the vessel . However, after the first test seri es,
it became clear that this guiding system did not correspond to the expected
functioning. The buf f er forces were much small er t han t he ori ginal est i mates.
This can probabl y be explained by a dominant effect of the we i ght - roll/sway
component resulting also in synchronical roll/sway mot i ons of l ifting vessel
and p i er while further it wi l l be clear that relat i ve rOl l/sway motions between pier and lifting vessel are very heavily damped. Therefore dur ing t h e
t est progr amme it was decided to r emove the above ment i oned gui di ng syst em.

~~g~ !S _ ~gSh2~!gg _f2 ~ S~§:

The combination of the pier lifting vessel/mooring pontoon moored at the site
shoul d be able to withstand s t or m condi t i ons. The mooring syst em consi st s
of 8 linear mooring l i nes. The anchor pattern and the direct i on of the current and waves applied during the storm condition are indicated in Figure 20.
The velocity of the f l ood current amounts to 2.0 m/sec.while the signi fi cant
wave height of the storm spectrum will b e 1.70 m. An example of the reg i stration of t he mooring line force in AK 7 during storm c ondi tion is shown in
Figure 21. As can be seen from this figure the moori ng line force cons i sts of
a constant part and an oscillatingpart. The constant part can be divided in
the pre- tension, the current force and t h e mean wave drift force . The oscillating pa rt consists of a super position of l ow and high frequency component&
With regard to the total steady force, the h i gh f requency and the l ow fr equency part s of the f orce i n t h e moori ng l i ne are small . I n re spect to these
oscil lat i ng moori ng forces some theoretical cons i der ations will be gi ven . For
thi s moori ng system approximated cal cul at ions ort t he hi gh and l ow fr e~uency
mooring l i ne forces in the stor m wave spe ct r um häve been carri ed out, as suming
0
a wave directi on approachi ng f r om 360 (ast ern ). It i s ass umed t h at t he e quati -m of mot ion f or the l ow f r equency s urge motion has the following f or m:

Mx

x+

bx + cx

= F(t)

( 1)

where :
M

x

b

c

= virtual mass for surge
= damping coefficient
= restoring coefficient

motions
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F(t)
x

= low frequency
= surge mot ion

surge wave drifting force

If the surge force consists of a mean part F and a low frequency oscillatory
part F(t), then the mean surge motion follows from:
x

where:
F

x

= mean
= mean

I

F

=-

I

( 2)

c

1

Ii

surge force
surge displacement

l

r

The mean surge force F is determined by the spectral density Sç(W) of the
waves and the mean wave drifting force transfer function:

F =2

of00

Sç(w) .{

F2 (w) } . dw

Ça

Since the equation of motion (1) is linear, the low frequency surge motions
may be determined in the frequency domain. The root mean square value of the
low frequency surge mot ion a , follows from:
x

I

( 4)

spectral density of the low frequency surge force
response function of the surge motion to the low frequency surge
force
=

For systems which have a low damping, the response at the natural frequency
~
will dominate. In such cases equation (4) becomes:
e
00
xa
2
( 6)
~ SF(~e) . of {F (~)} . d~
a
which, taking equation (5) into account, becomes:

a!

a~ ~ 2 .~.C
where:
~e

.

= natural

=R

SF(~e)
frequency of the surge motion (in rad/sec )

spectral density of the low frequency surge force at frequency

~

e

( 8)

where:
F

ç2

(w+~ /2) = mean surge drifting force response function
e

a

It must be noted that the spectral analysis performed on the measur ed mooring
force AK7 and present ed in Figure 22 justifi es the approximation of equation
(6) . Equat ion (8) was deduced in ref. (7).
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In Fi gure 23 th e mean sur ge dr ifti ng fo r ce response fu nction and the ampl i t ude
response function of the surge motion at the location of the attachment poi nt
of AK7 a r e presented . The response functions were determined by means of the
comb i ned NSMB wave diffraction- mean wave drift force computer program .
The theoretica1 and measured storm wave spectra (see Figure 11 ) were applied
to equat i on (3) and (7), whi1e further the fo1lowing data were used for the
calculations:
c = 157 . 07 ton /m
X
b = 40.92 ton. sec /m , der ived from model extinction test
X
T
32 . 2 sec , so ~ = 0 .1 95 rad / sec .
x
e
The r esu1 ts for the sternwave direction wi11 be:
Measured wave spectrum

-

Theoret i ca1 wave spectr um

F

3.5 ton

6 . 0 ton

a x high freq.

0. 167 m

0 . 130 m

0. 082 m

o. 114

a x l ow f r eq .
- -- - ---------- ----.------

m

For the ca1 culation of t he root - mean squ are va1ue of the high fre quency surge
motion, see section 4. 3 .
The spring constant of AK7 amounts to 50.8 tOL/m , whi1e the ang1e between the
1 i ne and the 10ngi tudinal centre plane ofthe vessel corresponds to 15 degr .
The 10w and high frequency standard dev i ations of the mooring force in AK7
can be ca1 cu1ated as follows :
Measured wave spectrum
oF high freq.
oF 10w freq.

Theoretica1 wave spectrum

8 .1 9 ton

6.38 ton

4.02 ton

5.59 ton

These resu1ts show that the 10w frequency standard deviation is 1arger in t he
theoretica1 spectrum than in the measured one . This is due to the h igh fre qu e ncy par t of t he t heoret i ca1 wave spe ct r um . The l ow f r eque ncy component o f the
mooring force is relative1y 10w . This is main1y due to the stiff moor ing
system. Considering equation (7) at that high natural surge frequency , t he
spectra1 density of the 10w frequency surge force is re1ative1y sma11, whi1e
the damping is high resu1ting in sma11 10w frequency motions and mooringforc e s.
According to Figure 22 the tota1 energy of the mooring force can be written as:
!TL.
- m
+ !TL.
Yot - Foh
Yo1
ln wh i ch:
m
= tot al energy of force F
Fot
!TL.
= high frequency part of th e spectrum
Yoh
!TL.
= 10w frequency part of the spectrum
Yo1
The high and low frequency spectra can be considered as narrow band spectra.
The standard deviation of the se spectra can be determined:
and
or
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The result of the calculated standard deviation of the mooring line force
AK7 for the wave direct ion of 360 degr and the measured standard deviation of
the force in that line for 330 degr are given below:
Standard deviat i on
mooring force AK7

Measured wave spectrum

Theoretical wave spectrum

Ot calculated
(wave direction 360

0

Ot measured
0
(wave direct ion 330

)

9 . 12 ton

8.48 ton

)

8.06 ton

-

!

From this result it can be conc luded that the mooring force AK7 will be
slightly higher in head waves.
5.3. Current forces on the moored combination lifting vessel/mooring pontoon
Inthe period between the berthing phase and t he installation phase the combination l ifting vessel/mooring pontoon should be permanently moored during
one full tidal cycle at least. During that period of time the top of the
f lood and ebb current will pass the combination.
In Figure 24 the loads for a current veloc ity of 2 m~ec .on the lift i ng vessel
and on the comb inat ion lifting vessel/mooring pontoon are presented as
functions of the current angles relative to the x- axis and the waterdepth. All
results are val id for the pier in the transport condition. Due to the a symmetric longitudinal configuration and the horse-shoe type pontoon with the
pier in between the current loads curves i n x, y and N di r ections seem to
deviate significantly from current l oads on single ship forms (see ref. 8).
However, the current loads on ships moored side by side (see ref. 9) show a
better agreement with the results of this test series.
By means of the current loads the mean forces in the moor ing lines of the
anchor pattern can be determined via the displacement method. The displacements can be formulated according t~:
C

xy

C

yy

C1jJy

in which the current loads, the spring constant matrix due to the lin ear anchoring system and the coupling system vessel/pontoon and the displacements
are defined to the origin of the system of co- ordinates as is shown in Fig.24.
Bymeans of the NSMB displacement/mooring l ine force program for the anchor
pattern of the combination as g i ven in Figure 20 , the mooring line forces were
calculat ed. · Withth e current at an angle of attack of 330 degr. and a velocity
of 2 m/sèc~ the following forces were achieved, using the data givenin Fig.24 .
.

Anchor line
number
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
' " - --
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Calcul ated force
in ton
+ 22
- 12
- 21
- 38
- 14
+ 24
+ 38
+ 34

_-

-

•• 0 -

. _

• ••

• " •

--

Measured mean mooring line force
during storm condition in ton

+ 26
+ 40
+ 40

I

These loads are to be considered as a significant part of the total load on
the winches.
5.4. Installation phas e: mot ions o f the pler ln the lowest position
During this phase the lowering procedure will be stopped when the underside of
the pier foot slab reaches a l evel at 1. 0 m above th e foundation. Then the
pier can be brought into the correct mean position. The position will be adjusted by changing the position of the lifting vessel by means of its winches.
During this period of time extreme attention has to be paid to the behaviour
of lifting vessel/mooring pontoon with the pier in the lowest position (see
Figure 25). In order to determine the motions of the pier accurate measurementswere carried out on the linear motions at the corner points of the footslab. These measurements were performed in both a swell and in a sea wave
spectrum in combination with an ebb current velocity of 0.5 m/sec.
In Figure 26 the results of the mean and dynamic displac ements and the dis placements ~fter the set-down are presented. The results show that the dynamic motions of the footslab in the heavy sea wave spectrum are small. In the
swell spectrum, however, the motions are relatively large. For a better
understanding of this behaviour an additional analysis on the dynamic
motions of the pier in the pwell spectrum has been performed. Ta this purpose the coherence function and the phase relation of the measured swaymotions at the corner pointswer~ determined and presented in Figure 27. From
these results it can be seen that in the frequency range 0.3<w<0.6 rad/sec.
the motion is dominated by pure yaw motion of the pier. The natural frequency
of the yaw motion of the pier while t he lifting vessel was in a restrained
position amounts to 0 . 43 rad/sec. The coherence function, the phase relation
and the enhanceme nt of the amplitude response operators of the sway motions
Yl(P) and Y2(P) and the yaw motion (see Figures 28 and 29) clearly indicate
that the natural frequ ency of the yaw moti on is the main reason for the large
motions of the pier in the swell spectrum.
It may be noted that the expected accuracy of positioning the piers will be
somewhat l ess favourable than the ab ove mentioned values due to a limited
accuracy of the full scale measuring system and because certain operational
(mooring winches) and manoeuvring deviations cannot be avoided.
In order to understand fully the motions of the pier, especially for the long
wave components ,i n fact the total threedegrees of freedom mass-spring- system,
being the system consisting of the mooring pontoon, the lifting vessel and
the pier should be considered. This complicated system can be simplified by a
two degree of fre e dom mass-spring system,being the lifting vessel and the
pier only.
The motions of two bodies can be described by Newton's law:
6
. I M ~ 1)
y.= F ( 1 )
k
J= 1 kJ
J
for k = 1 .... 6
6
F(
2)
l: Mk~2)
z.=
k
J
j=1
ln which M \ 1 ) = the inertia matrix of body I, being the lifting vessel
kJ
= motions of body I in the j-mode
= total external force in the k- mode on body I
, Zj and

F~2)

are the corresponding var iables for body 11, the
pler

,
I
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For harmonic motions in waves, the wave forces and the hydrodynamic reaction
forces can be formulated separately. The equations of motion then become:

~

j~l

J

[ {_w 2 (M (. 1 ) + a (. 1)) _ 1· w Ob (. 1 ) +c (. 1) }-y .
{ 2d (1) .
( 1 ) }-X (1)
kJ
kJ
kJ
kJ
J + -w kj - 1wekj
Zj = Wk

~ [{_W2 (M ~2)+

j =1

kJ

a

~2))

kJ

_ iw b

~2)+c ~2)f~.

kJ

kJ

J

+

{_w2<\~2)_
J

iwe

~2)}Y.J= ~2)

kJ

J

for k = 1 .... 6
In these equations, a and bare added mass and damping coefficients, c is the
hydrostatic restoring coefficient, d and e are in-phase and out -of-phase hydrodynamic interaction coefficients, and X is the wave load. The affix (1)
w
or (2) serves to identify the bodies, while the subscripts k and j denote the
modes of motion, in such a way that a double subscript kj refers to a force
in the k-mode due to a motion in the j-mode.
A bar above a variabIe means (complex) amplitude. The coefficients a and b
define hyd:codynamic reaction forces on a body due to motions of that same
body, whereas d and edefine similar forces that are a result of the motions
of the neighbour. Due to a symmetrics in the system the full matrices of coefficients have to be determined. Even this two degree of freedom mass-spr1ng
system is complicated and difficult to analyse.
At this moment further studies are underway to predict the trends of the
motions of the piers, of which the particulars slightly deviate from the pier
tested during the above mentioned program.
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SYNOPSIS
The design of the storm surge barrier in the Oos terschelde was also influenced by the factor: sediment movement of fine sand (mean grainsize
approx. 0,2 mm).
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Part of the foundation-bed of the piers and part of the layers of the sill
have to be constructed in trenches dredged across the riverbed in all gaps.
Siltation in these trenches during the construction may lead to the formation
of sandlayers, which may be wash e d out at extreme stormsurge conditions due
to the very high pressure gradients over the foundation, when gates of the
barrier are closed. If the sand is washed out unequal settiements may occur
which will affect the stability of the barrier.
The aim of the present study was to determine the rate of siltation during
the successi v e stage s of construction, e spe cially during v e r y short time
periods (hours) in relation with the d e sign and the construction method of
the barrier. For this purpose mathemati c al mode ls wer e developed.
The models we r e calibrated upon result s of measurements in trial tre nches
dredged at the site.
From the calculation with the se modei s , it wa s concluded that the siltation
rate in the trench e s will b e very high even if short periods are considered.
This lead to an adaptation of the con s truction scheme: so that as many
layers of the foundation-b e d as possibl e are cons tructed in one run. The
sandlayers s edimentated in the interval between two runs have to be removed.
The period between the removement of the sediment and the next run must be
kept very s hort, less than some hours. To thi s e nd special equipment had to
be dev eloped.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The bed of the Oosterschelde consists mainly of fine sand with a mean grain
diameter of approximately 0,2 mmo Because of the tidal flow this sand is
transported back and forth through the mouth of the Oosterschelde, mostly
as suspended load. This sediment movement has played an important role in
the design of the barrier and the construction method.
During the feasibility study special attent ion was already paid to the fact
that sand would settie in the foundation layers. Because of siltation
problems, the initial idea to build sluice caissons on a sill on the sea-bed
was abandoned. With the present design the sand transport may lead to
problems too.
A number of piers will be placed in trenches, which will be dredged perpendicularly on the streamchannels in the three closure gaps. This is shown in
figure 1 for the closure gap the Roompot.
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Figure 1.

Part of the foundation on which the piers will rest and also part of the
sill will be built in these trenches. The construction of both the foundation and of the sill will take a while, in fact more than a year. Be tween
the consecutive building stages some time may elapse, and during this period
siltation will occur in the trenches. This siltation can have an adverse
effect on the various building activities. This negative effect can be so
great that various parts of the structure will not me e t the required demands .
The siltation interferes with the grouting under the bas e of the pi e r, which
action is necessary to create a bearing surface for the pier. The stability
of the piers will also be negati v ely affected b y siltation, espe cially if
the sand is loosely compacted. Siltation during the construction period of
the foundation and the sill causes the formation of sandlenses. If the sand
would be washed out due to an extreme pressure gradient, which could happen
during storm surge conditions when the barrier is closed, additional deformations of the structure would occur.
The rate of siltation will determine the measure of actions that will have
to be taken. One thing that could be done is cleaning the current construction site before dumping a new layer or before positioning the piers. It
would also be possible to adjust the geometry of the trenches in such a way
that siltation on the construction would be reduced to the most narrow
limits. This shows that the degree of siltation must be accurately established.
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2. LAY OUT OF THE RESEARCH

The degree of siltation per construction stage depends on the duration of
the stage, on the supply of sediment, on the hydraulic conditions (wave
action and flow) and on the shape and size of the trench. These factors vary
along the alignment and in the time as a function of the order of positioning
the pi ers and the duration of the various building activities.
In order to make as accurate a prognosis as possible regarding the long and
short term siltations a calculation method should be available to determine
the rate of siltation as function of the above mentioned parameters. A mathematical model (developed by the Delft Hydraulics Laboratory (lit.l»
to
determine the siltation in trenches in tidal rivers with mainly suspended
load was already available . Application of this two dimensional model is only
useful for trenches with relatively gentie slopes. The model can only be
used for moderately graded t non cohesive bed material, as the particle fall
velocity of the sediment must be taken as a constant. The model further
"thinks" in terms of quasi steady flow conditions (equilibrium transports at
the upstream boundary). It is further assumed that the sediment concentration
at the bed equals, over the whole length of the stretch, the local equilibrium bed concentration. Moreover, this method will stand or fall with the
accuracy of the description çf the sediment transport at the upstream boundary.
At the initial stages of the design relatively steep slopes were introduced
for the trenches. Therefore the mathematical model had to be adjusted accordingly. An additional adjustment had to be made to assess the effects of the
grainsize distribution of the sediment in suspension. Finally, the calculation
method had to be adjusted to non-stationary situations in which the time lag
of settling respectively resuspension has to be taken into account. To be
able to realize these adjustments literature had to be studied and model
research applied to establish the water move ment in trenches with steep
slopes. Moreover, the interrelation had to be investigated of the composition
of the matter in suspension, the composition of the bed material and the flow
conditions. Research was done in the field by simultaneous measurements of
the current velocity and the sediment concentrations. The grainsize distribution of the sediment thus collected was analyzed. The investigation into the
time lag effects would also be based on these measurements. With the aid of
those measurements the transports could be more accurately established.
An oblique streamline towards the trenches and currents in bends will cause
secondary flows and inherent sediment transports in longitudtnal direction.
It soon became clear, that it was impossible to develop a model that could
weil reproduce the three dimensional hydraulic circumstances within the
fixed period of time. Moreover, it is expected that three dimensional effects
will occur only locally in the immediate vicinity of the banks. It was therefore decided to further develop the two dimensional model (streamlines perpendicular on the axis of the trenches) and to introduce separately when
necessary, the possible effect of the three dimensional flow on the siltation.
Initially the investigations into the effect of the three dimensional flow
fields would be limited to a theoretical approach based on existing
literature.
To enhance the possibility of a succesful research, and in view of the limited time factor to draft a prognosis, a second mathematical model was
developed.
To establish reliability of the mathematiéal models the results of the
computations were tested against field measurements in the so-called trial
trenches. At the same time the boundary conditions for the flow and the
sediment transport could be derived from these field measurements.
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3. FIELD RESEARCH
3.1. Location of the trial trenches.
In the mouth of the Oosterschelde three flow channels are present (see
figure 2).

HAMMéN

SCHAAR VAN ROGGéNPLAAT

I

c:bJ

/
, .... TRIAL TRENCH

i- TRIAL TRENCH
I
I ROOMPOT

i

The northern channels, the Hammen and
especially the Schaar van Roggenplaat,
present areasonabie two dimensional
flow field. The flow field in the Roompot presents astrong three dimensional
character. The two northern channels
can be weil compared as far as the sediment transport and the presence of a
bed protection is concerned. Therefore
the result of measurements taken in one
of these channels holds also for the
other. Measurements taken in a trial
trench in one of these channels would
be weil suited to test the developed
mathematical modeis.
A trial trench was dredqed in the Schaar
van Roggenplaat as conditions to take
measurements there were generally more
favourable than in the Hammen. To determine the influence of the three dimensional effects a trial trench was also
dredged in the Roompot.
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Figure 2.
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3.2. Measurements.
Upstream, downstream and at the trench vertical measurements were made of the
water movement and the transport of the sediment. These measurements were
made both before and af ter dredging the trenches. Measurements were taken at
three different places along the trenches so as to detect possible three
dimensional effects. To determine the effect of the spring-tidejneap-tide
cycle measurements were taken at varying tidal conditions.
Frequently soundings were made to determine the ra te of siltation in the
trial trenches. Every 20 meters soundings were made perpendicular to the axis
of the trial trench within a range of 300 meters on both sides of the axis.
In every section of 20 meters the m asured dep th was averaged to obtain a
1
mean depth per section of 20 x 20 m . To detect deformation of the bed weekly
soudings were made by the sounding vessel "Wijker Rib". From port to starboard this vessel has been provided with 48 echo sounders, with a variabie
0
vertical angle of 4 to 10 , interspaced at 1,25 meter on the keel and booms.
To get an idea of the ~orphologic changes of the bed per tide the vessel was
also used to take soundings every half hour over a tidal period of 13 hours.
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3.3. Results of field research.
3.3.1. Rate of siltation.
Roompot.
In the trial trench in the Roompot a significant rate of siltation was only
found on the steep western slope which has an incline of 1:4; the siltation
increased from south to north. Due to the difference in siltation the align~
ment of the slope rotated and shifted in eastern direction with an average
of 2 cm/day in the southern part and an average of 35 cm/day in the northern
part. As shown in figure 3 the eastern slope was eroded. The profile of
soundings taken on October 13, 1977 in a northern section, have been compared
with those taken on April 25, 1978.
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Figure 3.
The figure shows that the western slopes are stabie
(irrespective of the
shifting) and that the eastern slopes are fading away. At the same time on
the eastern slope large sand waves have been formed. The observed siltation
and eros ion patterns as weIl as the sandwaves indicate that at the location
of the trial trench the siltation is strongly influenced by the bed load,
whereby the flood transport plays a dominant role. The increase of the
siltation in northern direction on the western slope is mostly due, probably,
to the secondary flows generated by the highly curved streamlines around
the isle of Noordland (three dimensional effects) .
Schaar van Roggenplaat.
Over the whole area of the trial trench in the Schaar van Roggenplaat
continuous siltation took place.
2
The avarage depths per section of 20 x 20 m derived from the soundings have
been set out in the time (see figure 4).
By means of regression analysis the rate of siltation has been determined
from the depth-time graph. Although the sourtdings cover a period of nearly
nine months it was hard to deduce from the results that the rate of siltation
decreased in the time. Therefore a linear regression has been taken as a
basis. According to the digested sounding results a significant siltation
averaging from 1 up to 2 cm a day, takes place over the whole of the trial
trench Schaar, whereas the area outside the trench remains stabie.
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Efforts have been made by means of the regression analysis, to detect the
effect of the spring - neap tide cycle. Although no accurate definition
could be given of the effect it seems justified to conclude that there i s
a higher increase of siltation during spring tide than during neap tide.
On the bottom of the trench, ripples have been formed up to a height of
0,5 m. In general the slopes of the trenches decrease with the time.
In order to gain more insight into the local variations of sediment-increase
divers have placed nine measuring tubes in two sections, which protuded
right af ter the installation 1 meter from the bot tom. Periodically the tubes
were measured from top to the sand level. It appeared that local significant
variations can occur, even more than 60 cm in a three days period. This
variation is probably caused b y migratingbed-ripples.
3.3.2. Ripples.
The rate of deformation of a sandy trench bed has b e en investigated by means
of echo soundings. Immediately af ter having dredged the trial trench in the
Roompot, trying to keep t.k' bot tom as l e vel a s possible, the irre g ulari ti e s
proved to be smaller than 20 cm in vertical direction. During the tidal
period following the levelling of the trench, ripple s were formed up to a
height of approximately 1 meter. From soundings with the vessel "Wijker Rib"
characteristics of the ripples (regarding height, length and slope) have
been determined on both sides along the trial trenche s as weil in the
trenches itself. This investigation has been repeated af ter several month s .
This proved that there was little or no difference between the characteristics of the ripples found one week af ter dredging the trenches and s everal
months later (see figure 5).
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Also there was no significant difference between the characteristics of the
ripples on the bottom of the trial trench and the adjacent areas of the
trench. However, the ripples in and adjacent to the trial trench Roompot
proved to be approximately twice as high and as long compared to those in
the trial trench Schaar, whereas the s l opes were more or l ess equal.
At the trial trench Roompot the migration rate of the ripples has been
investigated by soundings eve r y half hour during a complete tidal period.
By means of moving average technics from the registrations taken every half
hour a schematization of the ave rage bed profile was made. The difference
between the observed bed-profile and the thus determined levelled bed-profile
is considered to be representative for the ripple-profile at that particular
time.
By comparing the shape of the rippl es every half hour we l earned that little
or no change took place in the height and the length, but that the slopes of
the ripples were altered. In a few hours time the migration of any given
ripple can amount up to 3 meters. However, the observed migrations have a
standard deviation which is, in general, far greater than the migrations
themselves. Averaged over the tide a tendency of migration in eastern direction was observed. This indicates that loca lly the flood transport is dominant, which is in accordance with the description given in chapter 3.3.1.
about the migration of the trial trench.
3.3.3. Current velocities and sediment concentrations.
Due to lack of equipme nt, simultaneous measurements of curren t velocities
and sediment concentrations over the depth cou ld not be taken. Sometimes
at certain depths above the bed th e sediment concent ration could only be
measured once every one or two hours. The distribution of the sediment concentration over the depth at a given moment now had to be deduced from the
functions of the measured concentrations and velocities in th e time. Every
half hour verticals have been composed through interpolation of those
functions. Th en the occuri ng suspension tr ansport can be determined by
integrating over the depth the product of the determined current velocities
and sediment concentrations.
From an analysis made of the "measured" suspens ion transports an interrelation of the suspens ion transport and the flow velocity could be deduced on
which the tidal phase (ebb and flood) and th e water temperature hardly have
any influence. Seasonal influences cou ld not be detected eith er . The interrelation was main l y determined by th e p lace of the measuring station and by
the time-dependant character of the flow. In tidal areas the currents
accelerate and decelerate as fun ct i on of the tide. The measurements proved
that with a constant veloc ity the suspens ion transport is far greater during
decelerating flow than during accel e rating flow. Ther e i s a time-lag in the
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transport compared to the transport capacity. By capacity the amount of sedimentation is meant which a uniform, steady flow can transport (see schematised figure 6). As long as the transport capacity exceeds the transport, the
bed will be eroded, whereas the moment the capacity becomes less than the
local transport sedimentation of the suspended load will start.
The samples, collected during the concentration measurements, were analyzed
by means of a settling tube and sieves. It appeared that there was no s ignificant difference in the grain-size distribution of the suspended load in
the three closure gaps. It was also concluded that the suspended load near
the bed is coarser than in the higher strata, whereas when the velocity increases the portion of coarser particles (in suspension) increase s t o o.
Based on the composition of the suspended load a representative grai n size
diameter can be deduced.
In figure 7 the representative diameter of the grain size is shown as a
function of the mean current velocity. From this figure it can be se en t h at
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the representative diameter of the grain size tends to be larger at higher
current velocities: however, the scatter is rather large. The diameter of 17û
~m can be taken as a mean representati ve grain size for the suspended load
in the vicinity of the trial trenches.

3.4.1. Testing of

existin~iment

transport formulae.

Although existing sediment transport formulae have been mostly derived for
uniform and steady flows, a number of them, to wit: Engelund-Hansen,
Ackers ~vhite, Rottner (lit. 2) and Kalinske-Kirkham (lit. 3,4) have been
examined by means of measurement results to see whether those can be applied
in tidétl areas such as the Oosterschelde.
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Plgure 8.
As an example figure 8 illustrates the relation of the, acoording to Ackers
White's formula, calculated and measured sediment transport as function of
the current velocity.
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This figure shows that for the decelerating flow the measured transport
mostly is far greater than the calculated values, whereas in an accelerating
flow the calculated transport appears to be far greater. The deviations
between the measured and calculated transports are significant. Therefore it
appears unlikely that application of these formulae in tidal areas will
provide optimal results.
3.4.2. Transport relations in the Oosterschelde.
Suspended load.
Based on the measured suspended load, determined in accordance with the
method described in chapter 3.3.3., transport relations have been derived
for the Oosterschelde estuary as function of the current velocity. This has
been done by means of a linear regression analysis on the logarithmic value
of the measured transport. Distinction has been made here (see chapter
3.4.1.) between an accelerating and an decelerating flow. The thus determined
transport relations per channel have been recorded in Table I. In view of the
facts, mentioned in chapter 3.3.3., only little can be expected of the
accuracy of these relations. The real transport lies approximately between
0,5 and 2 times the calculated value.
TABLE 1.
Suspended Load(kg/m/s)
Hammen

Schaar van Roggenplaat

Roompot

accelerating flow

s

decelerating flow

s

accelerating flow

s

decelerating flow

s

accelerating flow

s

decelerating flow

s

s
s

s
s
s
s

0,2 ~ 4,8
0,45 u
0,11 u
0,19 u
0,11 u
0,16 u

5,1
5,5
2,9
4
3,6

To calculate the sediment transports in tidal areas, Rijkswaterstaat frequently uses the Kalinske-Kirkham formula, which was introduced in the Netherlands
by Morra (lit. 5):
h

s

fa

Ps

s

u(z).c (z) dz

(1)

c(z)

c(a).exp (-15wz!(u h))

c (a)

~{~lexp(-w2)
YTI
w

w

=

(2)

x

yw/u

+

~/TI

+ fW
0

exp(-~2)d~}

( 3)

(4)

x

(For explanation of symbols see list of symbols).
To obtain more conformity with the measuring results the values of the coefficients given by Kirkham have been adjusted to:
A

= 0,0039

Y

2,5

was: A
was: y

j
I

0,0039
1,36
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Bed transport.
The magnitude of the bed load was deduced from the ripple migration derived
from echo soundings every half hour in the closure gaps. From the ripple
heights and the rate of migration of the ripples, the relation
sb

=

0,06 u

3

(5)

was deduced for the bed load.
In view of the scatter of the calculation results only limited accuracy
should be awarded to the equation.
4. MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR THE PREDICTION OF SILTATION IN DREDGED TRENCHES.
4.1. Introduction.
For predicting the siltation rate in dredged trenches, an accurate description of the flow field and the sediment movement including the variations
across the trench is needed.
A method to obtain accurate quantitative information of the flow velocities
is the application of the so-called "turbulence"-model. A major drawback of
such a model still is that it is time consuming anû hence costly especially
when long term computations are requested. Therefore in the mathematical
models approximations for the flow velocities are used.
For the description of the sediment movement use may be made of the general
diffusion-convection equations, which 'have to be simplified in order to
solve the equations.
The developed two dimensional mathematical models have been tested by
measurements in the trial trench in the Schaar van Roggenplaat, as the results of the measurements in the trial trench in the Roompot were strongly
affected by three dimensional influences.
As mentioned earlier, two models were developed. These models are the
DHL-model, developed by the Delft Hydraulics Laboratory and the SGB-model,
developed by Svasek Engineering Consultants.
4.2. The DHL-model.
4.2.1. Introduction.
For several years the Delft Hydraulics Laboratory has a mathematical model
for the prediction of siltation in dredged trenches at her disposal
(lit. 1,6). As mentioned in chapter 2 the use of this model is limited.
Therefore the model has been improved and extended for apllication to the
siltation of the trenches in the Oosterschelde.
4.2.2. Water flow.
In case of steep-sided trenches the flow velocity and turbulence field is
very complex; particularly if flow seperation does occur. To minimize costs
the flow velocity field is described by a semi-empirical model based on
extensive measurements in a flume under varying conditions. This means that
the longitudinal flow velocities in each characteristic zone of the trench
are described by semi-empirical relations. The three characteristic zones,
which can be distinguished, are shown in figure 9. Detailed information
about the semi-empirical model can be found in lito 7. The vertical flow
velocity is computed from the equation of continuity.
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4.2.3. Sediment diffusion coefficient.
In case of no flow separation the diffusion coefficient is described by the
relations for uniform flow (see lito 6).
In case of flow separation the maximum value of the diffusion coefficient
is supposed to be proportional to the thickness of the mixing layer and the
velocity difference across this layer:
E:

s max

=

i3 X <5

(u -u )
m
e b

(6)

I
I
r

!

4.2.4. Bed boundary condition.

I

At the bed boundary the bed-concentration gradient <5c(x,a)/<5z or the bedconcentration c(x,a) must be specified. In the model both conditions are
applied.

!j

Steep - sided trenches.

I!

The zone in which the siltation process dominates, is characterized by a
decreasing sediment transport (<5s/<5x<O). In this zone a zero bed-concentration gradient is specified(oc/oz/ _ =0). This bed boundary condition means
no resuspension of sediment from z-athe bed into the flow.
In case of flow separation and the establishment of a layer with reversed
flow, the zero bed-concentration gradient is applied at the dividing streamline defined as the line above which the discharge remains constant (see
figure 9). The recirculation zone is treated as a "black box" in which the
sediment concentrations in vertical direction are supposed to be equal to
the concentrations at the dividing streamline. In the erosion zone (os/ox>O)
an equilibrium bed concentration c(a) = c (a) is specified. The bed concentration is determined from the local tran~port capacity of the suspended
load which can be estimated by an adequate transport formula for equilibrium
conditions.
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I

Gentie - sided trenches.
In case of gentie slopes (maximum slope 1:20) allowing the application of
logarithmic velocity profiles, an equilibrium bed concentration is specified
at the bed boundary c(a) = c (a).

e

4.2.5. Verification on base of testtrench in the Oosterschelde.
Tidal conditions.
To represent the whole tidal cycle (neap-, average and spring-tide) a socal led design tide for the sediment transport was used. The design tide is
related to the average tide and takes into account the higher contribution
of the spring-tide and unfavourable meteorological influences.
To get the design-tide the flow velocities of the average tide must be increased by about 4 %. This tide, shown in figure 10, is schematized in 4
quasi-stationair flow periods of 2 hours each. The flow velocities of these
periods are computed in such a way that the amount of sediment transported
in the full ebb- and floodperiod of the design tide equals the amount of
sediment transported in the 8-hour period of the schematized tide. The tidal
range of the average tide is also shown in figure 10 (see next page) .
Sediment transport.
For the determination of the 'suspended load and the bed load use has been
made of the equations given in Table land equation (5). The mean representative particle diameter turned out tobe 170 ~m (see chapter 3.3.3.).
0
Taking into account an ave rage water temperature of 5 C (winter period) the
representative particle fall velocity was assumed to be 0,015 mis.
Maximum diffusion coefficient.
A good estimate of the maximum diffusion coefficient can be obtained by
curve fitting of measured and computed sand concentrations for equilibriUm
conditions provided the representative particle fall velocity is known.
Results.
Computed and measurèd bed level profiles are shown in figure 11. Due to the
a-symetrical form of the tide the siltation level at the eastern slope is
relatively large. The agreement between measured and computed bed levels
af ter 180 days is remarkably good.
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By means of a sensitivity analysis it was examined to what extent the siltation in the trench is influenced by the main controlling parameters and
boundary conditions. It revealed that the value of the suspended load ra te
and the maximum diffusion coefficient at the upstream boundary and the particle fall velocity are of high importance and should only be evaluated from
detailed measurements. The bed boundary condition also influences the results
significantly. Less important are the values of the diffusion coefficient in
the trench and the flow field.

x

4.3. The SGB-model.

4.3.1. Introduction.
Svasek Engineering Consultants also developed and tested a mathematical model.
The first vers ion of the model following the Eulerian approach (RIVERA) is
suitable for solution of sedimentation and/or erosion problems of trenches
or built-up sandy sills in steady flow.
The second version (LAGRIV) is using the Lagrangean approach in order to
calculate the rate of over- or undersaturation of the flow at the boundaries
of a trench or a sill in converging and/or diverging tidal channels. Both
versions are based on two dimensional flow. Three dimensional effects have
to be superimposed for instance on the base of actual flow measurements. In
both models th e schematization is focussed on trenche s without flow separation. Special attention is given to the statistical character of the accelerating and decelerating tidal flow.
4.3.2. Mathematical model RIVERA.
The solution of the diffusion-convection equation in RIVERA is obtained using
the implicite difference method.
The hydraulic condition s can be introduced in RIVERA in arbitrary functions
u(x,z) and E (x,z). For the Oosterschelde trench the diffusion coefficient
s
is taken as a constant over the depth according to Kalinske.
The statistical distribution of the tidal velocities is introduced using a
lineair relation between tidal ranges and the tidal velocities and the wellknown distribution of the astronomical H.W. and L.W. levels for a given
period.
For the bed boundary condition consistently is used the expression:
T

( 7)
.§~(x a) = __ a(&
oz
'
E (x)
s
in which T represents the upward transport of sediment through the plane
a
z=a"'O.
The transport T for given local hydraulic conditions can be derived from
any equation fo~ suspended transport at equilibrium condi tions (T -wc (a)=O)
assuming th at c lose to th e bottom (a"'O) this " exitation transportall e T
follows the instant adaptation of th e bottom shear stress.
a
The transport T =wc (x,a) is computed according to the revised equation of
Kalinske-Kirkha~ (s~e Eq. 3 ; chapter 3.4.2.)

4 . 3 . 3 . Mathematical model LAGRIV.
In the case of large scale accelerations or decelerations of the flow, the
mode l RIVERA is not abl e to describe the time-independent variation ou/ot
because of the Eulerian approach. In the Lagrangean approach the variation
of ou/ot can be taken into account.
~.
1

I
I
!

x

The indication SGB stands for the initials of the members of the team which
did se t up the model: J.N. Svase k, M.B. de Groot and A.J. Bliek.
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For this reason the Lagrangean method should be applied for the determination
of the suspended sediment transport in all tidal rivers. The Langrangean approach in combination with the above given formula for the exitation transport T avoids the necessity to use distinct transport relations for accelerat ingaand decelerating flow. The costs of these c~lculations, however, are
rather high. Consequently, the practical application of thi~ method is limited to a number of tidal phases with significant values of u and/or ou/ot
the study area.
In combination with the results of the model RIVERA for the same values of u
a correction factor for the erosion and/or accretion rate can be estimated.
4.3.4. Verification of the SGB-models in the Oosterschelde.
The development of the trial trench in the Schaar van Roggenplaat discussed
in chaper 3.3., has initially been reconstructed, using the mathematical
model RIVERA.
The model LAGRIV was not developed at that time.
The re sult (figure 12) shows that the calculation gave approximately twice
as much sedimentation than the observed one.
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Figure 12.

Thereafter, the model LAGRIV has been applied. Açg~ leration gRstream j n the
Schaar van Roggenplaat causes mainly undersatur"; ted-'fï;~-:-' ~~d ~~;;-;~q~enÜy'~'~

" l,~ss sedimentation-tI1-tfïe-tr~~~~=Th-~-;~~'ul t~" '6C tne·· 'r.A<;RIV -c'ä'lCuiatJ;rïsh'a~~
also given in figure 12. The figure shows a reasonable agreement betwèen the
calculated and the observed sedimentation in this case.
It should be remarked, however, that the calculation results are very sensitive for the schematisation of the tidal velocities, such as the assumption
of a lineair relation between tidal range and current velocity. For instance:
an error of 10% in the velocities causes an error of approximately 40% in
the calculation results. Consequently, the calculated bed level in the trench
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has to be seen as an avera ge withi n a range . The
stand ard devia tion of this
range is estim ated at appro ximat ely half the avera
ge. Moreo ver, even the
actua l bed level in the trencn is not exact ly
known . The stand ard devia tion
in the measu red profi le is estim ated at appro ximat
ely 0,2 metre s.
At a later stage , LAGRIV was appli ed to determ
ine the eros~oI1 ~~_ a sill
which was built up in the RoompQ1: by dumpi ng both
fine and coars e sand.
rrr "UiTS" c2iÜb ration the order of " magni tude of
the obser ved and th~ " ~~lculated
rate "-aUfi ng one month is also the same. Conse quent
ly, the iáoèJ.el7a~-b~ -ap
plied for the calcu lation of both sedim entati on
in an trench and on a sill.
Both situa tions occur in the desig n of the storm
surge barri er.
5. CONSEQUENCES FOR THE DESIGN OF THE OOSTERSCHE
LDE BARRI ER.
5.1. Gener al.
As has been outlin ed befor e, durin g the const ructio
n of the storm surge
oarri er, trench es and sills will be made for the
found ation of the piers .
The dimen sions diffe r per const ructio n stage and
per locat ion. The silta tion to be expec ted in the trenc hes, has been
calcu lated by the model s,
descr ibed in chapt er 4. Short term and long term
expec tation s for siltat ion
have been made by suppl ement ing the avail able
calcu lation s with data obtained from studi es in the field regar ding the
ripple forma tion and migra tion.
One of the goals of the study was, to determ ine
the best shape of the
trench es to preve nt siltat ion as much as possi ble
at the const ructio n site
(see cnapt er 1).
It appea red that an actua l reduc tion of the siltat
ion can only be obtain ed
by drast ically incre asing the size of the trench
e s . This solut ion prove d
econo mical ly impos sible, e speci ally" as a certa
in amoun t of siltat ion at the
const ructio n site i s unavo idabl e .
It is there fore neces sary to includ e measu res
in the design by which unwan ted amoun ts of settle u sand can be preve nted
c.q. remov ed. In order to
illus trate the pract ical conse quenc es of s iltati
on for the desig n of the
barri er and its execu tion a conci sed o utlin e will
follow of the vario us
const ructio n stage s and the way in which the siltat
ion has influe nced the
desig n. Apart from the trencl 1es the sills (in
the centr e of the flow gaps)
will also be discu ssed.

~~~~-~~~!_~~~~~~~~~~~~
At vario us place s along tne alignm ent the origi
nal bed consi sted for a larye
part of silt. For soil engin eering reasan s tnis
matte r had to be replac ed by
clean sand . From tne siltat ion calcu lation s could
be estab lisned that in
many place s where tne silt had been dredg ed away,
suppl etion of sand mostl y
could take place in a natur al way. Howev er, as
a natur al proce ss of silta tion is rathe r slow, it was consi dered neces sary
to help progr ess of the
work by dumpi ng addit" ional sand into the tr e nches
, namel y in the Roomp ot and
the Hamme n.
5.3. Found ation bed as si ll.
Af ter tne soil nas been impro ved the top of Ule
found ation bed will be
broug ht up to the same level as t .he found ation
level of the piers . This implies that at the banks of the flow chann els there
still will be a trench
(see 5.4.) , and tnat in the centre of the flow
chann els a sill has to oe
built .
This sill will be l subje ct to erosio n. From calcu
lation s it was determ ined
that this erosio n will be stron gly influe nced
by the grain size of the
mater ial to be used.
Based on tnis inform ation it was decid ed in the
areas sensi tive to erosio n
to use for tne 3 meter thick top layer the coars
e North Sea sand (diam eter
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rsche lde sand (diam eter apappro ximat ely 0,35 mm) instea d of tne fine Ooste
af ter comp letion the sill
proxi matel y 0,2 mm). Moreo ver, one decid ed tnat
of grave l, becau se in the
would be cover ed as soon as possi ble with a layer
sever e erosio n.
long run even the coars e sand will be subje ct to
5.4. Trenc hes at the banks of the flow chann els.
at the banks of the flow
Af ter tne soil impro vemen t a trench will remai n
will take place in these
ion
cnann els. There fore contin uous natur al siltat
neces sary to compa ct the
is
it
areas . From a viewp oint of soil engin eering
of sand. The speci ally
bed under the piers and in parti cular the new layer
meter s below bed level .
built compa ction vesse l has a reach as far as 15
trench es durin g compa ction.
This impli es a maxim um level of the bed in the
what time may expir e beFrom siltat ion calcu lation s it could be determ ined
ction. From calcu lation s
tween the soil impro vemen t and the momen t of compa
siltat ion on the slope s of
it also appea red that local ly there is a risk of
the width of the trench at
tne trenc h. It was there fore decid ed to enlarg e
these place s.

~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~
n depth of the manoe uvring
A simil ar proble m has risen for th e const ructio
the liftin g vesse l, that
for
d
areas near tne slope s. These areas are neede
nas a draug ht of appro xiposit ions the piers . The vesse l-pier combi nation
ion will also occur . To
matel y 11 meter s. At the site of these areas siltat
taken into accou nt. The reinterc ept this fact addit ional depth has to be
siltat ion comp utatio ns.
quire d addit ional depth has be e n determ ined from
5.6. Filte r const ructio n.
meabl e to sand, will have
On the compa cted subso il a filte r, which is imper
ioned .
to be const ructe d befor e tne piers can be posit
consi sting of vario us layer s
r
filte
a
ruct
const
to
It was plann ed origi nally
such as sand lense s, must be
of rubbl e. Any form of sand betwe en tile layer s,
influe nce of s pring tide
avoid ed. Calcu lation s have shown tnat under the
in the trench of appro xioccur
can
condi tions, local ly an avera ge siltat ion
in areas prone to
(also
matel y 5 cm/da y. Moreo ver, there is a proba bility
occur o n the conmay
m
0,50
as
erosio n) that migra ting sand ripple s as hign
oe remov ed
to
have
will
site,
e
struc tion site. The sand, pre sent at th
serio us ly c omTnis
d.
dumpe
is
r
filte
the
every time befor e a new layer for
This aspec t nas léad to
plica tes tne comp ilatio n of the filte r struc ture.
Tne decis ion resul ted
run.
one
in
r
the decis ion to place roe compl ete filte
sting of a mat.
c0nsi
r
finall y in the choic e of a so-ca lled packe d filte
remov ed.
be
to
have
With this const ructio n only one sand laye r will
forma tion of
the
ially
In view of the proba bility of siltat ion and espec
under the
hs
throug
rippl es, Which may cause flow cnann els in the ripple
tha~ positoon
pon
the
relati vely stiff mat, it will be neces sary to equip
the mat to
as
width
equal
tions the filte r with a suctio n head that has an
y be
diatel
imme
led and
be laid. The whole of the bed will then be level
.
)
slack water
cover ed with the mat. (This will take place at
~~~~~~~~~~~_~~_~~~_~~~E~~
the piers will be posit iThe same pronle m, as with the mat, will arise when
ess of the sand layer
oned. Accor ding to curre nt views the maxim um thickn
d 2 cm. Measu res must
excee
not
may
betwe en tnem at and the base of the pier
when the piers are
mat
the
from
tnere fore be takE!D to remov e the sand layer
of the siltat ion
lation
calcu
the
neing posit ioned . A comp licatin g facto r in
the liftin g
by
d
cause
field
in tnis stage is the distur bance in tne flow
ximat ely
appro
are
l
vesse
tne
vesse l-pier comb inatio n. The dimen sions of
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50 x 90 meter and the draught is approximately 11 meter. This implies that
the two dimensional mathematical models cannot provide reliable figures for
the siltation under and behind the oDstacle. It is obvious that hign demands
must be set for the "cleaning" equipment. It is presently known tnat tne
time available between the start of the final cleaning and the positioning
of the pier is less than an hour. Medio April 1980 no decision regarding the
method of cleaning has as yet been taken.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In the design of the storm surge barrier, whereby part of the foundation
bed for the piers will be placed in dredged trenches, the sedimentation of
sand plays an important role.
Two mathematical models have been developed to make prognoses for tne
siltation during the various stages of construction. The calculation results
of tnese models have been tested against the occuring sedimentation in a
o
trial trench in the Schaar van Roggenplaat. Both models proved to be satisfactory.
With tne aid of the mathematical models various boundary conditions have been
set for the design, such as the additional depth for the manoeuvring areas,
and so on. At the same time ~hese models showed that a geometrical change
of the trench would only result in a marginal decrease of the rate of siltationi more drastic changes will econ9mically be unattractive.
Furthermore, those models were used to determine the rate of siltation over
a short period of time (from one hour up to several days). Tne results of
this research lead in the design for the foundation bed to the cnoice of a
certain type of filter i.e. a so-called packed filter.
When trying to determine IlOW much sand would settie on the Ded during tne
positioning of the piers, it appeared tnat owing to the strong three dimensional flow field around tne lifting vessel, the mathematical models were
incapaDie of formulating an accurate prognosis.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

dimension
a

bed boundary level above the bed.

A

constant = 0.0039

c

sediment concentration

m

c(a): sediment concentration at the bed
c(z)

sediment concentration at height z above the bed

c

e~uilibrium

e

h

flow depth

s

sediment transport

kg/m/s

bed load transport per unit width

kg/m/s

suspended load transport per unit width

kg/m/s

s

s

T

I

a

s

upward sediment transport through the plan

m/s

z=a~O

u

longitudinal flow veloèity

m/s

u

depth averaged flow velocity

m/s

shear velocity

m/s

maximum flow velocity in outer layer

m/s

maximum flow velocity in the layer with reversed flow

m/s

x

longitudinal coordinate

m

z

vertical coordinate

m

B

ratio for diffusion coefficients for sediment and momentum

y

constant 2,5

u

II

m

time

t

I

sediment concentration

u

E:

X

e

S

thickness of the mixing layer

m

vertical diffusion coefficient for the sediment partieles

m /s

density of sediment
constant

w

2

kg/m

3

'.0085

partiele fall velocity

m/s
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